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CONVENTIONAL SHOULDER FRICTION STIR WELDING (CSFSW) PRODUCES UNEVEN HEAT INPUT THROUGH WELDED MATERIAL THICKNESS: HIGHER CLOSE TO THE TOP AND LOWER CLOSE TO THE BOTTOM. WHEN CSFSW IS APPLIED ON CERTAIN ALUMINUM ALLOYS, SUCH AS 7XXX AND 2XXX SERIES HIGH STRENGTH ALUMINUM ALLOYS WHICH CONTAIN LOW MELTING POINT INTERMETALLIC, OVERHEATING AND LOCAL MELTING MAY HAPPEN CLOSE TO WELD CROWN. STATIONARY SHOULDER FRICTION STIR WELDING (SSFSW) MAY GENERATE MUCH MORE UNIFORM HEAT INPUT THROUGH PLATE THICKNESS THAN CSFSW DUE TO THE NON-ROTATING SHOULDER AND ROTATING PIN. THEREFORE, OVERHEATING AND LOCAL MELTING ARE EXPECTED TO BE AVOIDED IN SSFSW. FURTHERMORE, LOCAL PROPERTIES OF JOINT MADE BY SSFSW SHOULD BE MORE UNIFORM THROUGH ITS THICKNESS THAN THOSE OF JOINT MADE BY CSFSW.

IN THIS STUDY, THERMAL MANAGEMENT WAS MAINLY APPROACHED BY APPLYING A ROTATING SHOULDER TOOL (CSFSW) AND A STATIONARY SHOULDER TOOL (SSFSW) IN FSW. BESIDE THE THERMAL MANAGEMENT IMPLEMENTED BY THE SHOULDER, SINGLE PASS (SP) FSW, DUAL-PASS (DP) FSW, VARIOUS PIN FEATURES SUCH AS FLATS AND FLUTES, HAVE ALSO BEEN INTRODUCED IN THIS INVESTIGATION TO ACHIEVE DIFFERENT THERMAL DISTRIBUTION.

A SERIES OF 24.9 MM AND 25.4 MM THICK AA7099-T7651, 32 MM THICK AA7050-T7451 AND 25.4 MM THICK AA6061-T651 ALUMINUM ALLOY PLATES HAVE BEEN FRICTION STIR WELDED USING FOUR DIFFERENT PROCESS VARIANTS. THE PROCESS VARIANTS USED ARE: STATIONARY SHOULDER SINGLE PASS (SSSP), CONVENTIONAL SHOULDER SINGLE PASS (CSSP),
stationary shoulder dual pass (SSDP), and conventional shoulder dual pass (CSDP). FSW parameters, such as speeds, forces, temperatures, torques, powers and grain size, have been recorded, calculated and analyzed. Welding quality, material flow and deformation, as well as microstructure have been examined by various metallographic means. Mechanical examinations have been adopted to test mechanical properties of joints made with CSFSW and SSFSW. The TPM model implemented in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS 4.0/4.4 has also been adopted in this research to simulate thermal distributions in FSW process when different process variants are applied.

Goals of this study include further understanding CSFSW and SSFSW mechanical, thermal and metallurgical processes, producing high quality thick plate SSFSW joint on 7xxx aluminum alloys, as well as investigating the influences of thermal management, pin features, process control parameters and different process variants in process response parameters, achievable welding speeds, thermal distribution and history in welded joint metallurgical and mechanical properties.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 Introduction

Joining of two components plays a significant role and has been widely applied in structural manufacturing. Development of joining mainly aims at improving joint performance and reducing cost. There are several possible ways to meet those requirements, such as selection and development of advancing methods, technology, material, and so on.

Various joining methods have been developed and applied in manufacturing process in air, under water, and even in outer space. During the last decades, most joining of two components have been performed by adhesive bonding, mechanical joining (SV gasket joining, brazing, corrugated stainless steel tube fittings, flanged, grooved, hubless coupling, press joining) and welding. Welding joins materials like metals and thermoplastics by causing coalescence. Compared with adhesive bonding and mechanical joining, welding produces a stronger joint with less weight. Common welding methods include solvent weld, heat fusion weld, shielded metal arc welding, gas tungsten arc welding, flux-cored arc welding, gas metal arc welding, submerged arc welding, electroslag welding, etc. Various energy sources have been applied in welding, such as an electric arc, a gas flame, an electron beam, a laser, friction and ultrasound. Forge welding
was invented until the end of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century, then followed arc welding, oxyfuel welding, and electric resistance welding. In late 20\textsuperscript{th} century, electron beam welding, laser beam welding, magnetic pulse welding, and friction stir welding have been invented, which boosted the joining in manufacturing \cite{1}. Friction Stir Welding (FSW), invented by The Welding Institute (TWI) UK in December 1991, has been considered as the innovative breakthrough of the state-of-the-art manufacturing process for joining aluminum, magnesium, steel, copper, nickel and titanium alloys.

Friction stir welding (FSW) is a solid state thermo-mechanical welding process without melting. In FSW process, a non-consumable rotating tool plunges into a pre-drilled hole of the two abutting workpieces, and then travels along the seam line. Friction between tool and workpieces generates frictional heat, which softens material nearby the FSW tool to enable tool travelling, heats material in two work pieces around it to a sufficient temperature, plasticizes, moves and mixes it through relative motions between the rotating-translating tool and work pieces to form a joint. FSW has distinct advantages relative to conventional welding methods. FSW is energy conservation and consumption reduction, and more environment-friendly. FSW can reduce the component weight since mechanical fastenings like riveted or bolted joints are no longer necessary \cite{2}, \cite{3}. Since there is no melting involved in FSW, relative to fusion processes, FSW can be applied in all the aluminum alloys without hot cracking, element loss, porosity and so on. Also, damage to the base metal is minimized in FSW compared with other welding methods. Filling material is unnecessary which can reduce weight and cost. More importantly, friction stir welding (FSW) has enabled the joining of high strength aerospace aluminum alloys like 7XXX aluminum alloys which were formerly considered
unweldable by most fusion welding techniques. Generally speaking, relative to other conventional welding methods, FSW can produce highly repeatable joints with higher strengths, less consumption, lower weight, and lower cost.

FSW materials with good properties (especially high specific strengths) and light weight, like aluminum, magnesium, and titanium alloys have been studied to improve joint performance, reduce cost and bloom manufacturing industries like aerospace, automotive, ship building, railways, robotics, personal computers, etc. [4], [5].

1.2 Motivation, Objective and Methodology

1.2.1 Motivation

Friction stir welding (FSW) has enabled the joining of high strength aerospace aluminum alloys which were formerly considered unweldable by most fusion welding techniques. However, in order to reap the benefits of these high strength alloys in welded structure, it is important to produce welds which do not excessively degrade the strength. Thermal history and welding speed are crucial to the joint’s strength, stated as following.

1.2.1.1 Temperature

When a conventional FSW tool is applied, friction heat is generated by friction between the rotating shoulder and work-piece surface, and friction between the rotating pin and weld material. The rotating shoulder prevents expulsion of material and produces friction heat, therefore near crown materials receive a lot of power input. It’s obvious that conventional shoulder friction stir welding (CSFSW) produces uneven heat input through welded material thickness due to the rotating shoulder and pin: higher close to the top and lower close to the bottom. When CSFSW is applied on certain aluminum alloys, such as 7xxx and 2xxx series high strength aluminum alloys which contain low melting point
intermetallic, overheating and local melting may happen close near weld crown while underheating may occur near weld root, which as well as defects reduce joint properties significantly.

To avoid overheating in FSW, stationary shoulder FSW (SSFSW) will be adopted and studied in this research. Stationary shoulder (SS) is expected to avoid overheating especially near crown and achieve homogeneities in thermal distribution and microstructure through thickness. Stationary shoulder friction stir welding (SSFSW) generates much more uniform heat input through plate thickness than CSFSW due to the non-rotating shoulder and rotating pin. Therefore, overheating and local melting are easy to avoid in SSFSW. Furthermore, local properties of joint made by SSFSW should be more uniform through its thickness than those of joint made by CSFSW.

To avoid overheating in FSW, thermal managements like water-spray at work-piece surface and backing plates with different thermal conductivities have also been adopted to enhance heat dissipation during FSW process.

1.2.1.2 Welding Speed

Copious previous work has demonstrated the importance of welding speed in determining attainable strength. A typical measure of weld strength is the transverse tensile test. Joint strength of 7XXX alloy welds in transverse tension is strongly correlated with heat affected zone (HAZ) minimum hardness [6]. Minimum hardness has been shown to be increased by welding at high speeds and may also be affected by application of various thermal boundary conditions designed to increase quench rates in the HAZ [6],[7],[8],[9],[10],[11]. Welding speed is limited in practice primarily by two factors: (1) in-plane force on the weld tool increases with increasing welding speed and
ultimately at sufficient speed the tool will fail and (2) increasing welding speed normally
requires increased weld power, weld power is closely correlated with peak weld
temperature, and peak weld temperature must be maintained below the incipient melting
point of the alloy being welded or else the weld nugget ductility and strength will be
compromised.

So, there is a tension between welding at the highest possible speed to minimize
HAZ overaging and maintaining weld peak T below the incipient melting temperature.
Process modifications which would enable welding at reasonably high speeds without
exceeding incipient melting temperatures are desirable.

When single pass (SP) full penetration FSW is applied in 25.4 mm thick high
strength 7XXX aluminum alloys plate, welding speed is limited and it’s likely to overheat
near crown and also may result defective joints, which reduce joint strength. On the other
hand, single pass half penetration (SPH) FSW is more easily to produce defect free joints,
allows much higher speeds, improves weldability and maintains nugget temperature
below the incipient melting temperature, which together increase the joint’s strengths,
especially the UTS. Therefore, dual pass (DP) FSW has been considered and adopted in
this research. In the DP processes, welds are made from both sides of the plate one by
one by a 12.7 mm long pin with each pass having a weld penetration of slightly greater
than half of the plate thickness (24.9 mm).

1.2.2 Objectives

Objectives of this research are to: (a) improve weldability of FSW in 7XXX
aluminum alloys and produce high quality FSW joint in 25.4 mm thick AA7xxx plate, (b)
further understand mechanical and metallurgical processes using different shoulders (CS
and SS) and different process variants (SPH, SP and DP), (c) investigate effect of control parameters and thermal managements on response parameters and properties, (d) investigate the influence of thermal distribution and history in welded joint’s metallurgical and mechanical properties, and (e) study SSSP in different aluminum alloys.

1.2.3 Methodology

Based on previous discussion, stationary shoulder (SS) welding might alleviate overheating problems, and double pass (DP) welding might enable faster welding.

In this research, as for full penetrated FSW, we explore four process variants in the welding of a 25.4 mm (for SP) or 24.9 mm (for DP) thick high strength aerospace aluminum alloy with the goal of maximizing transverse properties while preventing overheating. The process variants used include CSSP, SSSP, CSDP and SSDP. Single pass welds will be performed on 25.4 mm thick AA7099-T7651 plates. Dual pass welds will be made on 24.9 mm thick plates machined from the 25.4 mm thick AA7099-T7651 plates. In both of the dual pass processes, welds are made from both sides of the plate one by one with each pass having a weld penetration of slightly greater than half of the plate thickness. Water spray and different backing plates will also be applied for comparison study. SSSP will also be performed on 32 mm thick AA7050-T7451 plates and 25.4 mm thick AA6061-T651 plates.

FSW control and response parameters, such as speeds, forces, temperatures, torques, and powers, will be recorded and analyzed. Welding quality, material flow and deformation, as well as microstructure will be examined by various metallographic means.
Mechanical examinations and analysis will be adopted to test global and local properties of joints made in this research.

1.3 Dissertation Layout

This dissertation is divided into five chapters:

(1) **Chapter 1** presents a general background of joining processes in manufacturing, briefly introduces friction stir welding including advantages relative to traditional joining technologies, current and potential applications, and elucidates the motivation, objectives and methodology of this dissertation.

(2) Literature review has been presented in **Chapter 2** for depicting a thorough background and reviewing relevant studies in several aspects. First, basic background of FSW like history of invention and developments, process advantages and disadvantages relative to other joining technologies, process parameters, and weld microstructure are reviewed to provide this research work a general background. Then to offer a general idea about the crucial mechanism in FSW and how to tailor the process variables to obtain sound and defect-free weld joints depend on specific applications, effects of primary control parameters (like tool rotation rate, travelling speed, and forge force) on response parameters (torque, temperature), thermal history and properties, effects of temperature and its transients on weld properties, as well as temperature measuring methods are reviewed. Thermal managements in FSW especially the modification of thermal boundary conditions are also reviewed to better understand the thermal managements applied in this research. Finally, state of the art of FSW modeling is reviewed to widen and deepen understanding of simulation about FSW process.
(3) **Chapter 3** consists of materials, experimental and testing procedures adopted in this dissertation. Metallurgy of experimental materials including AA7099-T7651, AA7050-T7451 and AA6061 are reviewed and studied. Experimental facilities like FSW and data acquisition are further introduced. Details of weld run are explained and listed including thermal managements, FSW preparation, PWHT, metallographic sample preparation, and relevant mechanical testing procedures.

(4) **Chapter 4** states and discusses obtained research results in experimental and simulated results. According to different process variants and weld materials applied, FSW experiments can be divided into the following four categories: a) single pass half penetration FSW in AA7099, b) single pass full penetration FSW in AA7099, c) dual pass full penetration FSW in AA7099, and d) stationary shoulder single pass full penetration FSW in different alloys. In each category, macro and microstructure, process responses, mechanical properties like hardness, tensile testing and bending properties, residual stress are studied and discussed. Comparison study is performed to further understand FSW mechanism in aluminum alloys. Simulation work is also performed on selected comparable joints to study thermal distributions in FSW. This part explains the adopted TPM model, states motivation and goals, illustrates material properties selection, simulation procedures and discusses the simulation results.

(5) **Chapter 5** presents summary and conclusions of this research, and proposes future works for further research directions.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Friction Stir Welding

Friction stir welding (FSW) is a solid-state thermo-mechanical welding process without melting. In a typical FSW process performed in Aluminum alloys, a non-consumable tool consisting of a rotating or non-rotating shoulder and a rotating probe heats material in the two work-pieces around the tool up to a sufficient temperature (below the melting temperature of the base metal), plasticize, move and mix it through relative motions between the rotating-translating tool and the still work-pieces. Figure 2.1 illuminates the typical friction stir welding process and corresponding terminologies. Readers are referred to a recent paper written by Threadgill [12] which clearly illustrates general terminologies adopted in FSW.

Atomic-level analysis of bond formation in FSW has been studied by Oosterkamp [13], Tylecote [14], Lawrence H. Van Vlack [15] and Li [16]. Take Aluminum alloys plates for example. Before the FSW process, strong metallic bonds generated by interatomic attractive forces held atoms inside two work-pieces together. During the FSW process, larger heat input generates huge energy, which is absorbed by atoms near the work-piece interface. Those atoms then have larger mean spacing, become more active and are ready for moving with the rotating-translating pin from one work-piece to another.
Then intense atom diffusion and mixing at the atomic level or plastic deformation in the macroscopic scale occur. The atom diffusion will be further enhanced by elevated temperature and intense plastic deformation, allowing new strong metallurgical bonds between diffused atoms with adjacent atoms under high hydrostatic pressure formed by the shoulder and applied large forge force. Material in front of the pin will suffer from intense plastic deformation and gradually deposit behind the pin with the pin rotating and travelling along the joint line. Then a FSW joint forms [13],[14],[15],[16]. The shoulder will also restrain plasticized material inside the weld to prevent the plasticized material from being oxidized, and reduce flash and possibility of forming volumetric defects.

FSW enables the joining of high strength aluminum alloys therefore has been widely applied in aerospace and automotive industries. The process of FSW performed on aluminum alloys causes a recrystallized nugget zone and a heat affected zone (HAZ), which experience different thermal history then exhibit different microstructures and properties relative to the base metal. However, relative to other joining techniques for
aluminum alloys, FSW has still been considered as superior because of its intrinsic advantages, like resistance to hot cracking, preservation of base material properties, better dimensional stability, etc. [17], [18], [19].

Primary process control parameters, like tool rotation rate, welding speed, forge force, tool geometry, can be tailored to obtain sound and defect-free weld joints depend on specific applications. Other control parameters includes tool tilt angle and tool features. Thermal managements include welding environment, backing plates and welding methods (partial or full penetration, single or dual pass, conventional or stationary shoulder). In-plane forces and torque experienced by the tool, power input and joint temperature constitute process response variables. Weldability, macro and micro structure, thermal distribution, transverse and through thickness hardness distributions and other mechanical properties of joints are of primary interest.

In this research, to increase joint’s strength, most efforts are made to apply higher welding speed, get a sound defect free joint, and keep peak joint temperature below the alloy’s incipient melting temperature which might reduce typical undesirable effects of FSW processes. In conventional shoulder FSW, the tool is of a two piece design with a rotating shoulder and a rotating pin during FSW process. It will generate much heat near weld crown due to the rotating shoulder, which indicates overheating near crown often occurs. To avoid this, stationary shoulder FSW during which process the shoulder keeps stationary is introduced in this research. Also, to allow higher welding speeds, dual pass (DP) FSW is introduced. In the DP processes, welds are made from both sides of the plate one by one by a pin with each pass having a weld penetration of slightly greater than half of the plate thickness.
Control parameters together with thermal managements have significant influence in FSW joint’s material flow, microstructural and thermal distribution, which determine joint’s quality and properties. In this research, all parameters are considered to produce sound defect free joints. Control parameters like tilt angle and pin features are not the primary study interest. Primary control parameters and thermal managements are the focal points of this research. All the welds are made with similar and comparable tool geometries and features as detailed in section 3.3 and Appendix.

2.2 Weld microstructure

Figure 2.2 Typical transverse cross section of metallographic sample friction stir welded on 25.4 mm thick AA7099 plates after polishing and etching. Regions indicated by lines with different colors are: A) nugget, B) TMAZ, and C) HAZ.

As shown in Figure 2.2, the typical macrostructure of a FSW joint transverse cross section after polishing and etching consists of three distinct local regions: the nugget, TMAZ (Thermal Mechanically Affected Zone) and HAZ (Heat Affected Zone). During the FSW process, the central region underneath the weld seam experiences intense plastic deformation and temperature there increases quite close to but generally below the incipient melting temperature of base metal, resulting in a fine grained recrystallized area referred to as nugget, dynamically recrystallized zone or
stir/deformation zone. The shape and size of the applied tool probe which stirs the joint during FSW process significantly determines the shape and size of the nugget. A typical nugget of FSW joint in aluminum alloy is featured with equiaxed grains of few (2-10) microns with high angle grain boundaries and low dislocation density [9], [20]. Next to the nugget zone on either size is the TMAZ, which experiences some plastic deformation and significant thermal cycle. Usually the grain structure in TMAZ consists of considerably deformed parent grain structure with distinct subgrains visible without any recrystallization. At the advancing side, there is always a distinct boundary between nugget and TMAZ; however, at the retreating side the microstructure transitions gradually. Next to the TMAZ is the HAZ, which experiences significant thermal cycle without plastic deformation due to its distance from the weld zone. In HAZ there is no apparent change in the grain structure, and it is normally characterized by the changes in hardness response. HAZ is the weakest area of the joint due to overaging in a typical precipitation hardening aluminum alloy (for instance AA7099) welds.

2.3 Effects of control parameter & thermal managements on response parameters, microstructure and properties

Primary process control parameters in FSW include tool rotation rate, tool travelling speed, forge force and tool geometry. Other secondary control parameters include tool tilt angle and tool features. Thermal managements includes thermal boundary conditions (BCs) (welding environment and backing plates), and welding process variants (partial or full penetration, single or dual pass, conventional or stationary shoulder). In-plane forces and torque experienced by the tool, power input and joint temperature constitute process response variables. Weldability, macro and micro
structure, temperature distribution, transverse and through thickness hardness distributions and other mechanical properties like yield strength, tensile strength and residual stress of joints are of primary interest.

Process control parameters as well as thermal managements will affect thermal history during FSW process, which will affect heating, cooling, history and sequence of precipitation and dissolution, which will finally determine local and global microstructure and properties. In other words, better understanding of effects of control parameters and thermal managements on process response variables and joint properties will help us to tailor control parameters and thermal managements to obtain sound, defect-free weld joints with optimized properties depending on specific applications.

2.3.1 Effects of Primary control parameters on response parameters and properties

2.3.1.1 Torque & forces

In FSW, the rate of heat generation ‘Q’ is equal to the mechanical power associated with the tool, which is equal to the torque times the angular velocity of tool. Specific energy (energy per unit length) can be calculated by dividing the power by the welding speed. Both specific energy and power can be related to the total heat input and hence the thermal distribution, therefore they are significant parameters for analytical and computational modeling. Power and torque cannot be directly controlled, and torque depends on control parameters like rotation rate, welding speed, forge force, etc. Torque and forces will also affect the tool longevity and will be considered during FSW parameter choosing. Power and torque significantly affect deformation zone temperature, and it’s vital in FSW study to understand interrelationships among torque, power, temperature, control and response parameters [21].
Another significant response parameter during FSW comes to forces experienced by the tool especially in the pin. Exploring effects of control parameters and other welding conditions on tool forces can help better understanding of the material flow and consolidation in FSW. Quantification of tool forces is also vital for tool and machine design to avoid failure of tool or machine during FSW. The tool shoulder and pin geometries, pin features, control parameters and BCs which can minimize the tool forces while maintaining superior mechanical properties are desirable [22].

Figure 2.3 Torque and power as functions of weld pitch in dissimilar welds. Adapted from Peel et al. [23]

Peel et al. [23] performed dissimilar FSW in 3 mm thick AA5083 and AA6082 sheets with a series of systematically varied speeds to study several process response parameters. Figure 2.3 shows the torque and power trends in steady state with weld pitch increasing. It’s shown that torque is more sensitive to the rotation rate than to the welding speed, and larger rotation rate results in larger power input. It also shows that the effect of rotation rate on torque is higher at low rotation rate regime than at high rotation rate regime, which trend is similar to temperature in deformed zone discussed previously. Long et al. [8] studied response parameters like torque and forces of several welds made with rotation rates ranging from 100 rpm to 800 rpm and a constant welding speed of
1.27 mm/s in three different plates: 9.5 mm thick AA5083, 8.3 mm thick AA2219 and 9.5 mm thick AA7050. Average forces in X axis and torque are plotted against the rotation rate, as shown in Figure 2.4. With the increasing of rotation rate, torque decreased sharply at low rotation rate regime and then decreased more and more slowly with the further increase in rotation rate. When rotation rate increased, X force also decreased sharply at the low rotation rate regime, then it began to increase slowly after it reached a minimum value at an intermediate rotation rate level.

Figure 2.4 Left: Torque and power as functions of rotation rate for different alloys. Right: Torque, X force and grain size as functions of rotation rate in AA7050 welds. Adapted from Longy et al. [8]

Figure 2.5 X force and spindle torque as functions of weld position. Adapted from Reynolds [24]

It’s worthy to note that the discontinuous material flow in FSW results in discontinuous torque and tool forces, which are not monotonic response parameters and
roughly follow the sinusoidal pattern, as shown in Figure 2.5. The amplitude of the signal depends on several control parameters. However, the wavelength has been reported to be equal to the advance per revolution [24], [25]. It has also been reported that the banded microstructure spacing in FSW of AA2524 and AA2024 correlated well with oscillating frequency of the forces [25]. Recently there have been increased studies of periodicity of the tool forces. Bignault et al. [26] reported a work of measuring process force footprint with the use of multi-axial force transducer. Subsequently Hattingh et al. [27] from the same research group examined the effects of tool geometry and process parameters in FSW by analyzing the polar plots of process forces. Boldsaikhan et al. [28] performed phase space analysis of time series force data to develop algorithms using computational methods to detect wormhole defects. However, study of exploring relationships between process forces and welding parameters is still in the early stage. Theories and assumptions to describe the material flow in the joint should be capable to relate the dynamic changes in the tool forces since the material flow is examined through tool forces.

2.3.1.2 Effects of Temperature on response parameters & properties

During FSW, the weld joint material undergoes intense thermo-mechanical deformation and temperature cycle. In precipitation hardened aluminum alloys, thermal history in the joint cross section significantly affects the microstructural distribution, which affects the relevant joint properties. Therefore, experimentally measured temperature history especially at weld nugget and heat affected zone, which is determined by primary control parameters like weld speeds and forge force, are of utmost significance in study of FSW joint properties. Understanding and finally establishing the
relationship between control parameters and temperature history probably realize the tailoring of desired specific properties in FSW joints.

Unfortunately, temperature measurement of locations inside the FSW process zone is highly problematic. During FSW process, the tool rotates and travels along the joint seam line, resulting materials around the probe moving under the severe thermomechanical influence, which leads to limited locations for temperature measuring, steep temperature gradients, etc. Therefore, it is hardly possible to measure actual transient temperatures in the deformation zone.

Several methods for temperature measurements are not applicable in measuring temperature history inside the joint. Surface radiation technologies of physical contact and non-contact with the measured objects, like laser-ultrasonic technique and infrared temperature sensors, are complicated by variations in local emissivity. They are applied to measure surface temperature instead of temperature inside the joint [29],[30],[31],[32]. Kosugi et al. [33] developed a new noncontact method, the laser-ultrasonic technique, to monitor temperature distribution of a heated rotating cylindrical object. Measured surface temperature of the cylindrical object and heat conduction analyses were combined together to quantitatively evaluate temperature distribution of the cylindrical object in the radial direction. However, this rotating object was not like the FSW tool which is inside the joint, so this method is not applicable in measuring temperature inside FSW joints. Recently, Woo et al. [34] exploited the deep penetration capacity of neutrons into most metallic materials, and applied the in-situ neutron diffraction method to reveal thermal stresses and the real time temperature in the stir zone of AA6061-T6 during FSW process. However, this method requires high cost, significant efforts and instrumentation,
which makes it not cost-effective to be applied on a regular basis of temperature measurement.

From above review, it has been illustrated that directly measuring real time temperature inside the joint is extremely challenging, since many measurement techniques are inapplicable due to the intense thermomechanical deformation associated with the FSW process. Currently, thermocouples (TCs) have become the most practicable means to obtain real time temperature inside the joint. TCs can be either placed directly in the weld path or embedded inside the FSW tool. Few studies have reported tool temperature measurements since it is difficult and complicate to accurately measure the real time temperature of a rotating and travelling body surrounded by deformed metal materials. The method measuring temperature by embedding TCs in the weld path has been employed mostly by researchers to measure experimental temperature. Typical applications of experimental temperature measurement results include analyzing the thermal distribution during FSW process based on heat transfer theories, correlating them with specific welding parameters for effect study, validating and evaluating numerical and analytical simulation models. However, embedding TCs in the weld path to measure temperature still has intrinsic disadvantages. When TCs are embedded in the weld path, during the FSW process the deformed metal material and/or moving probe will undoubtedly affect TCs locations by displacing or even destroying them, which raises several problems, like uncertainty of TCs actual location where temperature data is from, and uncertainty of actual value of temperature recorded. Therefore, when TCs are right in the path of the FSW tool in which case TCs will be destroyed, care must be taken to analysis and conclusions based on those temperature measurement results. When TCs are
not in the deformation zone, for instance TCs are embedded in the HAZ, there will be much less uncertainty of TCs locations. However, due to the specific thermal distribution, a larger temperature gradient existing in and around the deformation zone results a large error in the temperature measurement where there is even a small uncertainty of TC location.

Figure 2.6 Peak T distribution adjacent to a FSW of AA7075-T651. Adapted from Mahoney et al. [35]

One of the earliest works that expounded thermal distribution in FSW by measuring temperature using TCs was performed by Mahoney et al [35]. In his study, full penetration FSW butt weld was performed in 6.35 mm thick AA7075-T651 sheet with a welding speed of 2.12 mm/s. Temperatures were measured as function of both the distance from weld nugget and through the thickness of the sheet by embedding TCs proximate to the weld nugget. Peak temperature was measured at different locations adjacent to the weld nugget, as shown in Figure 2.6. Peak temperatures outside the weld nugget varied from 422°C to 475°C at the edge of the nugget to 257°C to 308°C at a distance of ~11 mm from the nugget. Maximum peak temperature was observed at the edge of the stir zone near weld crown. A decreasing trend of peak temperatures was found when distance from weld crown increased due to heat generated by tool shoulder,
and/or when distance from nugget edge increased due to heat extraction by the backing plate. The fracture path in the tensile samples followed the isothermal contour in the cross section of the joint, which contour angled from the weld crown toward the nugget as it approached the weld root. Since then, similar experiments with embedded TCs placed at various locations at the far field, in and around the deformation zone, have been conducted by several researchers such as Tang et al.[36], Frigaard et al. [37], Kwon et al. [38], Sato et al. [39], Fonda and Lambrakos [40], Chao et al. [41], Chen and Kovacevic [42], Hassan et al. [43] and Simar et al. [44]. Tang et al. [36] performed FSW in 6.4 mm thick AA6061-T6 plates with a constant welding speed of 2 mm/s and a rotation rate ranging from 300 rpm to 1200 rpm to investigate heat input and temperature distribution during FSW process. Temperatures at various positions through thickness and along transverse direction were measured by imbedded TCs in a series of small holes with different depths at different distances from the weld seam line drilled to the workpiece bottom. It was found that the maximum peak temperature which occurred at the weld center was about 80% of the base metal melting temperature. When a constant welding speed was applied, higher forge force and larger rotation rate resulted in higher peak temperature. At higher rotation rate, the incremental effect of rotation rate on peak temperature decreased since increased temperature reduced the metal flow stress and the torque which limited any power generation increase. Sato et al. [39] applied FSW in 4 mm thick AA6063-T5 and AA6063-T4 sheets with various rotation rates (800~3600 rpm) and a constant welding speed of 6 mm/s to examine thermal history and distributions of micro-structure and hardness. During welding process, thermal cycles were measured in the stir zone using a K-type TC placed at the bottom of the butt line (see Figure 2.7).
Figure 2.7 Thermocouple embedded in weld path of FSW in AA6063. Adapted from Sato et al. [39]

Figure 2.8 a) Temperature as a function of time, and b) peak temperature as functions of rotation rate for FSW joints of 4 mm thick AA6063. Adapted from Sato et al. [39]

Temperature results as plotted in Figure 2.8 showed that, the maximum temperature rose sharply with increasing rotation speed up to 2000 rpm, beyond which it gradually rose, which trend is similar to results stated by Tang et al [36]. However, in this research possible effects of forge force on thermal, microstructure and hardness distributions were not considered, since there might have been adjustments in forge force due to variations in rotation rates. It has been believed and proved by many researchers like Thomas et al.
that forge force plays a significant role in FSW. It also stated that constant welding speed resulted in the same temperature transient, which presents the time at a given elevated temperature. Simar et al. [48] performed FSW in 6 mm thick 6005A with a welding speed ranging from 200 mm/s to 1000 mm/s and a constant rotation rate. It’s found that when welding speed increased, the measured peak temperature drops gradually, which is consistent with both experimental results [47] and simulation results [7], [49].

All the above works discussed assess temperature history and distribution in the stir zone by embedding TCs either directly in the weld path or very close to the stir zone. On the other hand, as mentioned earlier, measuring temperature of the joint by placing TCs inside or at the tool probe has been employed in only few researches. Simar et al. [44] placed two TCs at different locations (3 mm and 13 mm) from the interface of shoulder and workpiece to measure peak temperatures during FSW. Leinert et al. [50] reported results of FSW in 6.3 mm thick hot-rolled AISI 1018 mild steel at a welding speed of 0.42 mm/s by employing similar temperature measuring method. Temperature cycles were measured on the workpiece and tool during welding using thermocouples and an infrared camera system. Some TCs were located at ~3.2 mm from the edge of the stir zone on the top surface of the workpiece, other TCs were also attached to the outer circumference of the tool at various distances (6.35 mm and 9.65 mm) above the shoulder. Covington [51] measured temperature during welding process by placing TCs at different positions like the probe core and locations away from the shoulder interface. The measured temperature results were used to validate a thermal model by using a parametric study. With the aim of applying closed loop control of deformation zone
temperature in FSW of copper canisters, Cederqvist [52] used similar arrangement of thermocouples at the shoulder and probe as seen in Figure 2.9.

![Diagram of thermocouple placement](image)

Figure 2.9 Thermocouple placed at various locations inside tool. Adapted from Fehrenbacher et al. [53] and Cederqvist [52]

In the above studies temperature was measured by imbedding TCs inside the tool, which has also been employed at the USC FSW lab for thermal history study [54], [6]. However, it could be argued that when tool is embedded inside the tool, the thermal conditions of tool may affect the temperature measurement. Gerlich et al. [21] measured temperature in friction stir spot welding from TC tip which directly contacted with deformed material. TCs were fed into two through holes: one flush with shoulder interface, and another outside the probe. Relative to TCs embedding inside the tool, TCs in direct contact with deformed material is probably more reflective of the deformed zone temperature since it might avoid the effect of thermal condition on the tool compared to the TC situated at the tool interior [21]. Similar method has been employed by Fehrenbacher et al. [31] recently to measure temperature at the shoulder interface. The above stated studies employed TCs to measure temperature in welding. TCs placed in the plate measure temperature at a given point, while TCs inside tool can measure
temperature history of deformation zone along seamline during the entire welding process. TCs embedded inside the tool can guarantee the repeatability of temperature measurement due to no displacement in TCs. However, thermal condition around the TC in the tool will somehow affect the temperature measurement, which value can only be considered as some measure of average temperature of the material around the tool. Also, the measured temperature by tool TC is probably a little lower than the actual deformed zone temperature at steady state.

In a summary, above literature about temperature in FSW indicates that, keeping other parameters constant, when the weld is performed in air without extra thermal managements, the tool rotation rate proportionally affects the peak temperature in the joint, while the tool welding speed affects the heating and cooling rate and hence length of time of staying above a certain temperature. Reynolds et al. [7] reported the effect of welding speed on the transient length of thermal history by simulating thermal distribution in FSW. Thermal managements have also been introduced in FSW to enhance the heat extraction and modify thermal conditions, which help tailor FSW parameters to obtain desired joint properties. Nelson et al. [55] demonstrated that employing rapid cooling techniques like welding under cold fluids can enhance the heat extraction rate. Upadhyay et al. [56] pointed out that increased convection from the top surface reduced nugget temperature, increased torque, and increased cooling rate in the HAZ, which resulted in higher HAZ minimum hardness and higher tensile strength of tested transverse weld cross-sections. Also, thermal BCs at the workpiece bottom can be varied by employing backing plates with different thermal conductivities. Upadhyay et al. [56] also stated that a high-thermal diffusivity BP can enhance cooling rates in the HAZ,
resulting in improved HAZ minimum hardness. Thermal managements will be discussed later in section 2.3.2.

2.3.1.3 Effect of Temperature and its Transients on Weld Properties

Microstructure of the joint is highly affected by the thermal cycle experienced by the material during the welding process. This cycle will cause decrease in strength and other desired properties by dissolving precipitates, diffusing solute, forming non-strengthening phases and coarsening or dissolving strengthening precipitates to some degree. Most researches in FSW tried to minimize this negative effect and produce joints with desired properties at an acceptable production rate. To achieve this goal micro hardness test on the joint cross section has been examined since it is a window to material behavior during FSW.

Figure 2.10 Typical hardness profiles on traverse cross section for a) joints with peak T sufficiently high close to solution treatment T, and b) joints with peak T around 350°C in as welded condition (solid lines) and naturally or artificially aged condition (dashed and dotted lines). [6],[7],[38],[57],[58].

In precipitation hardening alloy, nugget temperature that is close to SHT will result in a typical “W” shape hardness profile in the transverse cross section of the joint, as shown in Figure 2.10(a). With such peak temperature, the nugget would be in a condition quite similar to the nugget after solution heat treatment and aging, therefore, strengthening phases may re-precipitate during post weld cooling and subsequent natural
or artificial aging processes. Several works reported the trend of hardness recovery, which is the greatest at nugget and less at HAZ \cite{7,38}. For a typical “W” shape hardness profile, hardness drops rapidly on either side of the nugget, continuously decreases across the TMAZ and then reaches the global minima at HAZ \cite{43,59,60}. If a low welding power is applied in FSW to keep nugget temperature at around 350°C, the typical hardness profile will be characterized with a flat U shaped profile as shown in Figure 2.10(b) instead of the W shaped profile, due to similar hardness values at HAZ and the nugget with a weld peak temperature around 350°C. It has been reported that, in precipitation hardening alloys, peak temperature of ~350°C is the most damaging to strength. Mahoney et al. \cite{35} performed tensile testing on FSW joints of AA7010 and reported that during the testing failure occurred along HAZ where the measured peak T ranged from 300°C to 350°C (as shown in Figure 2.6). Subsequent TEM analysis of the fracture surface indicated the presence of coarsened strengthening precipitates. Both

![Figure 2.11 Mechanical properties as functions of peak T for simulated HAZ. Adapted from a) Hwang and Chou \cite{61}, and b) Sato et al. \cite{60}](image)

Hwang and Chou \cite{61} and Sato \cite{60} simulated the thermal cycles at HAZ under different peak temperature in joints of AA7075 and AA6063 and reported mechanical properties as
shown in Figure 2.11. Hwang and Chou reported that the minimum strength occurred with a peak T of about 377°C, as shown in Figure 2.11(a), and Sato et al. reported that a temperature ranging from 350°C to 450°C (test was done without subsequent aging) was shown to be most damaging to the properties, which both corroborate Mahoney’s [35] observation that the temperature of ~350°C is responsible for the biggest decrease in strength. When the peak temperature is significantly larger than 350°C, the hardness at joint nugget will increase with the temperature increasing. Hassan et al. [43] reported

![Figure 2.12](image)

Figure 2.12 a) Average nugget hardness and b) Volume fraction of coarse 2̅nd phase precipitate as a function of rotation rate measured at various depths from AA7010 weld crown produced with different welding speeds. Adapted from Hassan et al. [43] that, when speeds increase, nugget hardness generally increases until reaching a plateau, as shown in Figure 2.12. It shows an excellent reciprocal correlation between the volume fraction of coarse 2̅nd phase precipitates and the nugget hardness values. It indicates that fewer coarse precipitates result in larger solute availability for strengthening phase precipitation in nugget, which leads to larger hardness in the nugget. Reynolds et al. [7] systematically studied effects of weld parameters on joint properties and reported similar results with FSW of AA7050 as shown in Figure 2.13: when speeds increased the
average nugget hardness increased until reaching a plateau. It also reported that higher welding speed resulted in larger HAZ minimum hardness, which effect was less relative to the effect of welding speed on average nugget hardness.

![Figure 2.13 Average nugget hardness and HAZ minimum hardness as function of welding speed in AA7050 welds. Adapted from Reynolds et al. [7]](image)

Thermal history a joint goes through is the most effective key to understand effects of weld parameters on joint properties, which has been considered and studied in only few researches. Reynolds et al. [7] extracted peak temperatures (as shown in Figure 2.14) from input torque model and reported a linear correlation between the peak temperature and the nugget hardness. When the peak temperature is around 350°C, the strengthening precipitations are coarsened which leads to a weak nugget (data points inside the circle) and complicates this linear correlation. It also reported a general increase in hardness when peak temperature increased, indicating a positive response of the average nugget hardness to the post weld heat treatment (PWHT). Nelson et al. [55] and Fuller et al. [57] also reported a similar positive response of nugget hardness to natural aging. Relative to nugget average hardness, the HAZ minimum hardness has a
negative response to PWHT due to precipitate coarsening and disappearance of strengthening precipitates.

(a) PWHT average nugget hardness vs peak T. Circled data are supposed to be in overaged condition.

(b) Change in average nugget hardness (closed symbols) and HAZ hardness (open symbols) due to PWHT vs peak T. Symbol shapes indicates various welding speeds.

Figure 2.14 Joint hardness as a function of peak T extracted from input torque FEM model. Adapted from Reynolds et al. [7]

Recently new technologies like transmission electron microscopy (TEM), selected area (electron) diffraction (SAD) and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) have significantly enhanced investigations of precipitation and dissolution behaviors and then strength variations at the NG, TMAZ and HAZ [59],[60],[61],[62],[63],[64],[65]. Jata et al. [59] investigated the joint of AA7050 by TEM both in AW and PWHT (T6, 120°C) conditions. In the AW joint, very little precipitates were observed in the nugget; while in
the HAZ fine strengthening precipitate and precipitate free zone (PFZ) were coarsened by a factor of five relative to the base metal. In the PWHT joint, fine strengthening precipitates similar to the one shown in base metal were observed in the nugget, while PWHT had little influence in HAZ, which still consisted of non-strengthening coarsened precipitates and large PFZ. Together with very similar observation from Su et al. [66], those studies corroborate that natural or artificial aging has little influence in HAZ minimum hardness while a significant improvement in the average nugget hardness. Dumont et al. [67] reported quantitative data of volume fraction and precipitate size in different zones of the joint as shown in Figure 2.15 based on SAXS. Compared to

![SAXS maps of precipitate size and volume fraction in FSW of AA7449-T79 at high and low welding speeds.](image)

Figure 2.15 SAXS maps of precipitate size and volume fraction in FSW of AA7449-T79 at high and low welding speeds. [67]

precipitates with mean radius of 40–60 Å in base metal, precipitates in HAZ have coarsened to 120-160Å. In the nugget the volume fraction of precipitates is close to zero, which validates the assertion that almost all the precipitates will be dissolved when the weld is made at the peak temperature around the solutionizing temperature. Svensson and Karlson [65] studied the precipitation and dissolution behavior in different zones of joint in AA6082 in which alloy \( \beta''(\text{Mg}_5\text{Si}_6) \) fine precipitate is the primary hardening precipitate. Similar to observations in 7XXX series aluminum alloys, in the AW
condition, in HAZ the hardening precipitates were not observed while $\beta'$ (Mg$_{1.7}$Si) were observed to form on dispersoids. In the nugget, $\beta'$ were not observed since all the precipitates were dissolved into matrix due to high peak temperature.

In a sum, 6XXX and 7XXX series aluminum alloys share a common sequence of precipitation and dissolution. The kinetics of precipitate coarsening, which is the rate of non-strengthening phase ($\eta$ phase in 7XXX series and $\beta'$ phase in 6XXX series) formation, is maximized when peak temperature is around 350°C. During the formation of non-strengthening phases, those non-strengthening phase ($\beta'/\eta$) particles decrease the strength by taking away from the matrix a lot of solute which otherwise would have been available for the re-precipitation of strengthening phase ($\beta''/\eta$) during the post weld aging. At regions with peak $T$ around 350°C, like the nuggets with relatively low weld power and most HAZ areas, material there remains in the formation of non-strengthening phases ($\beta'/\eta$), which causes strength loss. Lower welding speed will remain the material in the above regions for a relatively longer time, aggravate this situation and cause more strength loss. At regions with peak $T$ much higher than 350°C, when the peak $T$ increases to the solutionizing $T$, more precipitates dissolve into matrix, which avoids precipitate coarsening, and increases the nugget zone strength due to the formation of fine strengthening precipitates during the subsequent heat treatment process.

2.3.2 THERMAL MANAGEMENTS IN FSW

2.3.2.1 Modification of Thermal Boundary Conditions

Figure 2.16 shows typical heat transfer in FSW/P and systematic thermal management techniques which can be applied to modify thermal conditions at tool,
workpiece and backing plate boundaries, etc. In this section, the thermal management here means modification of thermal BCs. The thermal management is another aspect that has a significant influence on joint properties in FSW [67], [69]. Keeping everything else constant, the applied thermal management technique can either enhance or reduce the heat transfer rate, indicating by the “+” and “-” signs, relatively. Primary heat transfer methods considered in FSW/P are conduction (solid arrows) and convection (dotted arrows). Modifying the welding process by implementing thermal management techniques to improve joint properties and ease the process has been studied over decades.

To improve the properties of AISI 304 stainless steel joints applied in gas storage tanks and rocket combustion chamber, the use of acetone/dry ice mixture and liquid nitrogen was discussed in a patent [70] in 1966. In this section the background and history of thermal managements will be comprehensively reviewed and discussed.

Figure 2.16 Typical thermal management methods applied in FSW [68]

Modification of thermal BCs in most literature is aimed at improving desired joint property like increasing mechanical properties, decreasing residual stress or corrosion susceptibility, etc. Rapid quenching has also been employed by some researchers to examine fundamental mechanism of fine grain evolution. Benavides et al. [71], [72]
welded AA2024 plates submerging in liquid nitrogen to investigate the viability of FSW at very low temperature. Temperature measuring results at far field indicated that the submerged cold joints were up to 81°C colder than the room temperature. Reasonably the joint was defective, characterized with a large worm-hole defect, since the material flow was limited due to too low temperature. However, the average grain size at stir zone was significantly decreased to 0.8μm relative to regular size of ~10μm.

Rapid heat extraction has been applied in several works on the joint immediately after welding to reduce residual stresses and then better fracture and fatigue properties. Van der Aa et al. [73] and Richards et al. [74] employed coolants like liquid CO₂ for local cooling to obtain dynamically controlled low stress no-distortion (DCLSND) in fusion welding. Staron et al. [75] applied CO₂ to cool material near the weld seam in FSW. It’s reported that tensile residual stress in the center of 6.35 mm thick AA2024 plate was significantly reduced. In 2007, DCLSND technology was also applied in FSW (water jet device applied in the wake of weld) was reported to decrease residual tensile stress by 60% at joint center [76]. It seems feasible to reduce residual stress by employing higher heat extraction rate in the welding process. Recently Richards et al. [74] investigated the effect of active cooling methods on the welding stresses during FSW by finite element modelling. Various active cooling methods using liquid CO₂ cooling systems as the cooling sink in practically feasible locations during FSW have been examined. The simulation work indicated that, for a given flow rate of cooling source, to optimize the cooling effect, there is an optimum operating window depending on the size, power and positioning of the cooling sinks. Besides reducing residual stress, rapid cooling of workpiece has also been employed for other goals in following researches.
Sakurada et al. [77] welded cylindrical AA6061 plates under water using inertia friction welding. As shown in Figure 2.17, relative to the weld made in air, in this under water joint, joint efficiency was increased by 14% and the width of HAZ was reduced. Nelson et al. [55] performed FSW by externally heating and cooling the parent plate and anvil to examine the effect of quench rate on AA7075 and AA2195. Cold water and mist were applied behind the tool to chill welding plates. After the welding process, AA7075 joints were natural aged for 1000 hours for following tensile testing. Tensile strength was increased up to 10% compared to conventional FSW of AA7075. Su et al. [78] used a mixture of water, dry ice and methanol behind the tool to quench the AA7075 sheet and reported production of nano and ultra fine grains. Hoffman et al. [79] reported similar results of AA6061 welded under water. Fratini et al. [80] performed welds using three sets of welding parameters on 3 mm thick AA7075 sheets at three FSW environments: normal, forced air and water submerged. It’s visually observed that in submerged joints, the size of the soft zone was slightly decreased, which possibly resulted in the slightly increased strength. Hossein and Manesh [81] welded accumulative roll bonded aluminum
alloy under water, and reported narrower HAZ region, lower grain size at nugget, and slight increase in tensile and yield strengths. Bloodworth et al. [82] performed welds with three sets of welding parameters both in air and under water. It’s reported that welding under water required larger torque (20% increase) and then more power input, and increased the tensile strength slightly. Temperature at deformed zones has also been controlled by cooling methods using forced air or cooling liquids. Those methods have also been claimed to enhance the window of welding speeds and decrease the surface irregularity [83], detailed observations and results of which claim however haven’t been found in open literature.

Preheating the workpiece, as another type of thermal management, enjoys several advantages like easing the machining, allowing higher speeds, decreasing process forces the tool experiences and thus improving tool life, etc. [84],[85],[86]. Preheating is typically helpful for high temperature alloys, while not applicable in precipitation hardening aluminum alloys which are sensitive to thermal history. Therefore preheating will not be discussed at length.

Modification of thermal BCs at the bottom of workpiece during FSW affects thermal history in the joint, which will definitely influence the joint microstructure and properties. Rosales et al. [87] performed FSW on AA2024 and AA6013 plates with a constant forge force and three sets of rotating and welding speeds. Three backing plates coated with steel, copper and ceramic were applied to study the effect of thermal BCs of backing plate. When different backing plates were employed, the measured results of far field in-plate temperature changed significantly due to the effect of different thermal conductivities of backing plate. Nelson et al. [55] employed a heated backing plate in the
welding of AA7075 and reported a higher peak temperature, lower cooling rate and therefore inferior mechanical properties. Su et al. [88] employed both conventional steel and mica clamp and backing plate in friction stir spot welding (FSSW) of 1.3 mm thick AA6111. Relative to the conventional steel clamp and backing plate, when the mica clamp and backing plate (with smaller thermal conductivity and greater insulation) were employed in the welding, a larger fraction ranging from 12.5% to 50% of heat generated by tool was transferred into the joint as heat energy due to less the heat dissipating into the backing plate. Bakavos et al. [89] performed a similar study in FSW of 0.9 mm thick AA6111, and reported 45ºC increase of peak temperature while 15% reduction in lap shear strength when a ceramic backing plate was employed relative to conventional steel backing plate. Upadhyay [56] applied different backing plates with different thermal diffusivities in FSW of 25.4 mm thick AA6061 and 4.2 mm thick AA6056 to investigate effects of process control parameters and TBCs on response parameters and joint properties. Thermal diffusivity of backing plate material significantly affected peak temperature of the joint and the cooling rate in the HAZ which resulted in a significant variation in weld properties, and other process variables. The use of low thermal conductivity backing plate enhanced the through thickness homogeneity of micro-hardness and grain size in up to 25.4 mm thick joints. Relative to conventional monolithic steel backing plate, the use of composite backing plate which consisted of steel strip with low thermal diffusivity at center and aluminum bars with high thermal diffusivity at side increased cooling rates in the HAZ, resulting in increased HAZ minimum hardness and therefore superior joint property.
Thermal management in FSW has been proved as helpful and necessary in tailoring the welding process to obtain desired specific properties of joints. It’s important to put more efforts to further understand the correlations among thermal BCs and process variables like process forces, torque, temperature, grain size, hardness, strength and so on, to provide comprehensive information of effectively and accurately tailor the joint properties through thermal managements.

2.3.2.2 Process Variants in FSW

Process variants can change the thermal history during FSW and are another type of thermal management. Process variants employed in this research include half (partial) and full penetration FSW, single pass and dual pass FSW, conventional and stationary shoulder FSW. Relative to full penetration FSW, partial penetration FSW enjoys several advantages, like improving the weldability, being more likely to produce defect free joint, allowing higher FSW speeds, causing smaller process forces and requiring less torque. Partial penetration FSW is more beneficial than full penetration especially in high strength alloys like 7XXX series aluminum alloys. Therefore, to reap the benefits of partial penetration while completely joining the workpieces, dual pass (DP) FSW with half penetration welds sequentially made on both of the workpiece is proposed to perform the FSW joining process, and is expected to have more advantages than single pass (SP) full penetration FSW. However, DP also brings complications into understanding of mechanism especially the thermal history in the joint since thermal BCs for the 2nd pass has changed to be inhomogeneous compared to the 1st pass and also the 2nd pass will heat treat the 1st pass. Unfortunately, there is few systematic investigation in comparing DP with SP FSW, and this dissertation is a first step to the goal.
In conventional shoulder (CS) FSW, both the tool shoulder and pin rotate to generate heat, soften material and allow the tool to translate along the seam line. It has been argued that, heat generated by the rotating shoulder dominates during FSW process. Wu et al.\cite{90} reported that, in CSFSW with a constant rotation rate, the power generated by shoulder is typically 3~5 times of that of the tool pin. Schmidt et al. \cite{91} simulated the heat generation in a FSW joint of AA2024-T3 using an analytical model. The simulation result showed that, shoulder contribution to heat generation is larger than 85\% of total depending on tool geometry. Chao et al. \cite{92} reported that for constant shoulder diameter and two pin lengths, shoulder heat inputs is 56.5\% of total (long pin) and 86\% of total (short pin). Again, tool geometry is the only thing considered. Shercliff and Colegrove in chapter 10 of Friction Stir Welding and Processing \cite{93} stated that heat generated by pin is negligible in thin sheet and may be more than 10\% of total heat generation in thick plate. However, thickness of thick plate and thin sheet was not defined. Khandkar et al. \cite{94} proposed a novel input torque based model to study thermal distribution during FSW. Through power equations developed in this study, it can be calculated that, for a shoulder with a diameter of 23 mm, and a 6.4 mm long pin with a diameter of 11 mm, the ratio of shoulder power to pin power is 1.8; for a shoulder with a diameter of 35 mm, and a 32 mm long pin with a diameter of 19 mm, the ratio of shoulder power to pin power is 0.5. Therefore, in general, the conventional wisdom is that shoulder heating dominates based mainly on tool geometry. More sophisticated approaches are possible but contact conditions between tool and workpiece remain difficult to define.

It has also been argued that the rotating shoulder may generate too much heat in the joint near the crown, which will cause less homogeneity in thermal / microstructure /
hardness distributions through thickness [95], [96]. According to the literature view by Neto et al. [97], in CSFSW the tool shoulder generated about 60%~80% of the heat and the probe accounted for the rest. This high contribution of the shoulder to the total process power resulted in a wide HAZ at the weld crown, and a significant temperature gradient between the joint crown and root, thus less homogeneity in joint’s thermal history, microstructure and properties distribution through thickness.

The new process variant stationary shoulder (SS) FSW with a stationary shoulder and a rotating probe has been developed with the goal of enhancing through-thickness thermal homogeneity and therefore minimizing microstructure and strength heterogeneities through thickness. SSFSW was first proposed by Russell et al. [98] to reduce the significant thermal gradient through joint thickness in the FSW of titanium alloys which have very low thermal conductivities. As a relatively new concept, SSFSW in Aluminum alloys is also expected to be advantageous in following aspects compared to CSFSW: (a) enabling the production of welds with smaller total heat input than in otherwise similar conventional shoulder welds, (b) improving surface finish [99], (c) producing narrower joint nugget and HAZ, (d) producing a narrower more parallel through-thickness thermal field, which should lead to more homogeneous through thickness microstructure and properties, and (e) minimizing distortion of welded parts, since the shoulder does not generate heat during welding [98],[90]. Wu et al. [100] performed butt FSW in 6.3 mm thick AA7050-T7651 plates by CS and SS welding tools that had near-identical geometries for a systematical comparison study. It reported that under optimum process conditions, relative to CS, SS reduced the process heat input by about 30%, and produced joints with a far superior surface finish, a narrower, more
parallel, HAZ and larger homogeneity in thermal, microstructure and property
distributions through thickness, and better properties like transverse tensile strengths.
DIC analysis of the strain distribution demonstrated that a narrower HAZ helped prevent
premature failure by imposing greater constraint on the localization of plastic strain
during deformation. Thermal simulation and hardness modelling confirmed that a more
uniform heat source in SS FSW was attributed to the above benefits. In the dissertation
Md. Reza-E-Rabby [101] investigated and compared the weld quality and process
response variables of FSW with an identical pin (a coarse threaded conical pin with three
shallow flats) and different tool shoulders (CS and SS). It’s reported that: (a) With the
same pin, SS produced defect free welds with smooth surface finish, while CS produced
defect free welds with rough surface due to the shoulder mark leaving by the rotating
shoulder in CSFSW. (b) Relative to CSFSW, in SSFSW, the required forge force and the
X-axis force were higher and X-force was primarily governed by the applied forge force.
(c) However, CS and SS caused little difference in torque, weld power and temperature.
This conclusion challenges the popular proclamation that “shoulder predominantly
generates frictional heat”, which is not applicable to all cases. This phenomenon mostly
depends on the applied forge force and present experience and technologies of producing
sound welds with good quality and properties by FSW.

2.4 State of the Art in FSW Process Modeling

2.4.1 Global Introduction

During FSW, the weld joint material undergoes intense thermo-mechanical
defformation and temperature cycle. In precipitation hardened aluminum alloys, thermal
history in the joint cross section significantly affects the microstructural distribution,
which affects the relevant joint properties. Thermal history a joint goes through is the most effective key to understand effects of weld parameters on joint properties. Therefore, temperature history especially at weld nugget and heat affected zone, which is determined by primary control parameters like weld speeds and forge force, are of utmost significance in study of FSW joint properties. Understanding and finally establishing the relationship between control parameters and temperature history probably realize the tailoring of desired specific properties in FSW joints. Better understanding of FSW process, response parameters and resulting joint properties requires more systematic experimental and/or simulation data. Temperature history can be experimentally measured by imbedding TCs inside the tool and/or theoretically simulated by software. Unfortunately, it is hardly possible to measure actual transient temperatures in the deformation zone. Relative to experimental data, the reliable simulation research can help reduce time, energy, efficiency and cost, etc. Therefore thermal history of FSW with different process variants will be theoretically simulated based on reliable simulation model to investigate the effect of process variants, material properties such as flow stress, thermal conductivity, and heat capacity, thermal boundary conditions, variations in control parameters like rotation rate and welding speed on thermal distribution and power generation.

2.4.2 FSW Process Modeling

Since FSW was invented by Wayne Thomas in TWI in 1991 [102], a lot of research has been conducted to simulate the FSW process [68], [101], [103], [104], [105], [106],[107],[108],[109],[92],[110],[111],[112]. Those models ranging from simple heat
flow models to fully coupled thermo-mechanical models have their own advantages and disadvantages.

Accuracy in analytical and numerical modeling is hard to obtain. Friction stir processing is a highly coupled solid thermo-mechanical process, which causes significant material deformations and steep temperature gradients shortly. Process control and response parameters interact with each other complicatedly, resulting difficulties in accurate analytical and numerical modeling.

Relatively simple thermal models rely much less heavily on experimental data like heat input or temperature measurement to calibrate the models. Temperature field is the mostly expected outcome. Those models can simulate the far field thermal distribution accurately. However, in the near field, the heat source geometry affects the simulation accuracy of thermal distribution sensitively. Also, predictive capability of those models is limited due to limited outputs. Fully coupled thermo-mechanical models should perform the best in predictive capability, at the price of consuming plenty of computational power and time. Meanwhile, generality of those models is unfortunately decreased by heavily relying on experimental data.

A general thermal-mechanical model should include thermo-visco-elasto-plasticity relationships, which inevitably causes computational complexity and rigor. An essential problem of general thermal-mechanical models is how to properly describe heat generation in FSW process.

Conceptualizing the heat generation as a function of several principle process control parameters is an easy way to describe the heat source. Arbegast [113] assumed that, keeping other control parameters the same, heat generation during FSW is in
proportion to the square of angular velocity and is inversely proportional to the travelling speed. A pseudo heat index \( w = \omega^2 / v \) was introduced to describe the heat input. Here \( \omega \) is the angular velocity, and \( v \) is the travelling speed of tool. Roy et al. [114], Balasubramaniam et al. [115] and Kalya et al. [116] also proposed similar heat indices to describe heat generation during FSW process. However, those empirical heat indices are unrepresentative. The contact condition at the interface of the tool and workpiece was adopted by Schmidt [91] to describe the heat generation. The contact condition (either sticking or sliding) was determined by the contact shear stress which was estimated by Classical Coulomb's law of friction.

A new model termed as Thermal Pseudo-Mechanical (TPM) model was proposed by Schmidt et al. [103],[91] to predict the thermal field. The TPM model is a combination of simple thermal model and fully coupled thermos-mechanical model: material flow is excluded in modelling while heat source is included in solution outcome. In the TPM model, all input parameters (including some thermal and mechanical properties of materials) are adopted to simulate the FSW process, yielding results of the joint’s thermal field, not mechanical properties. The TPM model implemented in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS 4.0/4.4 has been adopted in this dissertation to simulate thermal distributions in FSW process when different process variants are applied, therefore thermal modeling based on TPM model will be discussed in details in the following.

2.4.3 TPM Model: Introduction, advantages and disadvantages

Strength of local heat source in an infinitesimal element is stated in equation 2.1 [104]:
\[ q = \omega r \tau_{\text{contact}} = \omega r (\delta \tau_{\text{yield}} + (1 - \delta) \tau_{\text{friction}}) = \omega r (\delta \tau_{\text{yield}} + (1 - \delta) \mu P) \] Eq (2.1)

Here, \( q \) is the local strength of heat source generated on the tool surface. \( \omega \) is the tool rotating speed in radians per second. \( r \) is the radial distance from the simulated location to tool rotation axis. \( \tau_{\text{contact}} \) includes two components due to yield and/or friction depending on actual contact condition according to conceptualization proposed by Schmidt et al. [91]. \( \tau_{\text{yield}} \) is the temperature dependent shear flow stress of the workpiece material. \( \delta \) is a dimensionless slip rate ranging from 0 to 1, and is expressed as \( \delta = \frac{V_{\text{matrix}}}{V_{\text{tool}}} \). Here \( V_{\text{tool}} \) is the tool surface velocity, and \( V_{\text{matrix}} \) is the matrix material (or deforming material) velocity at the interface of workpiece/tool. \( \tau_{\text{friction}} \) is the shear stress component caused by friction, and is expressed as \( \tau_{\text{friction}} = \mu P \). Here \( \mu \) is the coulomb friction coefficient, and \( P \) is the contact pressure at the shoulder. The global heat generation is the integration of equation 2.1 over the tool (both shoulder and probe) surface contacting with matrix material. The global torque is given by the integration \( \iint r \tau_{\text{contact}} \) over the tool (both shoulder and probe) surface contacting with matrix material.

The advantage of the TPM model is that the local heat generation rate is solved for iteratively by making the strength of the heat source dependent on the temperature (which the heat source is generating). Therefore, the heat source, as in real FSW, is self-limiting and is not prescribed a priori. Here, slip rate (contact condition) is an adjustable parameter that can be varied spatially (for example different values on shoulder and pin), and is used to achieve reasonable matching between experimentally observed weld power and probe T.
In equation 2.1, if sticking condition is dominant, then \( V_{matrix} = V_{tool} \) and \( \delta = 1 \), which means that the local, temperature dependent yield stress of matrix material equals to the uniform shoulder pressure. Thus equation 2.1 can be expressed as following:

\[
q = \omega r \tau(T)
\]

Eq (2.2)

Here \( \tau(T) \) is the temperature dependent flow stress of the involved workpiece material. The details of the temperature dependence of the flow stress may also be used as an adjustable parameter. Equation 2.2 shows that, when sticking condition is dominant, heat generation during FSW process only depends on the temperature dependent flow stress of matrix material, while is independent of shoulder pressure, slip rate and coulomb friction coefficient. Since the temperature dependent flow stress is the only input required by this expression of heat source, the TPM model appears significantly convenient relative to other models stated above. However, in this case, the contact condition is assumed as fully sticking, which is not always the actual situation, thus effects of shoulder pressure which depends on forge force couldn’t be considered. Reynolds et al. [117] have considered the effect of forge force in their research by introducing the \( \delta \) as a ratio of shoulder contact pressure to the local temperature dependent yield stress.

Accurate description of thermal boundary conditions is also significantly crucial for reliable FSW simulation. More accurate description of heat transfer coefficient or thermal contact conductance at different interfaces, especially between the work piece and backing plate. [118],[119],[120] can help build more reliable model of FSW process simulation.

It’s needed to determine the contact conductance at the interface of backing plate and workpiece (\( h_{bp} \)) when backing plate is modeled. \( h_{bp} \) has been assigned by different
researchers with different values ranging from 0.2 to $10^5$ W/(m$^2$·K) [94],[118], [121],[109],[92]. For instance, Colegrove reported a good consistency with experimental measurements [109] when a $h_{bp}$ of $25 \times 10^3$ W/(m$^2$·K) was used on the workpiece/backing plate interface under the tool and a $h_{bp}$ of $10^3$ W/(m$^2$·K) was applied everywhere else on the interface. Some researchers [119] adopted temperature dependent heat transfer coefficient in the simulation. Some other researchers tried to use several variables like local temperature, contact pressure and shoulder roughness, etc to determine heat transfer coefficient in the simulation [122].
CHAPTER 3

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

3.1 Experimental Materials

In this research, FSW in AA7099-T7651, AA7050-T7451 and AA6061-T651 have been produced and studied. Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 list the nominal compositions and relevant properties of the alloys considered in this research.

Table 3.1 Nominal Chemical Composition (WT%) of Considered Al Alloys [123],[124],[125]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Zr</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA7099-T7651</td>
<td>7.4~8.4</td>
<td>1.6~2.3</td>
<td>1.4~2.1</td>
<td>≤0.04</td>
<td>≤0.04</td>
<td>≤0.15</td>
<td>0.05~0.15</td>
<td>≤0.12</td>
<td>≤0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA7050-T7451</td>
<td>5.7~6.7</td>
<td>1.9~2.6</td>
<td>2.0~2.6</td>
<td>≤0.1</td>
<td>≤0.04</td>
<td>≤0.15</td>
<td>0.08~0.15</td>
<td>≤0.12</td>
<td>≤0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA6061-T651</td>
<td>≤0.25</td>
<td>0.8~1.2</td>
<td>0.15~0.4</td>
<td>≤0.15</td>
<td>0.04~0.35</td>
<td>≤0.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.4~0.8</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 Relevant Properties of Considered Aluminum Alloys [123],[124],[125]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Incipient Melting T (°C)</th>
<th>SHT (°C)</th>
<th>Strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UTS (MPa)</td>
<td>Yield (MPa)</td>
<td>Elongation (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA7099-T7651</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA7050-T7451</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA6061-T651</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The above alloys can be strengthened through precipitations of several metastable phases, therefore it’s critical to understand and then control precipitation during artificial aging to achieve optimal properties.

3.1.1 Metallurgy of AA7099 and AA7050

The following information of 7xxx series alloys is from TOTAL MATERIAL [126]: As typical Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy system alloys with Zn and Mg as primary alloying element, 7xxx family of aluminum alloy have the highest strength and have greater response to heat treatment relative to other alloys. In Al-Zn-Mg 7xxx family alloys, Mg substantially enhances the strength. Cu decreases the quench sensitivity thus increases strength, and possibly increases the resistance to stress corrosion, while decrease the resistance to general corrosion. Increasing amount of Si and Fe may reduce the fracture toughness. Maximized content of Cr and Mn increases the quench sensitivity and decreases the overall strength in the 7xxx family alloy.

AA7050-T7451 has high strength, good fracture toughness and fatigue resistance, good stress corrosion cracking (SCC) resistance and exfoliation corrosion resistance [127]. AA7050-T7451 has been extensively applied in aerospace applications including fuselage skin, circumferential frames, bulkheads, stringers, wing components such as wing skin, spars and ribs [68].

The following information of AA7099-T7651 is from Kaiser Al [123]: AA7099-T7651 is recently developed by Kaiser Aluminum to achieve an optimum combination of high strength, good fracture toughness, and good SCC resistance. Compared with most other aerospace alloys, it’s a less quench sensitive Al-Mg-Zn-Cu-Zr alloy. AA7099-T7651 has up to 15% higher ultimate strength and up to 20% higher yield
strength relative to AA7050-T7451, and has superior flatness, lot to lot consistency, and low, repeatable, reduced distortion during and after machining. Those advantages facilitate the machining process, reduce part repositioning, increase metal removal rates, while maintaining dimensional tolerances of the final machined part. Through a two stage aging treatment, the over-aged T7651 temper is achieved to obtain high strength and corrosion performance through thickness. AA7099-T7651 is especially suited for applications in aerospace engineering like lightweight airframe, fuselage applications such as frames and floor beams, wing structures such as ribs, spars and skins, etc.

The precipitation sequence of 7xxx series aluminum alloy are as follows:

\[
\text{SSS} \rightarrow \text{GP zones} \rightarrow \eta' \rightarrow \eta (\text{MgZn}_2)
\]

In AA7050-T7 stable \( \eta \) phase \((\text{MgZn}_2)\) and/or \( \text{Mg}_3\text{Zn}_3\text{Al}_2 \) and metastable strengthening phase \( \eta' \) \( \text{Mg (Zn}_2; \text{Al; Cu}) \) are the major precipitate phases. \( \eta' \) precipitates as well as some GP zones are responsible for strengthening, while formation of non-strengthening \( \eta \) phase and coarsened \( \eta' \) deplete solute from the matrix and cause overaging as well as strength decrease [68].

Due to various temperature ranges in the thermal cycles introduced by FSW, there possibly exist the other phases in 7xxx series alloys [128]: (1) \( T \) phase \((\text{Al}_6\text{CuMg}_4 \& \text{Al}_2\text{Mg}_3\text{Zn}) \) existing in all systems including ternary and quaternary, (2) \( M \) phase \((\text{MgZn}_2 \& \text{AlCuMg}) \) existing in quaternary system, (3) \( Z \) phase \((\text{Al}_{15}\text{Cu}_6\text{Mg}_2 \& \text{Mg}_2\text{Zn}_{11}) \), (4) \( S \) phase \((\text{Al}_2\text{CuMg}) \) with 46% Cu and 17% Mg, and (5) \( \Theta \) phase \((\text{Al}_2\text{Cu}) \).

It’s worthy to note that, the solubility of Zn and Mg decreases when temperature drops which considerably affects precipitation hardening due to meta-stable modification.
of the phase $\text{Al}_2\text{Mg}_3\text{Zn}$ ($T'$) and $\eta'$, thus solidification in 7xxx series alloys occurs with the formation of non-equilibrium eutectic at temperature 465°C-469°C [129].

3.1.2 Metallurgy of AA6061

As a medium strength aluminum alloy, AA6061 is one of the most common alloys of aluminum widely applied in aerospace, automotive and general engineering fields due to its excellent formability, machinability, weldability and corrosion resistance compared to other alloys. A ternary alloy system (Al-Mg-Si), the general precipitation sequence of 6XXX series alloys, has been roughly reported as follows [130],[131]:

$$\alpha(\text{SSS}) \rightarrow \text{GP zones} \rightarrow \beta''(\text{Needle Shaped}) \rightarrow \beta'(\text{Rod Shaped}) \rightarrow \beta(\text{Mg}_2\text{Si})$$

Here $\alpha(\text{SSS})$ is the supersaturated solid solution; GP zones (or clusters) are the spherical precipitate with uncertain structure; $\beta''$ are the fine needle-shaped precipitates along $<100>_{\text{Al}}$ with a monoclinic structure [132],[133]; $\beta'$ are the rod-shaped precipitates along $<100>_{\text{Al}}$ with circular cross sections and a hexagonal crystal structure ($a=0.705$ nm and $c=0.405$ nm) [134],[135]; $\beta(\text{Mg}_2\text{Si})$ is usually formed as platelets on {100} of Al with the CaF$_2$ structure ($a=0.639$ nm) [135].

Thanks to advent and application of advanced techniques (TEM, SAD, DSC, SAXS, etc.), recently AA6061 has been considered as quaternary system due to presence of Cu which may affect the precipitation sequence in the Al alloy system [136],[137],[138],[139]. It has been reported the precipitation hardening kinetics can be increased by the addition of Cu [140],[141],[142],[143],[144],[145], which has been attributed to the refined microstructure [140],[141],[142] in some investigations while influence of Cu on the precipitation sequence in other studies [143],[144],[145]. 6XXX series alloys have distinctive properties partly due to a phase designated as Q, which is
stable only as a quaternary compound [136]. As an important precursor of the Q phase, the lath-shaped Q’ phase, originally observed in AA6061 by Dumult et al. [145],[146], was reported to occur in increasing amount when Cu content increased [147]. The metastable phase Q’ has similar composition and the same crystal system as Q. In Al-Mg-Si-Cu quaternary alloys, the lath shaped, hexagonal precursor phase to Q’ as well as the β’” phase may be significantly responsible for strengthening [136]. In a typical 6022 alloy, different precipitation sequences caused by different Cu contents have been reported as following [148]:

\[
\alpha(SSS) \rightarrow \text{GP zones} \rightarrow \beta''(\text{Needle Shaped}) \rightarrow \beta'(\text{Rod Shaped}) + Q' \ (\text{Lath Shaped}) \\
\rightarrow \beta(Mg_2Si) + Si \quad (\text{Cu content: 0.07 wt pct})
\]

\[
\alpha(SSS) \rightarrow \text{GP zones} \rightarrow \beta''(\text{Needle Shaped}) \rightarrow Q' \ (\text{Lath Shaped}) \rightarrow Q + Si \ (\text{Cu content: 0.91 wt pct})
\]

Therefore more complex precipitation sequence as follows in AA6061 has also been proposed:

\[
\alpha(SSS) \rightarrow \text{GP zones} \rightarrow \beta''(\text{Needle Shaped}) \rightarrow \beta'(\text{Rod Shaped}) + Q' \rightarrow \beta(Mg_2Si) + Q
\]

3.2 Experimental Facilities

3.2.1 Friction Stir Welding

All welds were produced by a hydraulically powered MTS FSW Process Development System (PDS). The PDS can be operated semi-automatically using customizable scripts, in which all the process control parameters like welding and rotational speeds, forge force, and tool displacement can be preprogrammed. Other control parameters like tilt angle and gear box ratio can be adjusted manually. The PDS is theoretically capable of applying a maximum vertical force of 135 kN, a maximum
traverse force in the X-axis direction of 66 kN, a maximum torque of 475 N·m, a maximum rotational speed of 3000 rpm and a maximum traverse speed of 38 mm/sec. The PDS is capable of producing welds in both force control and displacement control modes. In force controlled mode, the vertical forge force of the tool can be controlled and adjusted during the process, while in position controlled mode, the vertical position of tool can be kept constant during the process. In this research, z-axis force control mode was preferred and adopted. The welding direction was parallel to plate rolling direction. Tool tilt was varied between 0° and 1°.

3.2.2 Data acquisition of Process Response Variables

During welding process, the PDS recorded relevant process data as a function of time with an adjustable data collecting frequency up to 1000 Hz. The recorded process data includes both control and response parameters of tool, including position, traverse speed, rotational speed, forge force (in Z-axis, both command and feedback values), transverse force (in X-axis) and longitudinal force (in Y-axis). X axis forces were recorded from the signal produced from the piston pressure transducer on the X-axis hydraulic actuator. Y axis forces were obtained from the load cell in the spindle carriage. Resultant in-plane forces were calculated from average values of the X axis force and Y axis force. Real time torque was measured by a torque transducer attached to the spindle, and the FSW torque was calculated by subtracting real time torque from free running torque of the tool under the same rotational speed. FSW power was calculated by FSW torque and rotational speed as shown in equation 3.1. Here P is the power in units of Watts (W), R is the rotation rate in units of rotations per minute (RPM), and T is the measured torque in units of Newton meters (N·m).
monitored and recorded by a k-type thermocouple connected to a HOBO data logger. The thermocouple was spot welded into the probe at the probe mid-plane and/or near root height on the rotation axis. It’s expected that the tool temperature measured in this location is an accurate relative measure of the process zone temperature.

\[ P = 2 \cdot \pi \cdot R \cdot T / 60 \]  
Eq (3.1)

3.3 Details of Weld Run

3.3.1 Variations in Thermal Managements

3.3.1.1 FSW Tool

The tools used for performing all conventional shoulder welds were of a two piece design with a rotating shoulder and a rotating pin. The tools used for performing all stationary shoulder welds were of a two piece design with a stationary shoulder and a rotating pin.

The tool shoulder was fabricated out of H13 tool steel and then oil quenched or precipitation hardened. Tool shoulder for performing CSFSW was single scrolled and tool shoulder for performing SSFSW was smooth.

The 8° or 9° tapered tool pin in the shape of a truncated cone was fabricated out of H13 tool steel or MP-159. Tool pins with three different features were used: a pin with threads and 3 flats (T+3F), a pin with threads and 3 co-flow flutes (T+3C), and a pin with threads and 3 counter-flow flutes (T+3CT). With the chosen tool rotation direction, threads push material down, co-flow flutes push material down while counter-flow flutes pull material up. Flats are expected to be essentially neutral with regard to vertical flow.
3.3.1.2 Thermal Boundary Conditions

Welds were made either in lab air (IA) with an approximate ambient temperature of 23°C, or with a water spray (WS) in the wake of tool with a flow rate of 19 ml/s (0.3 gal/min), as shown in Figure 3.1. A 914mm x 152mm x 8mm backing plate (steel BP)

Figure 3.1 Water spray in the wake of the FSW tool

Figure 3.2 Composite Backing Plate
made of O1 tool steel was used in most cases to make welds in the air, while a 914mm x 152mm x 25mm composite backing plate (composite BP, as shown in Figure 3.2) (70mm wide AA6061 plate+12.7mm wide centered O1 tool steel plate+70mm wide AA6061 plate) was applied in some cases. Relative to steel BP, this composite BP consists of Al and steel, and has a higher general thermal conductivity. Narrow steel plate instead of Al is put right under the weld to avoid sticking between work-piece and BP when high temperature is generated during FSW.

3.3.1.3 Single Pass and Dual Pass FSW

Single pass welds were performed on 25.4 mm thick AA7099-T7651 plates, 32 mm thick AA7050-T7451 plates, and 25.4 mm thick AA6061-T651 plates. Dual pass welds were made on 24.9 mm thick plates machined from the 25.4 mm thick AA7099-T7651 plates. The thinner plates for dual pass welding were utilized to facilitate the use of a tool originally designed for welding 12.5 mm thick plate while producing some overlap between the first and second pass weld regions. In the dual pass processes, both passes were performed in the same direction with the same settings, producing joints in which the advancing side of the first pass was on the same side of the joint as the retreating side of the second pass. After the 1st pass being welded, the clamped plate was released and totally cooled to the ambient temperature, and then was turned over to perform the 2nd pass on it. Generally, different types of FSW process with different combinations of each thermal management were applied as follows:

(1) Conventional/Stationary shoulder single pass half penetration: CSSPH/SSSPH
(2) Conventional/Stationary shoulder single pass full penetration: CSSP/SSSP
(3) Conventional/Stationary shoulder dual pass full penetration: CSDP/SSDP
Summary of FSW tool parameters and control parameters are tabulated in Appendix A and B. DP-1 and DP-2 mean the 1st and 2nd pass of the dual pass weld.

3.3.2 FSW Preparation

Bead on plate friction stir welding were performed on AA7099-T7651, AA7050-T7451 and AA6061-T651 plates with desired thickness using different sets of thermal managements and control parameters. The effects of welding directions of two passes (same or different, symmetric or asymmetric) in the dual pass FSW were also considered. For some weld parameter sets, forge force (Z axis force) was adjusted to make a good contact between shoulder and work piece surface to avoid obvious flashes which lead to volumetric defects inside welds.

All the work pieces were cut by radial saw. Oxidations on the top surface of those plates were removed by a hand grinder with a nylon bristle disk. Those plates were then machined to desired size and placed in butt joint arrangements. To ease plunging stage during FSW, pre-drilled holes were made at the beginning of the weld in following steps: (a) for half penetration: 7° tapered endmill with 9.5mm tip plunged 12.2mm deep, then over-drilled with 12.7mm cylindrical drill bit plunged 11.4mm deep; (b) for full penetration: 7° tapered endmill with 9.5mm tip plunged 24.9mm deep. Plates were aligned and clamped by finger and side clamps on different backing plates. All the welds were performed at 0° or 1° spindle tilt angle.

3.3.3 Post Weld Heat Treatment (PWHT)

All metallographic examination and mechanical tests were performed in as-welded (AW) and/or artificial post weld heat treatment (PWHT) conditions. PWHT was employed to examine effects of the artificial aging heat treatment on material’s
properties. AA7099-T7651 welded samples were artificially heat treated after welding in oil bath at 121°C for 4 hours, per instructions from Kaiser Alumini. AA7050-T7451 welded samples were artificially heat treated after welding in Blue M Electric Oven at 121°C for 24 hours. AA6061-T651 welded samples were artificially heat treated after welding in oil bath at 160°C for 18 hours.

3.3.4 Metallographic Sample Preparations and Examinations

3.3.4.1 Sample Preparations

Metallographic samples were prepared according to standard techniques to satisfy requirements of optical characterization, taking macro and microstructural pictures and performing hardness testing. Under each set of process control parameters, metallographic specimens were cut with abrasive water jet inside corresponding area under steady state which is characterized with steady temperature measured by TCs. Testing cross sections were further machined by milling. Then specimens were automatically and/or manually ground with 240, 400, 600, 800, 1200 grit abrasive silicon carbide paper and polished using Aluminum oxide powder of 5 μm and 3μm, finishing with colloidal silica (< 0.05 μm). Macro and micro structural observation was performed on specimens chemically etched by the Keller’s reagent (95% balance distilled water, 2.5% HNO₃, 1.5% HCl, and 1% HF). Different alloys intrinsically react diversely during friction stir welding, therefore etching time was adjusted depending on microstructural evaluation: relatively short time for AA7050 and AA7099 (10-20 sec) and long time for AA 6061(90-120 sec).
3.3.4.2 Grain Size

Macro and microstructures of the weld nuggets were evaluated. Transverse macrostructures were obtained by scanning cross-sections of the testing samples. Micrographs were obtained by a LECO Olympus PME3 inverted Metallurgical Microscope and/or Keyence Digital Microscope VHX-5000. Mean linear intercept (MLI) method [149] and/or the measuring function of Keyence Digital Microscope VHX-5000 were employed to measure grain sizes mostly at the nugget center and additionally at locations near the weld crown and root in some cases. By MLI method, these measurements were performed with 4~5 micrographs from the same vicinity using five lines randomly placed on each micrograph.

3.3.5 Mechanical Testing
3.3.5.1 Micro Hardness

Metallographic samples were later used for Vickers hardness testing performed on transverse cross-sections at different thicknesses (primarily in the midplane) to examine variations in mechanical properties of the joint in AW and/or PWHT conditions. An indent interval of 0.64 mm, a load of 200gf and a loading time of 10 seconds were employed in the hardness testing conducted by a “Buehler Micromet 1” hardness testing machine with a diamond shaped indenter. The Vickers hardness was calculated using the equation: \[ HV = \frac{1854 \times P}{d^2} \] [150]. Here ‘P’ is the applied load in units of gf, and ‘d’ is the size of the indent in units of μm, which is the average value of the measured distances between two opposite vertices of the diamond-shaped indent.

It’s worthy to note that, a minimum indent interval (2.5 times the indent size) is suggested by the ASTM standard to avoid residual stress field due to existing indents,
and this minimum indent interval intrinsically determines that this hardness measurement is discontinuous/discreet [150]. Larger applied load leads to larger indent size and then greater precision of measurement. On the other hand, larger indent size also means a larger minimum indent interval and more scattered hardness data. Therefore the applied load should be chosen based on overall consideration of spatial resolution and scatter in hardness data: in the region where there is a large gradient in the hardness like the HAZ, the spatial resolution becomes more significant so a relatively small load is recommended; while in the region where hardness is not expected to vary significantly, a relatively large load is suggested since the spatial resolution becomes less important.

3.3.5.2 Bending testing

![Figure 3.3 Schematic Fixture for Semi-Guided-Bend Test Arrangement-One End Held-Force Applied Near Mandrel](image)

In this research, bending tests were performed using 5T Mandrel bending test (bending radius \( r = 5 \times \text{Thickness} \)), as shown in Figure 3.3. Bending tests for ductility here include face and crown bending tests. Specimens for testing were cut and machined in following steps:

1. Three 127mm x 12.7mm x 25.4 mm (length x width x thickness) samples were cut by abrasive water-jet;
(2) The 127mm x 12.7mm x 25.4 mm samples were machined into 127mm x 6.4mm x 25.4mm (or 4.6 mm, 7.6 mm) for face bending test. Figure 3.4 shows face bending samples before and after testing.

(3) The 127mm x 12.7mm x 25.4 mm samples were machined into 127mm x 12.7mm x 6.4mm for crown bending test. Extra material was machined off from the bottom to reduce the thickness. Figure 3.5 shows crown bending samples before and after testing.

Before testing, one end of the specimen was securely clamped. Then a stationary mandrel in contact with the outer surface of the bend was employed. The mandrel was rotated under force in an arc to bend the specimen. The bending was continued until the specimen successfully reached the specified angle or until failure in the bend occurs. This method may exert a small tension force in the bend.

Figure 3.4 Face bending samples: before testing
3.3.5.3 Tensile Testing

In this research, normal scale transverse and longitudinal tensile testing, and subscale longitudinal tensile testing were performed in selected conditions. Three samples under each condition were cut by abrasive water-jet and then further machined by milling to the desired dimensions. Dimensions of samples before testing were measured and recorded as initial area data.

Extensometer was used to record the strain during the normal scale tensile testing. As a more precise technology to examine strain distribution, Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technology was also applied in normal scale and subscale tensile testing. It’s expedient here to refer readers to the book written by Sutton [152] which provides theories, methods, techniques and procedures of DIC testing and post analysis. Then properties like the ultimate tensile strength, yield strength and elongation were calculated based on engineering stress and engineering strain.

3.3.5.4 Normal scale Transverse Tensile Testing (TTT)

There are some difficulties of interpretation at the outset of transverse tensile testing. Due to the non-homogeneity of the weld zone, mechanical properties like ultimate tensile strength (UTS), yield strength (YS) and elongation (EL) undoubtedly vary significantly among different local regions of the weld. Therefore generally two
tensile testing methods can be adopted: a) local tensile tests consisting of miniature sample from different locations of the weld, and b) transverse tensile test where all the regions of the weld are stressed at the same time. Method (b) was applied in this research to conduct the tensile testing.

Figure 3.6 Normal scale transversal tensile test before testing

Rectangular samples for normal scale transverse tensile testing has a gauge length of 203mm, a width of 12.5mm and a thickness of 25.4mm, as shown in Figure 3.6. Specimens for normal scale transverse tensile testing with the desired dimensions then were prepared in the hood for DIC in the following procedures: Clean the testing surface using methanol or acetone. Shake the black and white Rust-Oleum spray paints until thoroughly mixed. Spray the white paint to the testing surface to form a thin and continuous layer and wait until the surface becomes dry. Then spray the black paint to the testing surface to form a randomly scattered speckle pattern as shown Figure 3.7 and wait until the surface becomes dry. It’s necessary to keep the environment clean to avoid the sprayed surface being contaminated by particles, pollens, chips, etc.
Normal scale transverse tensile tests were performed using an initial load rate of 0.025 mm/sec on the MTS TESTSTAR machine with a maximum load of 222.4 KN. History of load was recorded both by the TESTSTAR system and the DIC system. Images of the testing surface with sprayed particles were captured using the Dolphin Digital interface camera produced by the Allied Vision Technologies, with a 28mm Nikon lens and a aperture number ranging from 11~16. Data of strain was analyzed and calculated by DIC software Vic-2D 2009 according to the captured digital images. It’s expedient here to refer readers to the Vic-2D Reference Manual [153] provided by CorrelatedSolutions, Inc. for post analysis of DIC testing.

3.3.5.5 Longitudinal Tensile Testing (LTT)

Dimensions of dog-bone shaped specimens for normal scale and subscale longitudinal tensile testing were as shown in Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9 and Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 Dimension Chart [154]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASTM Standard E 8M-04 (mm)</th>
<th>Standard Specimen</th>
<th>Subsize Specimen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G-Gage length</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>12±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-Width</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>3.0±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Thickness</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>0.75±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-Radius of fillet</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Overall length</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Length of reduced section</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Length of grip section</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-Width of grip section</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>4-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.10 Subscale longitudinal tensile testing: DIC sprayed speckle pattern before test

Specimens for normal scale LTT with the desired dimensions were prepared in the hood for DIC and then tested in the same ways as the normal scale TTT. Specimens for subscale LTT were cut at the TC height (almost the mid-plate height) in the longitudinal direction, and then were manually ground using 320 and 400 grit abrasive silicon carbide paper with the desired dimensions. Those ground specimens were prepared in the hood for DIC in the same ways as the normal scale TTT, and the DIC sprayed speckle pattern was shown in Figure 3.10.

Subscale LTT were conducted by a subscale tensile test frame which gives 0.1~0.2 mm/min displacement control. The testing device was shown in Figure 3.11.
load frame was controlled by a Labview program. Forces were measured and recorded by a load cell which had been calibrated before the test. Images of the testing surface with sprayed particles were captured using the Point grey Gras-50s5m-c camera with a 55mm Nikon lens and an aperture number of 16. Data of strain was also analyzed and calculated by DIC software Vic-2D 2009 according to the captured digital images.

Figure 3.11 Subscale longitudinal tensile testing device

3.3.5.6 Residual Stress Testing

Through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress was measured in both AW and PWHT conditions for selected weld conditions. The stress was measured using the cut-compliance method developed by Cheng [155], Schindler [156] and Prime [157] as described in Canaday et al. [95] following procedures and details of the residual stress testing performed in this dissertation also referred to Prime [157], Schindler [158] and standard testing methods provided in ASTM E647-91 [159]. Sample geometry and strain gage placements are shown in Figure 3.12. The strain gage was mounted using Micro-Measurements M-Bond 200 and the appropriate surface preparation products in the center of the back face of the specimen to measure strain opposite the notch of length on the rear face of the tested specimen [160]. In this experiment, a Vishay
Micro-Measurements gage model CEA-06-250UN-120 with a nominal resistance of 120 ohms and a gage factor of 2.085 was employed. Notch pre-cracking with an initial slot length of 40mm and the following cutting with an interval advancing distance of 0.76mm were performed by a 2.38mm diameter miniature end-mill chucked in milling machine on the fixed sample. The weld centerline was located in the transverse mid-plane and the slot was advanced from the retreating to advancing side. Wire leads were employed to connect the strain gage to an appropriately calibrated strain indicator, data shown on which device during the testing was recorded for residual stress calculating by MathCAD. Calculating method refers to the background part in the paper of Canaday et al. [95].

Figure 3.12 Schematic Diagram of Residual Stress Test
CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Single Pass Half Penetration FSW in AA7099

In this section, conventional shoulder single pass half penetration (CSSPH) FSW and stationary shoulder single pass half penetration (SSSPH) FSW have been studied in following aspects: macrostructure including investigation of surface finish, defect and nugget shape, microstructure, effect of control parameters on response parameters, grain size and hardness distribution, etc. The first passes of dual pass (DP) FSW in some cases were considered as single pass half penetration (SPH) and therefore were also included in this section. It should be noted that, for those first passes of DP (DP-1), the response parameters obtained during the welding like forces, torque and temperature can be comparable with those parameters of the single pass half penetration (SPH) welds. However, some properties of DP-1 welds like microstructure, hardness and strength which might have been affected by the second passes are not comparable to the SPH. Joints #4094A–C and #4098A–C were produced and provided by Md. Reza-E-Rabby for relative study in this section.

4.1.1 Macrostructure

In this section, effects of control parameters in FSW and the inserted pin features like right handed threads, flats, co-flow flutes and counter-flow flutes, on material flow
which will produce joints with different macrostructures should be considered. When the pin rotates counter clockwise (CCW) (as viewed from above), the right handed threads on the pin will push material downward toward the weld root and therefore can eliminate near root wormhole defects [101]. The inserted co-flow flutes are expect to move material downward to the weld root while the counter-flow flutes are expect to move material upward to the weld crown. Moderate downward thrust can help eliminating wormhole defects near the weld root, while too much downward thrust may cause surface defects [101]. Moderate upward thrust can help eliminating surface defects, while too much upward thrust may cause volumetric defects inside the nugget. Higher rotating speed will enhance those trends of material movements. When forge force is not enough, material will escape as flash therefore defects inside the nugget and surface defects will form.

4.1.1.1 Surface finish

In 2013, Liu et al. [99] reported that a stationary shoulder employed in FSW can produce a superior surface finish, relative to some flash and regular semi-circular marks on the joint surface caused by the rotating shoulder of CSFSW [9]. In this section similar results were found in SPH FSW, as shown in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.1 (a) and (b) show joint surfaces of CSSPH, produced by the same T+3F pin with the same setup of 0° tilt angle, the same welding speed of 102 mm/min, and rotating speeds of 200 RPM and 160 RPM, respectively. The obvious semi-circular marks can be seen on the joint surfaces. Figure 4.1 (c) and (d) show joint surfaces of SSSPH, produced by the same T+3F pin with the same setup of 0° tilt angle, the same welding speed of 102 mm/min, and rotating speeds of 200 RPM and 160 RPM, respectively. Relative to the CSSPH joint surfaces, these
SSSPH joint surfaces were smoother, and the semi-circular marks on the surfaces were less clear and complete. It indicates that relative to CSSPH, SSSPH can produce joints with better surface finish due to the absence of shoulder rotation during SSFSW process.

![Joint surfaces of (a~b) CSSPH and (c~d) SSSPH in AA7099](image)

Figure 4.1 Joint surfaces of (a~b) CSSPH and (c~d) SSSPH in AA7099

4.1.1.2 Defect investigation

Material flow is affected by various factors, like FSW setup, FSW tool, control parameters, thermal boundary conditions and so on. Not sound material flow during the welding process results in defective joints. Not good surface finish may also result in defects if too much material escapes as flash.

The result of defect examination of SPH welds is listed in Appendix C. Here “SD” means “surface defect”. It shows that it’s highly possible to produce sound joints in both
CSSPH and SSSPH with similar FSW envelope which might because the half penetration FSW in high strength alloy AA7099 is highly feasible.

Defect examination results show that, in CSSPH, T+3F pin produced joints with good surface finishing and defect free nuggets, while T+3CT pin produced some defective joints with surface defects and/or defective nuggets possibly due to not sound material flow caused by right hand threads, inserted counter-flow flutes rotating CCW with too high speeds and/or not enough forge force. When T+3CT pin was applied, 160 rpm&102mm/min produced defect free welds; 200rpm&102mm/min caused small holes at mid-plane AS, which might due to not enough forge force; 240rpm&203mm/min and 320rpm&203mm/min caused surface defects and volumetric defects like holes between mid-plane and bottom (not sound vertical material movement) possibly due to too high speeds. Under too high rotating speed, right handed threads moved too much material to the weld root while the counter-flow flutes moved too much material to the weld crown, which were likely to cause defects inside the nugget. Material escaped as flash during welding due to upward movement and not enough forge force, which might be accounted for the formation of surface defects. It indicates that, to get better surface finish in CSSPH, high tool rotating speed and tools with T+3CT pin are not recommended. With lower tool rotating speeds (200 & 160 rpm, 102mm/min), pins featured with both T+3F and T+3CT can produce defect free welds, while pins featured with T+3F allow higher welding speeds.

In SSSPH, high tool rotating speed (400, 500 rpm) caused bad surface defects. When T+3F pin was applied, 160 rpm & 102 mm/min and 200 rpm & 102 mm/min produced defect free welds; when higher rotating speed or lower forge force was applied,
surface defects appeared. When T+3CT pin was applied, 160 rpm & 102 mm/min, 200 rpm & 102 mm/min and 300 rpm & 102 mm/min produced defect free welds, which indicates that the balance between upward material movement caused by counter-flow flutes and downward material movement caused by right-hand thread when the pin rotates CCW was achieved by FSW speeds, pin feature and forge forces in the above conditions. When T+3C pin was applied, 160 rpm & 102 mm/min, 200 rpm & 102 mm/min and 300 rpm & 102 mm/min produced welds with surface defects and defect free nuggets, which might because the right handed threads and co-flow flutes caused too much material moving downward. It indicates that, to get better surface finish in SSSPH, high tool rotating speed and tools with T+3C pin are not recommended.

4.1.1.3 Nugget

Figure 4.2 Macro Transverse Cross Sections of CSSPH and SSSPH in AA7099

Nugget shape on the transverse cross section of the joint will also be affected by material flow. Figure 4.2 shows the macro images of transverse cross sections of both
CSSPH and SSSPH welds in thick AA7099-T7651 plates (25.4 mm for SPH and 24.1 mm for DP). In SPH and the 1st pass of the DP (DP-1), the advancing sides (AS) are on the left in each image of the cross section. Images of transverse cross sections in each column are with a particular combination of rotation rate (rpm) and welding speed (mm/min), while images in each row are with a particular combination of FSW shoulder and pin features employed. The three joints located at the bottom of Figure 4.2 were produced by the T+3F pin with a flat depth of 2.7 mm, while other joints were produced by pins with a flat or flute depth of 1.35 mm. In SSSPH, when the T+3F pin was employed, high rotation rates (400 rpm and 500 rpm) caused very bad surface defects as shown in Figure 4.3 (a~b), therefore transverse cross sections of these two conditions were not studied.

Figure 4.3 Weld Crowns with bad surface defects of SSSPH under (a) 400 rpm & 102 mm/min and (b) 500 rpm & 102 mm/min

The macrographs in Figure 4.2 indicate that relative to CSSPH, SSSPH results a nugget shape more consistent to the pin shape and leads to narrower HAZ near crown which may because the absence of shoulder rotation results in different heat source distributions especially near crown in SSSPH.

In CSSPH, under the same rotating speed, nuggets made by T+3CT pins were more tapered than nuggets made by T+3F pins due to less material moved downward by T+3CT pin. In nuggets made by T+3F pins, under the same welding speed, at lower rotation rates (160 rpm, 200 rpm), width of the nugget near crown was larger than that at
the mid-plane; while at higher rotation rate (240 rpm), width of the nugget near crown was just a little larger than that at the mid-plane. It might because right hand threads on the pin moved more material downward under larger rotating speed. At high rotation rate (240 rpm), when T+3F pin was employed, larger welding speed produced more tapered nuggets due to larger thermal gradients. Under the same FSW speeds, T+3F pin with 2.7mm deep flats produced nuggets more taper than those welded by T+3F pin with 1.35mm deep flats, which might because deeper flats resulted in less right hand threads contacting with material, therefore less material moved downward.

In SSSPH, under the same forge force, with the increasing rotating speed, nugget boundaries became more blurry, which might because that material surrounding the pin surface was moved farther under a larger angular velocity, resulting in wider TMAZ areas; under the same forge force and rotating speed, nuggets made by T+3CT pins were more tapered than nuggets made by T+3F and T+3C pins due to less material moved downward by T+3CT pin. In nuggets made by T+3F and T+3C pins, under the same welding speed, at lower rotation rates (160 rpm, 200 rpm), width of the nugget near crown was a little larger than or even similar to that at the mid-plane; while at higher rotation rate (300 rpm), width of the nugget near crown was a little smaller than that at the mid-plane. It's because T+3F and T+3C pins moved more material downward to the weld root under a larger rotating speed. Welding speed had little effect on nugget shape.

4.1.2 Process Responses

Process response parameters include in plane reaction forces (F_x, F_y and the resultant force F_{xy}), torque, power, peak temperature measured at pin center (which was also considered as the peak T measured at center NG due to pretty close position) and
grain size (GS) measured at center NG. Process response parameters were collected and calculated. Process response parameters as a function of tool rotation rate are shown in Figure 4.4 (a~g) for SPH welds. Various symbols represent for different FSW variables including rotating/stationary shoulder, pin types, tilt angle, and welding speeds.
4.1.2.1 CSSPH: Process Responses

Figure 4.4 a~g show the effects of control parameters on response parameters in CSSPH and SSSPH. It shows some trends in CSSPH:

When the T+3F pin was employed, with the same welding speed, when rotating speed increased, in-plane forces and torque decreased due to smaller required forge force and more softened material, power and then temperature increased because of larger rotation rate.

With the same rotation rate, when the welding speed increased, higher forge force was required to generate more frictional heat to ease the faster welding, then in plane forces increased, torque increased, power increased a little and pin temperature at center were similar.

When both the rotating speed and welding speed increased, the required forge force and in plane forces increased, torque were similar, power increased, then pin temperature at center increased, while GS at center NG were similar.
Relative to the flat depth of 1.35 mm employed in most cases, a larger flat depth of 2.7 mm was also applied in some cases to investigate the influence of flat depth in FSW process response parameters as shown in a-g. Results show that deeper flat depth reduced the required forge force a little, while had little influence in other response parameters like in-plane forces, torque, power and temperature at pin center. When the T+3CT pin was employed, with the same forge force and welding speed (102 mm/min), when rotating speed increased, in-plane forces were similar, torque decreased due to more soften material then smaller flow stress between the material and tool, power and then temperature at center increased due to the increase of rotation rate.

(a)  (b)  (c)  (d)
4.1.2 SSSPH: Process Responses

In SSSPH, all the featured pins shared the same flat or flute depth of 1.35mm. When T+3F pin was employed, with an increasing of rotation rate, in-plane force decreased with a decreasing rate, torque decreased due to more softened material, and power increased due to increased rotation rate; with an increasing of forge force, $F_x$ increased, $F_y$ decreased a little, $F_{xy}$ increased, torque and then power increased a little, while GS at center NG decreased a little. When T+3CT pin was employed, with an increasing of rotation rate, in-plane force decreased first, then increased after they arrived...
a minimum, torque decrease due to more softened material, power increased due to increased rotation rate, and GS at center NG increased possibly due to larger power input and then higher temperature; When T+3C pin was employed, with the increasing of rotation rate, $F_x$ increased a little, $F_y$ and $F_{xy}$ decreased a little, torque decreased due to more softened material, and power increased due to increased rotation rate. It indicates that different pin features caused different trends of in-plane forces which might due to effects of different pin features on material movements, and similar trends of torque and power when rotation rate increased. Under the same medium rotation rate (200 RPM), torque caused by T+3CT tool was a little larger than that of T+3C tool, which was a little larger than T+3F tool. When rotation rate was lower (160 RPM), difference in torque caused by T+3C tool and T+3F tool decreased; when rotation rate was higher (300 RPM), difference in torque caused by T+3C tool and T+3CT tool decreased. Under the same rotation rate (160&200 RPM), power caused by T+3CT tool was a little larger than that of T+3C tool, which was similar with T+3F tool. When rotation rate was higher (300 RPM), power caused by T+3CT tool was similar with that of T+3C tool, which was a little larger than that of T+3F tool. It indicates that under the same forge force and rotating speed, pin feature had little influence in torque and power.

4.1.2.3 CSSPH&SSPH: Process Responses

Figure 4.4 a~g also show some similarities and differences in CSSPH and SSSPH. When T+3F pin were employed, under the same FSW speeds, compared to CSSPH with a setup of 0° or 1° tilt, SSSPH with a setup of 0° tilt required larger forge force to generate more frictional heat and ease the SSSPH FSW process, then lead to larger in-plane forces, while similar torque and power due to similar rotation rate. It indicates
that different setups of 0° tilt or 1° tilt had little effect on process parameters like required forge force, in-plane forces, torque, and power. When T+3CT pin was employed, in both CSSPH and SSSPH, with the increasing of rotating rate, torque decreased due to more softened material, power increased due to larger rotating speed, then temperature at pin center and GS at center NG increased due to more power input.

4.1.3 CSSPH&SSSPH: grain size and hardness distribution through thickness

Rotating and stationary shoulders result in different heat sources in FSW, affecting thermal distribution, microstructure and properties through thickness of joints. In this section, grain size and hardness variations on the weld centerline through thickness in CSSPH and SSSPH have been studied to investigate effects of CSSPH and SSSPH on variations of microstructure and property through thickness.

Figure 4.6 Through thickness grain size profiles on the weld centerline in SPH: PWHT

Figure 4.6 shows the grain size as a function of distance from the weld crown on the weld centerline in PWHT condition of CSSPH (#4094C) and SSSPH (#3960C). It indicates that, in both CSSPH and SSSPH, max grain size appeared near the weld crown, at \( z=0.07 \ T_n \). Here \( z \) is the distance from the weld crown in units of mm, while \( T_n \) is the plate thickness in units of mm. Min grain sizes of CSSPH and SSSPH appeared near the weld root at \( z=0.42 \ T_n \) and \( z=0.4 \ T_n \) respectively. Generally, with the increase of distance
from the weld crown, grain size increased a little and then decreased. Relative to CSSPH, SSSPH reduced grain size a little.

![Graphs showing hardness profiles](image)

Figure 4.7 Through thickness hardness profiles on the weld centerline in SPH: (a) AW, (b) PWHT, (c) CSSPH and (d) SSSPH: rotation rate 160 rpm, welding speed of 102 mm/min.

Hardness test was also performed on the above joints (#4094C and #3960C) on the weld centerline through thickness (as shown in Figure 4.7) and transverse to weld at various depths through thickness (as shown in Figure 4.8, which will be discussed later). Figure 4.7 show the hardness as a function of distance from the weld crown on the weld centerline in AW and PWHT conditions of CSSPH and SSSPH.

Figure 4.7 (a) shows the hardness profiles through thickness in AW condition of CSSPH and SSSPH. With the increase of distance from the weld crown, inside the nuggets, hardness of CSSPH and SSSPH increased a little and then decreased. Max hardness of CSSPH and SSSPH appeared near the weld crown at z=0.07 T_n and z=0.1 T_n.
respectively. Min hardness of CSSPH and SSSPH appeared near the weld root at $z=0.57 \text{T}_n$ and $z=0.53 \text{T}_n$, respectively. Relative to CSSPH, SSSPH had similar hardness, similar max hardness, a little larger min hardness, a little smaller hardness variation range, and a little less penetration. Beyond the nuggets, hardness began to increase in the area of base metal affected by the SPH process. Relative to CSSPH, hardness in SSSPH increased faster from a larger min hardness to a larger max hardness.

Figure 4.7 (b) shows the hardness profiles through thickness in PWHT condition of CSSPH and SSSPH. With the increase of distance from the weld crown, inside the nuggets, hardness of CSSPH and SSSPH generally decreased. Max hardness of CSSPH and SSSPH appeared near the weld crown at $z=0.025 \text{T}_n$ and $z=0.15 \text{T}_n$, respectively. Min hardness of CSSPH and SSSPH appeared near the weld root at $z=0.57 \text{T}_n$ and $z=0.5 \text{T}_n$, respectively. Relative to CSSPH, SSSPH had similar hardness, smaller max hardness, larger min hardness, smaller hardness variation range, and less penetration. Beyond the nuggets, hardness began to increase. Relative to CSSPH, hardness in SSSPH increased faster from a larger min hardness to a larger max hardness.

Hardness distributions were quite similar with grain size distribution inside the CSSPH and SSSPH nuggets through thickness, which were affected by temperature distribution inside the nugget through thickness. In FSW, heat generated will be generated inside the work pieces. Heat dissipates through convection from surfaces of the work pieces to the ambient, and conduction from bottom of the work pieces to the backing plate. Therefore with the distance from the weld crown increasing, nugget temperature at centerline increases first, reaching the maximum value slightly beneath the weld crown, and then decreases, arriving at the minimum value at the weld root.
Figure 4.7 (c) shows the hardness profiles through thickness in AW and PWHT conditions of CSSPH. It indicates that in CSSPH, relative to AW, PWHT increased the hardness near weld crown when \( z \leq 0.05 \, T_n \) and decreased the hardness for else when \( z > 0.05 \, T_n \), especially when \( 0.22 \, T_n \leq z \leq 0.76 \, T_n \). Inside the nugget, relative to AW, PWHT slightly increased the max hardness, decreased the min hardness by 18.2%, and increased the hardness variation range by 66%.

Figure 4.7 (d) shows the hardness profiles through thickness in AW and PWHT conditions of SSSPH. It indicates that in SSSPH, relative to AW, PWHT decreased hardness when \( 0.25 \, T_n \leq z \leq 0.63 \, T_n \). Inside nugget, relative to AW, PWHT affected the max hardness little, decreased the min hardness by 10.7%, and increased hardness variation range by 31%. It indicates that, relative to CS, SS was affected less by PWHT.

4.1.4 CSSPH&SSSPH: Transverse hardness distribution

Hardness tests were performed transverse to weld at depths of 3.2 mm (near crown), 6.4 mm (at mid-plane), 9.5 mm (near root) and 12.7 mm (at root) below the weld crown in both AW and PWHT conditions of CSSPH (#4094C) and SSSPH (#3960C). The power input of #4094C is 4.1 KW, resulting in a peak temperature measured at pin center of 436°C. The power input of #3960C is 4.3 KW. Figure 4.8 a~b show the hardness profiles transverse to weld at various depths through thickness of CSSPH in AW and PWHT conditions respectively. Figure 4.8 c~d show the hardness profiles transverse to weld at various depths through thickness of SSSPH in AW and PWHT conditions respectively. Those transverse hardness profiles all have characteristic “W” shape, which is typical hardness distribution of FSW in precipitation hardening aluminum alloys when the peak weld temperature is near or at the solution heat treat temperature.
(474°C for AA7099-T7651). Data including HAZ min hardness at AS and RS, nugget average hardness and HAZ width of CSSPH and SSSPH in AW and PWHT conditions were extracted from Figure 4.8 and was shown in Figure 4.9 (a~d).
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(a) CSSPH in AW condition

(b) CSSPH in PWHT condition

(c) SSSPH in AW condition
Figure 4.8 Transverse hardness profiles of SPH at various depths: AW and PWHT

Figure 4.9 HAZ min hardness, Nugget average hardness, and HAZ width of SPH as a function of distance from weld crown: AW and PWHT conditions
Figure 4.9 (a–c) show that: In CSSPH, when the distance from weld crown increased, HAZ min hardnesses in both AW and PWHT conditions decreased slightly; nugget average hardnesses decreased while hardness in PWHT condition were smaller and decreased faster than those in AW condition; HAZ widths in AW condition increased a little and then decreased, while HAZ width in PWHT decreased. In SSSPH, when the distance from weld crown increased, HAZ min hardnesses were similar in AW condition, while decreased slightly and then increased slightly in PWHT condition; nugget average hardnesses decreased while hardnesses in PWHT condition were smaller and decreased faster than those in AW condition; HAZ widths in both AW and PWHT conditions decreased, and PWHT had little influence in HAZ width. Figure 4.9 (a–c) also show that: at the same distance from weld crown, relative to CSSPH, in SSSPH, HAZ min hardnesses in both AW and PWHT conditions were slightly larger, while the difference increased slightly when the distance from weld crown increased; nugget average hardnesses in AW condition were a little larger while in PWHT condition were a little smaller, while the difference increased when the distance from weld crown increased; HAZ widths in both AW and PWHT conditions were smaller, while the difference decreased when the distance from weld crown increased. Figure 4.9 (d) shows that in AW condition of CSSPH, relative to AS, at RS, HAZ min hardnesses were larger near crown and at mid-plane while smaller near root and at root. In AW condition of SSSPH, relative to AS, at RS, HAZ min hardnesses were larger near crown and near root, while smaller at mid-plane and similar at root. In PWHT condition, HAZ min hardnesses at AS were a little larger than those at RS.
4.2 Single Pass Full Penetration FSW in AA7099

Studies of SPH in chapter 4.1 indicate that, to get better surface finish in CSSPH, high tool rotating speed and tools with T+3CT pin are not recommended, while to get better surface finish in SSSPH, high tool rotating speed and tools with T+3C pin are not recommended. Here in CSSP, only T+3F tool pin with 0.9 mm deep flats was applied to investigate appropriate FSW control parameter windows. In SSSP, T+3F and T+3CT tool pins with various flute depths were applied to produce desired FSW joints.

Relative to SPH, in SP FSW, tool pin featured with right hand threads and inserted flats/flutes is longer and has a larger total surface interacting with material during FSW process. Therefore, under the same rotating speed, pin features affect material flow more significantly in SP than in SPH. Also, relative to SPH, full penetration SP means more material to be softened to enable the welding, thus more power input is required. Rotating speed should not be too high to avoid overheating inside the nugget, while welding speed will also be limited to avoid too large in-plane forces generated. Higher rotating speed leads to higher temperature and can lessen volumetric defects to some extent. However, it can result in overheating, especially near crown in CSSP, which will increase the brittleness and reduce mechanical strengths. Higher welding speed can help decrease temperature, increase strength, while it may cause volumetric defects due to not sufficiently plasticized material. Hence, in the following CSSP FSW, welding speed and rotating speed were adjusted (increased) to develop weld joints with better weld quality, or even defect free joints. Rotating speed was considered to be increased to increase the weld temperature, while welding speed to be increased to avoid overheating. Reducing temperature is significant to avoid
overheating inside joints. Therefore thermal boundary conditions varied by different welding environments of work piece surface (in air or cooled by water spray) and different backing plates with different thermal conductivities underneath the work piece bottom were applied in CSSP to examine effects of thermal managements on joint microstructure and properties. Water spray (WS) during FSW can enhances cooling of the plate, especially on the surface, which may also attributes to the increase in local HAZ minimum strength and UTS. WS may affect pin temperature near crown to some extent. Composite back plate (CBP) has a higher thermal conductivity K than steel back plate, which enhances heat conduction from Al plate bottom.

When composite BP, WS and 100rpm&102mm/min were applied in weld #4163, the required torque exceeded the FSW machine’s limitation (600 N·m). This weld was aborted with a short weld length about 35.6 mm. For the consequent CSSP FSW, 160 RPM and 102 mm/min were adopted. Then CBP&WS were applied on 160 rpm&102mm/min weld (#4164), and it’s found that, compared with welds with steel BP and 160 rpm&102mm/min, the torque increased from 383N*m to 541N*m, power increased from 6.4KW to 9.1KW, and at-center temperature decreased from 493℃ to 481℃. It indicates that, if a rotation rate higher than 160rpm is applied, at-center pin temperature will increase and possibly causes over-heating; if a rotation rate between 100rpm and 160 rpm is applied, the torque will exceed the machine limitation and the weld will be aborted. Thus CBP and/or WS were only applied on 160 rpm&102mm/min welds to evaluate influences of thermal managements on the surface and at the bottom of the work-piece in the welds macro and micro structures.
In this section, conventional shoulder single pass full penetration (CSSP) FSW and stationary shoulder single pass full penetration (SSSP) FSW have been studied in following aspects: macrostructure including investigation of surface finish, defect and nugget shape, microstructure, effect of control parameters on response parameters, grain size and hardness distribution, mechanical properties, etc.

4.2.1 Macrostructure

4.2.1.1 Surface finish

In this section surface finish in SP was examined. Figure 4.10 (a), (b) and (c) show joint surfaces of CSSP, produced by the same T+3F pin with the same flat depth of 0.9 mm, the same setup of 1° tilt angle, the same forge force of 48.9 KN, the same welding speed of 51 mm/min, and rotating speeds of 200 RPM, 160 RPM and 120 RPM, respectively. The obvious semi-circular marks and flash can be seen on the joint surfaces.

![Figure 4.10 Joint surfaces of CSSP: T+3F pin, 51 mm/min, Fz 48.9 KN, 1°tilt](image)

Figure 4.10 Joint surfaces of CSSP: T+3F pin, 51 mm/min, Fz 48.9 KN, 1°tilt

Figure 4.11 (a) and (b) show joint surfaces of SSSP, produced by the same T+3F pin with the same flat depth of 0.9 mm, the same setup of 0° tilt angle, the same forge force of 73.4 KN, the same welding speed of 51 mm/min, and rotating speeds of 200 RPM and 160 RPM, respectively. In each condition, the surface is partially smooth and partially defective. In the smooth area, the semi-circular marks are less clear and
complete relative to those in CSSP as shown in Figure 4.10. Figure 4.12 (a), (b) and (c) show joint surfaces of SSSP, produced by the same T+3CT pin with the same flute depth of 0.9 mm, the same setup of 1° tilt angle, the same forge force of 69 KN, the same welding speed of 51 mm/min, and rotating speeds of 200 RPM, 160 RPM and 120 RPM, respectively.

![Joint surfaces of SSSP: T+3CT pin, 51 mm/min, Fz 69 KN, 1° tilt](image)

(a) #3963A, 200 rpm  
(b) #3963B, 160 rpm

Figure 4.11 Joint surfaces of SSSP: T+3F pin, 51 mm/min, Fz 73.4 KN, 0° tilt

![Joint surfaces of SSSP: T+3CT pin, 51 mm/min, Fz 69 KN, 1° tilt](image)

(a) #4167A, 200 rpm  
(b) #4167B, 160 rpm  
(c) #4167C, 120 rpm

Figure 4.12 Joint surfaces of SSSP: T+3CT pin, 51 mm/min, Fz 69 KN, 1° tilt

Keeping other parameters the same, relative to surfaces of CSSP produced with T+3F tool, surfaces of SSSP produced with T+3CT tool are much smooth, and semi-circular marks on the surfaces are less clear and complete. Keeping other parameters the same, relative to surfaces of SSSP produced with T+3F tool and a setup of 0° tilt angle, surfaces of SSSP produced with T+3CT tool and a setup of 1° tilt angle are defect free. It indicates that T+3F pin is suggested to be applied in CSSP while T+3CT
pin is suggested to be applied in SSSP. Relative to CSSP, SSSP can produce joints with better surface finish due to the absence of shoulder rotation during SSFSW process. Relative to setup of 0° tilt angle, the setup of 1° tilt angle can help produce defect free surface, especially in SSSP.

4.2.1.2 Defect investigation

The defect examination result of SP joints is listed in Appendix C. It shows that relative to SSSP, CSSP allows higher speeds and is more vulnerable to being overheated due to the rotating shoulder which will generate extra heat input during FSW.

In CSSP, only one type of tool was adopted: T+3F pin with a length of 25 mm and a flat depth of 0.9 mm. All joints were performed with the setup of 1° tilt. Defect examination results show that, in CSSP, when a lower welding speed (51 mm/min) was applied, only 100 rpm & 53.4 KN forge force produced welds with the lightest defects. Larger or smaller rotation rate and/or forge force caused surface defects and volumetric defects. Most of those welds had similar surface defects; some had similar wormhole defects at different location due to different rotation rate. Under similar forge forces, higher rotating speed leads to worse surface defects. When a higher welding speed (102 mm/min) was applied, there were no surface defects in most welds, which indicate that higher welding speed helps eliminate surface defects. Too low rotating speed (100 RPM, 120 RPM) causes wormhole defects inside the nugget at AS. Appropriate rotation rates (140 rpm, 160 rpm and 180 rpm) produced defect free nuggets with pin temperature higher than the incipient melting temperature (about 480°C). Some welds did not have volumetric defects, however, according to measured pin temperatures at center and near root (higher than the incipient melting temperature about 480°C), they were overheated.
since the near crown part has higher temperature than at-center part when there was no water spray applied. In CSSP, among those welds produced with different thermal boundary conditions, it shows that any combination of different thermal boundary conditions produced joints without volumetric defects, while possibly been over heated according to the temperature measured at pin center. Details of thermal distribution in the whole transverse cross sections, which can be realized through thermal simulation, are needed to determine whether those joints have been over heated.

In SSSP, when a setup of 0° tilt, a T+3F pin and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (73.4 KN, #3963A & #3963B; #3964A & #3964B & #3964C), similar surface defects appeared at similar locations; higher rotating speed caused worse surface defects; lower rotating speed and/or deeper flat lead to less surface defects. When the pin rotates CCT, right-handed thread moves material downward, flat pin feature will interrupt this trend, co-flow flute will also move material downward, while counter-flow flute will move material upward. Deeper flat means more interruption of moving material downward, then less material moved downward from the crown, therefore less surface defect.

In SSSP, when a setup of 0° tilt, a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 1.3 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (69 KN, #3974A & #3974B & #3973A & #3973B), it shows that too high rotating speed leads to surface defects; lower rotating speed reduced/eliminated surface and reduced inside nugget defects, while there were still some wormhole defects near the weld root. Therefore, when a setup of 0° tilt was applied, changing the pin feature from flats to counter-flow flutes could help reduce/eliminate surface defect, while wouldn’t eliminate worm hole
defects. When a setup of 0° tilt, a T+3CT pin with a larger flute depth of 2.03 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (69 KN, #3975A & #3975B), it shows that higher rotating speed (240 rpm) was more likely to cause surface defect; hole defects inside the nugget moved upward/from RS to AS when rotating speed increased. Keep other parameters the same, it’s found that deeper flutes lead to less surface defects but worse worm hole defects inside the nugget, due to too much material moved upward by deeper counter-flow flutes when the pin rotates CCT.

In SSSP, when a setup of 1° tilt, a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 0.9 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (69 KN, #4167ABC), too low rotating speed was not recommend since it caused wormhole defects which might due to not enough vertical material movement. It indicates that compared with 0° tilt, 1° tilt can significantly eliminate defects on surface and inside the nugget, produce defect free welds by providing more consolidation/forge at back of the shoulder. When a setup of 1° tilt, a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 0.9 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same rotation rate (160 rpm, #4171B & 4171C & #4171D), too small forge force (35.6 KN) causes bad surface defects (large area), not full penetration and raises the crown. Among those applied forge forces, 53.4 KN is the minimum forge force that can produce defect free welds. Forge force larger than 53.4 KN also lead to defect free welds. Further tests are needed to verify whether forge force affects the defect free joint qualities (#4171AB, #4167B). When a setup of 1° tilt, a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 1.65 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (69 KN, #4114 & #4116), 160 rpm caused wormhole defects at AS near root, while 200 RPM caused wormhole defects at AS near
mid-plane. The formation of wormhole defects inside the nugget might due to more material moved upward by a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 1.65 mm, which is larger than the appropriate flute depth for sound material flow. It indicates that when rotating speed increased, wormhole defects moved upward, which might because when rotating speed increased, the velocity at upper part of the pin increased more than at lower part of the pin (due to different pin diameters), which increased the possibility of worm holes forming there (need more similar cases). When a setup of 1° tilt, a T+3CT pin, a rotation rate of 160 rpm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (69 KN, #4116 & #4167B), 0.9 mm deep counter-flow flute produced defect free joint, while 1.65 mm deep counter-flow flute still caused wormhole defects inside the nugget. It indicates that, 1.65 mm counter-flow flute was too deep to produce a defect free weld. Based on current results, T+3CT with a flute depth of 0.9 mm (0.035”) is the best pin design for SSSP FSW.

In SSSP, when a setup of 0° tilt and a welding speed of 51 mm/min are applied, tools with T+3F pin are more easily to cause surface defects, while tools with T+3CT pin are more likely to cause defects in the nugget, especially at AS near root. When a setup of 0° tilt, a welding speed of 51 mm/min, and a T+3F pin are applied, it should be focused on how to eliminate surface defects. When a setup of 0° tilt, a welding speed of 51 mm/min, and a T+3CT pin are applied, it should focus on how to eliminate defects inside nuggets. Larger rotating speed leads to worse surface defects; counter-flow flutes with appropriate depth (0.9 mm) can reduce/eliminate surface defects and produce defect free joints. It indicates that, to get FSW welds with good welding quality, low tool rotation rate, T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 0.9 mm are recommended.
Defect investigation results also show that, pin features and shoulders have different effects on material flow in CSSP and SSSP. When a setup of 1° tilt, a flat/flute depth of 0.9 mm, a rotating rate of 160 rpm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, T+3F pin is recommended for CSSP, while T+3CT is recommended for SSSP to enhance material vertical movements, improve weldability and produce defect free joints. When a setup of 1° tilt, a flat/flute depth of 0.9 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, relative to CSSP, SSSP caused less surface defect.

4.2.1.3 Nugget

Figure 4.13–Figure 4.17 show the macro images of transverse cross sections of both CSSP and SSSP welds in 25.4 mm thick AA7099-T7651 plates. In CSSP and SSSP, the advancing sides (AS) are on the left in each image of the cross section.

![Figure 4.13 Macro Transverse Cross Sections of CSSP: Different speeds, T+3F pin, 0.9 mm deep flats](image)

Figure 4.13 shows macro transverse cross sections of CSSP in AA7099, which were produced by a T+3F pin with a flat depth of 0.9 mm. Images of transverse cross sections in each column are with rotation rates (rpm), while images in each row are with welding speeds (mm/min). Those macro images show that, under the same rotating speed, relative to the lower welding speed (51 mm/min), the higher welding speed (102 mm/min) produced nuggets with smaller TMAZ area, and more clear HAZ boundary. When either
a lower welding speed (51 mm/min) or a higher welding speed (102 mm/min) was applied, under similar forge forces, higher rotating speed leads to larger TMAZ area, more blurry HAZ boundary, and a joint shape less similar to the pin.

Figure 4.14 Macro Transverse Cross Sections of CSSP: different thermal boundary conditions, T+3F pin, 0.9 mm deep flats, 160 rpm, 102 mm/min

Figure 4.14 shows macro transverse cross sections of CSSP in AA7099, which were produced by a T+3F pin with a flat depth of 0.9 mm, a rotation rate of 160 rpm, and a welding speed of 102 mm/min under different thermal boundary conditions. Among those welds produced with different thermal boundary conditions, as shown in Figure 4.14, it shows that relative to the weld performed in air, the weld performed with WS has a smaller TMAZ area, clearer HAZ boundary especially near crown, and a joint shape more similar to the pin. Relative to the weld using steel backing plate, the weld performed with composite backing plate has a smaller TMAZ area, clearer HAZ boundary especially near root, and a joint shape more similar to the pin. Relative to the joint performed in air using steel backing plate, when both water spray and composite backing plate (as described in chapter 3 and shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2) were applied, the joint has a smaller TMAZ area, more clear HAZ boundary, and a joint shape more similar to the pin. Relative to composite backing plate, water spray produced a joint
with a little smaller TMAZ area, clearer HAZ boundary near crown, less clear HAZ boundary near root.

Figure 4.15 shows macro transverse cross sections of SSSP in AA7099. Images of transverse cross sections in each column are with a particular combination of rotation rate (rpm) and welding speed (mm/min), while images in each row are with various FSW tools employed with various pin features and flat/flute depths. Figure 4.15 show that:

1. When a setup of 0°tilt, a T+3F pin and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (73.4 KN, #3963A & #3963B; #3964A & #3964B & #3964C), higher rotating speed caused larger TMAZ area; lower rotating speed and/or deeper flat lead to less TMAZ area.

2. When a setup of 0°tilt, a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 1.3 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (69 KN, #3974A
it shows that lower rotating speed leads to less TMAZ area. When a setup of 0° tilt, a T+3CT pin with a larger flute depth of 2.03 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (69 KN, #3975A & #3975B), it shows that higher rotating speed (240 rpm) was more likely to cause larger TMAZ area and more blurry boundaries; lower welding speed (25 mm/min) leads to a joint shape which was more similar with the pin.

(3) When a setup of 1° tilt, a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 0.9 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (69 KN, #4167ABC), higher rotating speed caused larger TMAZ area. When a setup of 1° tilt, a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 1.65 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (69 KN, #4114 & #4116), when rotating speed increased, TMAZ area increased, and nugget boundaries became more blurry.

(4) When a setup of 0° tilt and a welding speed of 51 mm/min are applied, larger rotating speed leads to a larger TMAZ area.

Figure 4.16 shows macro transverse cross sections of SSSP in AA7099, which were produced by a T+3CT pin with a flat depth of 0.9 mm, a setup of 1° tilt, a rotation rate of 160 rpm, and a welding speed of 51 mm/min under different forge forces. Higher forge force caused a little larger TMAZ area, especially at mid-plane RS.

Figure 4.17 shows macro transverse cross sections of CSSP and SSSP in AA7099, which were produced by pins with the same flat/flute depth of 0.9 mm, and the same welding speed of 51 mm/min. Figure 4.17 shows that, shoulders have different effects on material flow in CSSP and SSSP. When a setup of 1° tilt, a flat/flute depth of 0.9 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, relative to CSSP, SSSP resulted in a nugget
shape more consistent to the pin shape and lead to narrower metallurgical zone and TMAZ zone especially near crown due to the shoulder effect. Different metallurgical geometries and shapes in CSSP and SSSP joints indicate different material flow, thermal temperature and strength distribution in joints.

Figure 4.16 Macro Transverse Cross Sections of SSSP: different forge forces, T+3CT pin, 0.9 mm deep flutes, 160 rpm, 51 mm/min

Figure 4.17 Macro Transverse Cross Sections of SP: 0.9 mm deep flats/flutes, 51 mm/min

4.2.2 Process Responses

Process response parameters include in plane reaction forces ($F_x$, $F_y$ and the resultant force $F_{xy}$), torque, power, peak temperature measured at pin center (which was also considered as the peak temperature measured at center NG due to the pretty close positions) and grain size (GS) measured at center NG. Process response parameters were collected and calculated. Process response parameters as a function of tool rotation rate
are summarized and shown in Figure 4.18 for CSSP and Figure 4.20 for SSSP welds of AA7099. Figure 4.19 a–b show temperatures (a) at center pin and (b) near root as functions of power input for CSSP bead on plate welds on AA7099. Various symbols represent for different FSW conditions including rotating or stationary shoulder, pin types, tilt angle, welding speeds, and thermal boundary conditions. Here most welds were produced with normal thermal boundary conditions, which are in air environment nearby the work piece surface and the steel backing plate applying underneath the work piece bottom. “WS” and “CBP” were used to indicate welds made by different thermal boundary conditions. “WS” means welds were produced with water spray applying at work piece surface, “CBP” means welds were produced with composite backing plate applying underneath work piece bottom.

4.2.2.1 Process Responses of CSSP
Figure 4.18 Reaction forces, torque, power, peak T and GS vs. tool rotation rate in CSSP

Figure 4.18 a~j show the response parameters as functions of tool rotation rate for CSSP bead on plate welds on AA7099. Solid symbols represent joints produced in air with steel backing plate underneath the work piece bottom. Open symbols represent joints produced with water spray applying on the work piece surface and/or with
composite backing plate underneath the work piece bottom. Figure 4.19 a–b show T (a) at center pin and (b) near root as functions of power input for CSSP bead on plate welds.

4.2.2.1.1 CSSP with the same Thermal Boundary Condition

Figure 4.18 a–j indicates that, in CSSP joints produced with the same thermal boundary conditions (in air, with steel backing plate underneath the work piece bottom):

1. When the lower welding speed (51 mm/min) was applied, under the similar forge forces, when rotating speed increased, in-plane forces decreased first and then increased, and minima in-plane forces were obtained at the intermediate rotating speed (160 rpm). Torque decreased, power increased, then at-center and near-root pin temperatures and GS increased.

2. When the higher welding speed (102 mm/min) was applied, under the similar forge forces, when rotating speed increased, required forge force decreased, then in-plane forces decreased. Torque decreased, power increased, then at-center and near-root pin temperatures increased. At-center GS was similar, while near-root GS increased.

3. When rotating speed was large enough, T and GS gradually arrived a plateau.

4. Higher welding speed required larger forge force, then caused larger in-plane forces, lead to higher torque, higher power, a little smaller at-center pin temperature and GS, and smaller near-root pin temperature and GS.

5. In a joint, at-center pin temperature was larger than near-root pin temperature, and temperature difference at different locations was increased by higher welding speed and/or lower rotating speed.

Figure 4.19 a–b show that, in CSSP joints produced with the same thermal boundary conditions (in air, with steel backing plate underneath the work piece bottom),
under the similar forge forces, when power input increased, at-center and near-root pin temperatures increased at the same rate (steel BP, no WS) in CSSP joints produced with welding speed of either 51 mm/min and or 104 mm/min.

Figure 4.19 Temperature (a) at center pin and (b) near root as functions of power: CSSP

4.2.2.1.2 CSSP with different Thermal Boundary Conditions

Figure 4.18 a~j indicates that, in CSSP joints produced with the same speeds and different thermal boundary conditions (with water spray (WS) applying on the work piece surface, and/or with composite backing plate (CBP) underneath the work piece bottom):

(1) When WS was applied, required forge force increased, $F_x$ was similar, $F_y$ and $F_{xy}$ decreased, torque and power increased, at-center and near-root pin temperatures decreased a little, and at-center grain size decrease a little. When CBP was applied, required forge force and in-plane forces were similar, torque and power increased a little, center and near-root pin T and center grain size decrease.

(2) When both WS and CBP were applied, required forge force increased, $F_x$ increased, $F_y$ decreased and $F_{xy}$ were similar, torque and power increased, at-center and near-root pin temperatures and at-center grain size decreased.
(3) CBP, WS, and CBP&WS have similar influence in at-center pin temperature and at-center GS.

(4) Application of either WS or CBP increased the required power input. CBP&WS required a higher power input than WS, which was larger than CBP.

(5) Relative to CBP, WS has a larger influence in increasing $F_z$, decreasing $F_y$ and $F_{xy}$, and increasing torque, power. When temperature inside the joint is decreased, FSW torque will increase. It showed that water spray device has a more significant effect in reducing temperature near crown than composite BP. Relative to WS, CBP has a larger influence in decreasing at-center and near-root pin temperatures.

4.2.2.2 Process Responses of SSSP
Figure 4.20 Reaction forces, torque and power as functions of tool rotation rate in SSSP bead on plate welds on AA7099. Generally, when rotating speed increased, torque decreased, and power increased.

When the T+3F pin was applied, almost all joints were defective. Surface defect was dominant, which might due to the pin feature which moved too much material downward to the weld root. When a T+3F pin with a flat depth of 0.9 mm, a setup of 0° tilt, and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (#3963A & #3963B), larger rotating speed lead to larger $F_x$ (13%), similar $F_y$ (4%), larger $F_{xy}$ (8%), smaller torque (-12%), larger power (12%) and at-center GS (26%). When a T+3F pin with a flat depth of 1.3 mm, a setup of 0° tilt, and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (#3964B & #3964C), larger rotating speed lead to similar in-plane forces (5%), smaller torque (-16%), larger power (6%) and at-center GS (22%). When a T+3F pin with a flat depth of 1.7 mm, a setup of 0° tilt, and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (#3965A & #3965B), larger rotating speed lead to similar in-plane forces ($F_x$, 5%; $F_y$, -4%; $F_{xy}$, 2%), smaller torque (-12%), larger power (9%) and at-center GS (52%). It indicates that
different flat depths affect the influence of rotation rate increase in response parameters. When rotation rate increased, the flat depth of 0.9 mm caused larger in-plane forces, while the flat depths of 1.3 mm and 1.7 mm affected in-plane forces little. When rotation rate increased, the flat depths of 0.9 mm and 1.3 mm increased the grain size at center nugget by similar extents, while flat depth of 1.7 mm increased the grain size at center nugget by much larger extent.

When the T+3CT pin was applied, only the combination of 1° tilt, a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 0.9 mm, a rotation rate of 160 rpm, a welding speed of 51 mm/min and a series of appropriate forge forces produced joints without volumetric defects.

When the T+3CT pin was applied, with the same welding speed of 51 mm/min, keep other control parameters the same, larger rotating speed lead to smaller torque, while larger power input, at-center pin T and GS. With a 0°tilt setup, and the same forge force, the T+3CT pin with deeper flutes lead to larger F_x, a little smaller F_y, and then a little larger F_xy, similar torque, power and at-center GS; higher rotating speed lead to smaller F_x, similar F_y, smaller F_xy, smaller torque, higher power, and similar at-center GS.

As shown in Figure 4.21 a~e, with a setup of 1°tilt, the same welding speed of 51 mm/min, and the same forge force, when the T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 0.9 mm was applied, higher rotating speed lead to similar F_x, smaller F_y, and smaller F_xy, smaller torque, larger power input and then higher at-center pin temperature and GS; when the T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 1.7 mm was applied, higher rotating speed lead to larger F_x, smaller F_y, and similar F_xy, smaller torque while larger power input. It indicates that, when rotating speed increased, the T+3CT pin with deeper flutes lead to larger F_x, a little smaller F_y and then a little larger F_xy, a little larger torque and power, and the differences
of torque decreased. It indicates that, different head angle setups caused different changes in $F_x$ with rotating speed increasing due to different contact conditions between shoulder and plate surface.

Figure 4.21 Reaction forces, torque and power as functions of tool rotation rate in SSSP: 1° tilt, T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 0.9 mm, a welding speed of 51 mm/min

As shown in Figure 4.21 a~e, with a setup of 1° tilt, under the same rotating speed of 160 rpm, the same welding speed of 51 mm/min, and the same T+3CT pin with a flute
depth of 0.9 mm, when forge force increased, $F_x$ increased a little, $F_y$ decreased first then increased after $F_z$ was larger than 62.3K. $F_{xy}$ was similar at first then increased after $F_z$ was larger than 62.3K. Torque, power and then at-center pin temperature and GS increased first then decreased after $F_z$ was larger than 62.3K. Minimum in-plane forces, maximum torque, power, at-center pin temperature and at-center GS were obtained under an intermediate forge force (62.3K).

Figure 4.22 Temperature and grain size at center as functions of (a) rotation rate and (b) power input in SSSP: 1° tilt, T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 0.9 mm, a welding speed of 51 mm/min, forge force 69 KN. Figure 4.22 a–b show temperature and grain size at center as functions of (a) rotation rate and (b) power input for SSSP bead on plate welds on AA7099 produced with the same welding speed of 51 mm/min and the same forge force of 69 KN. Figure 4.22 (a) shows that, under the same forge force, when rotating speed increased, temperature at pin center and grain size at center nugget increased due to decreased power and temperature at pin center. Figure 4.22 (b) shows that, under the same forge force, when power input increased, temperature at pin center and grain size at center nugget increased.
Figure 4.23 a–b show temperature and grain size at center as functions of (a) forge force and (b) power input for SSSP bead on plate welds on AA7099 produced with the same rotating speed of 160 rpm and the same welding speed of 51 mm/min. Figure 4.23 (a) shows that, under the same speeds, when forge force increased, temperature at pin center and grain size at center nugget increased first then decreased after $F_z$ was larger than 62.3KN. Minimum at-center pin temperature and at-center GS were obtained under an intermediate forge force (62.3KN). Figure 4.23 (b) shows that, under the same speeds, when power input increased, temperature at pin center and grain size at center nugget increased.

Figure 4.23 Temperature and grain size at center as functions of (a) forge force and (b) power input in SSSP: 1° tilt, T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 0.9 mm, a rotation rate 160 rpm, a welding speed of 51 mm/min

4.2.2.3 Process Responses of CSSP and SSSP

The applicable speeds of CSSP and SSSP listed in Appendix B show that, relative to SSSP, CSSP allows higher welding speed which significantly increases PWHT UTS.

Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25 also show similarities and differences in CSSP and SSSP. Figure 4.24 a–g show response parameters like reaction forces, torque, power, temperature at pin center and GS at center nugget as functions of tool rotation rate for
Figure 4.24 Reaction forces, torque, power, temperature at pin center and GS at center nugget as functions of tool rotation rate in SP: a welding speed of 51 mm/min, a flat/flute depth of 0.9 mm

CSSP and SSSP bead on plate welds on AA7099 which were produced by pins with the same flat/flute depth of 0.9 mm, and the same welding speed of 51 mm/min.

Figure 4.24 shows that, shoulders have different effects on response parameters in CSSP and SSSP. Generally, both in CSSP and SSSP, when rotating speed increased, torque decreased, power increased, T at pin center and GS at center nugget increased.

When the T+3F pin was applied, relative to CSSP joints produced with the setup of 1°, in SSSP joints produced with the setup of 0°, under the same rotation rate, SSSP required larger forge force, lead to larger in-plane forces, similar torque and power, and much smaller grain size at center nugget. When rotation rate increased, in CSSP, under the same forge force, in-plane forces were similar; while in SSSP, under the same forge force, F_x increased a little, F_y was similar, and then F_{xy} increased a little. When rotation rate increased, relative to CSSP, in SSSP, torque decreased at the similar slope, while power and grain size at center nugget increased at the similar slopes. Those similar trends in torque and power might due to the same pin feature (T+3F) adopted in those joints.

When the same setup of 1° tilt was applied, relative to CSSP joints produced with the T+3F pin, in SSSP joints produced with the T+3CT pin, under the same rotation rate, SSSP required larger forge force, lead to larger in-plane forces, a little smaller torque, smaller power, smaller temperature at pin center and grain size at center nugget. When rotation rate increased, in CSSP, under the same forge force, in-plane forces were similar; while in SSSP, under the same forge force, F_x was similar, F_y decreased, then F_{xy} decreased. When rotation rate increased, relative to CSSP, in SSSP, torque decreased
faster, power increased slower, temperature at pin center and grain size at center nugget increased at the similar slopes.

Figure 4.25 a–b show response parameters like temperature at pin center and grain size at center nugget as functions of power input for CSSP and SSSP bead on plate welds on AA7099 which were produced by pins with the same flat/flute depth of 0.9 mm, and the same welding speed of 51 mm/min. When power input increased, temperature at pin center and grain size at center nugget increased, and the increasing slope of SSSP was larger than that of CSSP. With similar power input, SSSP had a lower temperature at pin center than CSSP. To achieve the same T at pin center, SSSP requires more power input.

Figure 4.25 Temperature at pin center and GS at center nugget as functions of power input in SP: a setup of 1°, a welding speed of 51 mm/min, a flat/flute depth of 0.9 mm

Figure 4.26 shows grain size at center nugget as function of temperature at pin center for CSSP and SSSP bead on plate welds on AA7099, which were produced with a setup of 1°, a welding speed of 51 mm/min, a flat/flute depth of 0.9 mm. When temperature at pin center increased, grain size at center nugget increased, and the increasing slope of SSSP was at first larger then smaller than that of CSSP. At the similar
temperature at pin center, SSSP had a smaller grain size at center nugget than CSSP. To achieve the same grain size at center nugget, SSSP requires more power input.

Figure 4.26 Grain size at center nugget as function of temperature at pin center in SP: a setup of 1°, a welding speed of 51 mm/min, a flat/flute depth of 0.9 mm

4.2.3 Hardness distribution through thickness

Rotating and stationary shoulders result in different heat sources in FSW, affecting thermal distribution, microstructure and properties through thickness of joints. In this section, hardness variations on the weld centerline through thickness in CSSP and SSSP have been studied to investigate effects of CSSP and SSSP on variations of property through thickness.

4.2.3.1 Hardness distribution through thickness of CSSP
Figure 4.27 Through thickness hardness profiles on the weld centerline in CSSP with a welding speed of (a) 51 mm/min and (b) 102 mm/min: AW and PWHT, 160 RPM, T+3F pin, 0.9 mm flat depth.

Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28 show the hardness as a function of distance from the weld crown on the weld centerline in AW and PWHT conditions of CSSP joints.

Figure 4.27 (a) shows that, in the AW condition, the minimum hardness with a value of 138 appeared at a distance of 15.9 mm from the weld crown, while the maximum hardness with a value of 149 appeared at a distance of 6.4 mm from the weld crown. In the PWHT condition, the minimum hardness with a value of 130 appeared at a distance of 15.2 mm from the weld crown, while the maximum hardness with a value of 144 appeared at a distance of 0.64 mm from the weld crown. It shows that, in both AW and PWHT conditions, minimum hardness appeared nearby the mid-plane of the joint in both AW and PWHT conditions, while maximum hardness in PWHT condition appeared at the location closer to the weld crown than that in AW condition. It shows that hardness varied with the similar range in AW and PWHT conditions. It also indicates that relative to AW condition, PWHT reduced hardness through thickness except the hardness measured 0.64 mm away from the weld crown.

Figure 4.27 (b) shows that, in the AW condition, the minimum hardness with a value of 148 appeared at a distance of 23.5 mm from the weld crown, while the maximum hardness with a value of 164 appeared at a distance of 10.8 mm from the weld crown. In the PWHT condition, the minimum hardness with a value of 146 appeared at a distance of 24.1 mm from the weld crown, while the maximum hardness with a value of 168 appeared at a distance of 4.4 mm from the weld crown. It shows that, in both AW and PWHT conditions, minimum hardness appeared near root in both AW and PWHT conditions, while maximum hardness in PWHT condition appeared at the location closer
to the weld crown than that in AW condition. It shows that relative to hardness in AW condition, hardness in PWHT conditions varied with a little larger/similar range. It also shows that hardness profiles through thickness were similar in AW and PWHT condition, which indicates that in joints produced by a larger welding speed (102 mm/min), PWHT had little effect on hardness profiles through thickness.

Figure 4.28 Through thickness hardness profiles on the weld centerline in (a) AW and (b) PWHT conditions of CSSP with different welding speed: 160 RPM, T+3F pin

Figure 4.28 (#4299 & #4300) shows hardness profiles as a function of distance from the weld crown on the weld centerline in (a) AW and (b) PWHT conditions of CSSP with a welding speed of 51 mm/min and 102 mm/min: 160 RPM, T+3F pin, 0.9 mm flat depth. Both joints were produced with a setup of 1°, a rotation rate of 160 rpm, by a T+3F tool with a flat/flute depth of 0.9 mm. Figure 4.28 (a) and (b) show the differences in hardness profiles through thickness in AW and PWHT conditions of joints produced by different welding speeds.

Figure 4.28 (a) shows that, in AW conditions, relative to the joint produced by the lower welding speed (51 mm/min), in the joint produced by the higher welding speed (102 mm/min), hardness through thickness was at a little larger level and varied with a
little larger range. Generally, difference in hardness was similar from crown to the mid-plane, while decreased from mid-plane to the root. Hardness in two joints was quite similar at the mid-plane and near root. In the joint produced by the lower welding speed (51 mm/min), minimum hardness appeared nearby the mid-plane while max hardness appeared near the weld crown. In the joint produced by the higher welding speed (102 mm/min), minimum hardness appeared near the weld root, while max hardness appeared nearby the mid-plane.

Figure 4.28 (b) shows that, in PWHT conditions, relative to the joint produced by the lower welding speed (51 mm/min), in the joint produced by the higher welding speed (102 mm/min), hardness through thickness was at a larger level and varied with a larger range. Generally, difference in hardness gradually decreased from crown to the root. In the joint produced by the lower welding speed (51 mm/min), minimum hardness appeared nearby the mid-plane while max hardness appeared quite close to the weld crown. In the joint produced by the higher welding speed (102 mm/min), minimum hardness appeared near the weld root, while max hardness appeared near the crown.

Different thermal boundary conditions (TBCs) are described as following: “Original” TBC means steel backing plate was applied underneath the work-piece, and no water spray were applied on the work-piece surface; “CBP” TBC means the composite backing plate was applied underneath the work-piece, and no water spray were applied on the work-piece surface; “WS” TBC means the steel backing plate was applied underneath the work-piece, and water spray were applied on the work-piece surface; “WS+CBP” TBC means the composite backing plate was applied underneath the work-piece, and water spray were applied on the work-piece surface.
Figure 4.29 Through thickness hardness profiles on the weld centerline in CSSP: different thermal boundary conditions, AW, a rotation rate of 160 RPM, a welding speed of 102 mm/min, AW

Figure 4.29 (#4300, #4165 & #4166) shows through thickness hardness profiles as a function of distance from the weld crown on the weld centerline in AW condition of CSSP joints produced with different TBCs (original, WS, and CBP) and same speeds. All joints were produced with a setup of 1°, a rotation rate of 160 rpm, a welding speed of 102 mm/min, by a T+3F tool with a flat depth of 0.9 mm.

Figure 4.29 shows that, in AW conditions, under the same speeds, relative to the joint produced with the “original” TBCs, in the joint produced with “WS” TBCs, hardness through thickness was at larger level and varied with a larger range; relative to the joint produced with the “original” TBCs, in the joint produced with “CBP” TBCs, hardness through thickness was similar near root and at a little larger level at other heights, and varied with a larger range; relative to the joint produced with the “CBP” TBCs, in the joint produced with “WS” TBCs, hardness through thickness was a little larger near root and slightly larger at other heights, and varied with a slightly larger range.
It indicates that, relative to the “original” TBCs, both the “WS” TBCs and “CBP” TBCs increased the through thickness hardness and its variation range, except that the “CBP” TBCs had little effect on hardness near root.

4.2.3.2 Hardness distribution through thickness of CSSP and SSSP

Figure 4.30 Through thickness hardness profiles on the weld centerline in conditions of CSSP (T+3F pin, #4299) and SSSP (T+3CT pin, #4306): (a) AW, (b) PWHT, (c) CSSP and (d) SSSP

Figure 4.30 shows hardness as a function of distance from weld crown on the weld centerline in AW and PWHT conditions of CSSP (#4299) and SSSP (#4306).

Figure 4.30 (a) shows the hardness profiles through thickness in AW condition of CSSP and SSSP. In the AW condition, relative to CSSP, hardness through thickness in SSSP was slightly smaller, and varied with a similar range. In both CSSP and SSSP, hardness increased slightly within a small distance from the weld crown. As for the CSSP
joint, the minimum hardness with a value of 138 appeared at a distance of 15.9 mm from
the weld crown, while the maximum hardness with a value of 149 appeared at a distance
of 6.4 mm from the weld crown. As for the SSSP joint, the minimum hardness with a
value of 133 appeared near the root, at a distance of 22.2 mm from the weld crown, while
the maximum hardness with a value of 145 appeared near crown, at a distance of 3.2 mm
from the weld crown.

Figure 4.30 (b) shows the hardness profiles through thickness in PWHT condition
of CSSP and SSSP. In the PWHT condition, relative to CSSP, hardness through thickness
in SSSP was much smaller near crown, then be similar in the rest area, and varied with a
much larger range. In CSSP, hardness decreased within a small distance from the weld
crown. In SSSP, hardness increased within a small distance from the weld crown. As for
the CSSP joint, the minimum hardness with a value of 130 appeared at a distance of 15.2
mm from the weld crown, while the maximum hardness with a value of 144 appeared at a
distance of 0.64 mm from the weld crown. As for the SSSP joint, the minimum hardness
with a value of 115 appeared quite near the root, at a distance of 0.3 mm from the weld
crown, while the maximum hardness with a value of 141 appeared quite near the root, at
a distance of 25 mm from the weld crown.

Figure 4.30 (c) shows the hardness profiles through thickness in AW and PWHT
conditions of CSSP. It shows that, in the AW condition, the minimum hardness with a
value of 138 appeared at a distance of 15.9 mm from the weld crown, while the
maximum hardness with a value of 149 appeared at a distance of 6.4 mm from the weld
crown. In the PWHT condition, the minimum hardness with a value of 130 appeared at a
distance of 15.2 mm from the weld crown, while the maximum hardness with a value of
144 appeared at a distance of 0.64 mm from the weld crown. It shows that, in both AW and PWHT conditions, minimum hardness appeared nearby the mid-plane of the joint in both AW and PWHT conditions, while maximum hardness in PWHT condition appeared at the location closer to the weld crown than that in AW condition. It shows that hardness varied with the similar range in AW and PWHT conditions. It also indicates that relative to AW condition, PWHT reduced hardness through thickness except the hardness measured 0.64 mm away from the weld crown.

Figure 4.30 (d) shows the hardness profiles through thickness in AW and PWHT conditions of SSSP. It shows that, in the AW condition, the minimum hardness with a value of 133 appeared near the root, at a distance of 22.2 mm from the weld crown, while the maximum hardness with a value of 145 appeared near crown, at a distance of 3.2 mm from the weld crown. In the PWHT condition, the minimum hardness with a value of 115 appeared quite near the root, at a distance of 0.3 mm from the weld crown, while the maximum hardness with a value of 141 appeared quite near the root, at a distance of 25 mm from the weld crown. It indicates that, relative to AW, PWHT increased the hardness variation range, reduced the hardness through thickness in SSSP, especially near crown.

Figure 4.30 (c) and (d) indicate that, relative to AW, in CSSP, PWHT affected hardness variation range little, and reduced hardness through thickness except the hardness measured 0.64 mm away from weld crown. However, in SSSP, PWHT reduced hardness through thickness except hardness measured 0.64 mm away from weld crown.

4.2.4 Transverse hardness distribution

Hardness tests were performed transverse to weld at various depths near crown, at mid-plane, and near root in both AW and PWHT conditions of the CSSP and SSSP joints.
Transverse hardness profiles were shown in Figure 4.31 a~h for CSSP joints and Figure 4.32 a~e for SSSP joints. HAZ minimum hardness at AS and RS, HAZ width, nugget average hardness were extracted from those transverse hardness profiles and plotted in Figure 4.33~ Figure 4.36.

(a) #4154A: 51 mm/min; #4154C: 102 mm/min
(b) #4299, AW
(c) #4299, PWHT
(d) #4300, AW
(e) #4300, PWHT
(f) #4164, CBP+WS, AW
Figure 4.31 Transverse hardness profiles of CSSP at various depths: near crown, at mid-plane, and near root in both AW and PWHT conditions
Figure 4.32 Transverse hardness profiles of SSSP at various depths near crown, at mid-plane, and near root in both AW and PWHT conditions

4.2.4.1 Transverse hardness distribution of CSSP

HAZ minimum hardness at AS and RS, HAZ width, nugget average hardness were extracted from transverse hardness profiles of CSSP joints and plotted in Figure 4.33 and Figure 4.34.

4.2.4.1.1 Effects of rotation rate and welding speed on transverse hardness in CSSP

Figure 4.33 (a) HAZ min hardness at AS and RS, (b) HAZ min hardness, (c) HAZ width, and (d) Nugget average hardness at mid-plane as functions of rotation rate of transverse CSSP: AW

Figure 4.33 shows effects of rotation rate and welding speed on transverse hardness in CSSP. Hardness tests were performed transverse to weld at depths of 13 mm
(at mid-plane) below the weld crown in AW condition of four CSSP joints: #4154A, #4299, #4154C and #4300.

Figure 4.33 (a) shows the HAZ min hardness at AS and RS at mid-plane (13 mm below the weld crown) of transverse CSSP joints in AW condition as functions of rotation rate. It shows that, under the same rotation rate, higher welding speed resulted in larger HAZ min hardness at either AS or RS. Under the same rotation rate, HAZ min hardness at AS and RS were similar in joints produced with different welding speed. When rotation rate increased, in the joints produced by the lower welding speed (51 mm/min), HAZ min hardness at AS and RS slightly increased, while in the joints produced by the higher welding speed (102 mm/min), HAZ min hardness at AS and RS were similar.

Figure 4.33 (b) shows the HAZ min hardness at mid-plane (13 mm below the weld crown) of transverse CSSP joints in AW condition as functions of rotation rate. It shows that, under the same rotation rate, higher welding speed resulted in larger HAZ min hardness. When rotation rate increased, in the joints produced by the lower welding speed (51 mm/min), HAZ min hardness slightly increased, while in the joints produced by higher welding speed (102 mm/min), HAZ min hardness at AS and RS were similar. It indicates that when lower welding speed (51 mm/min) was applied, HAZ min hardness was more sensitive to rotation rate, and increased faster with rotation rate increasing.

Figure 4.33 (c) shows the HAZ width at mid-plane (13 mm below the weld crown) of transverse CSSP joints in AW condition as functions of rotation rate. It shows that, under the same rotation rate, higher welding speed resulted in similar HAZ width. When rotation rate increased, HAZ width increased with the same slope in joints produced by
lower (51 mm/min) and higher welding speed (102 mm/min). It indicates that HAZ min hardness was more sensitive to rotation rate, while affected little by welding speed.

Figure 4.33 (d) shows the nugget average hardness at mid-plane (13 mm below the weld crown) of transverse CSSP joints in AW condition as functions of rotation rate. It shows that, under the same rotation rate, higher welding speed resulted in larger nugget average hardness. When rotation rate increased, nugget average hardness increased with the same slope in the joints produced by the lower welding speed (51 mm/min) and the higher welding speed (102 mm/min).

4.2.4.1.2 Effects of thermal boundary conditions on transverse hardness in CSSP

Figure 4.34 (a) HAZ min hardness at AS and RS, (b) HAZ min hardness, (c) HAZ width, and (d) Nugget average hardness as functions of distance from weld crown of transverse CSSP: different TBCs, a rotation rate of 160 RPM, a welding speed of 102 mm/min, AW
Figure 4.34 shows effects of thermal boundary conditions on transverse hardness in CSSP. Hardness tests were performed transverse to weld from crown to root, at depths ranging from 4 mm to 21 mm below the weld crown in AW condition of four CSSP joints: #4164, #4165, #4166 and #4300.

Figure 4.34 (a) shows the HAZ min hardness at AS and RS at various depths of transverse CSSP joints produced with different thermal boundary conditions and same speeds as functions of distance from weld crown. It shows that:

When original TBCs (steel backing plate underneath the work-piece, and no water spray on the work-piece surface) were applied, at the same depth from crown, HAZ min hardness at AS and RS were similar; HAZ min hardness was affected little by the increase of the distance from weld crown. When WS TBCs (steel backing plate underneath the work-piece, and water spray on the work-piece surface) were applied, at the same depth from crown, HAZ min hardness at AS and RS were similar; With the increase of the distance from weld crown, HAZ min hardness was much smaller at root, while were similar at other depths. When CBP TBCs (composite backing plate underneath the work-piece, and no water spray on the WP surface) were applied, in the upper half transverse joint (within 12.7 mm below the crown), at the same depth from crown, HAZ min hardness at AS and RS were similar; in the lower half transverse joint (12.7~25.4 mm below the crown), at the same depth from crown, HAZ min hardness at AS was slightly larger than that at RS, which might due to the effect of CBP. When the distance from weld crown increased, HAZ min hardness at AS were similar, and HAZ min hardness at RS decreased slightly. When both WS and CBP were applied, in the upper half transverse joint (within 12.7 mm below the crown), at the same depth from crown,
crown, HAZ min hardness at AS and RS were similar; in the lower half transverse joint (12.7~25.4 mm below the crown), at the same depth from crown, HAZ min hardness at AS was larger than that at RS, which might due to the effect of CBP. When the distance from weld crown increased, HAZ min hardness at AS decreased first then increased slightly, and HAZ min hardness at RS decreased slightly.

Figure 4.34 (b) shows the HAZ min hardness at various depths of transverse CSSP joints produced with different thermal boundary conditions and same speeds as functions of distance from weld crown. It shows that:

When original thermal boundary conditions (steel backing plate underneath the work-piece, and no water spray on the work-piece surface) were applied, HAZ min hardness was affected little by the increase of the distance from weld crown.

When WS thermal boundary conditions (steel backing plate underneath the work-piece, and water spray on the work-piece surface) were applied, with the increase of the distance from weld crown, HAZ min hardness was much smaller at root, while were similar at other depths.

When CBP thermal boundary conditions (composite backing plate underneath the work-piece, and no water spray on the work-piece surface) were applied, when the distance from weld crown increased, HAZ min hardness was similar.

When both WS and CBP were applied, with the distance from weld crown increasing, HAZ min hardness slightly decreased.

Figure 4.34 (c) shows the HAZ width at various depths of transverse CSSP joints produced with different thermal boundary conditions and same speeds as functions of the distance from weld crown. It shows that:
When original thermal boundary conditions (steel backing plate underneath the work-piece, and no water spray on the work-piece surface) were applied, with the distance from weld crown increasing, HAZ width decreased.

When WS thermal boundary conditions (steel backing plate underneath the work-piece, and water spray on the work-piece surface) were applied, with the increase of the distance from weld crown, HAZ width first increased slightly, then decreased.

When CBP thermal boundary conditions (composite backing plate underneath the work-piece, and no water spray on the work-piece surface) were applied, when the distance from weld crown increased, HAZ width decreased.

When both WS and CBP were applied, with the distance from weld crown increasing, HAZ width decreased.

Figure 4.34 (d) shows the nugget average hardness at various depths of transverse CSSP joints produced with different thermal boundary conditions and same speeds as functions of distance from weld crown. It shows that:

When original thermal boundary conditions (steel backing plate underneath the work-piece, and no water spray on the work-piece surface) were applied, with the distance from weld crown increasing, nugget average hardness decreased with a decreasing slope.

When WS thermal boundary conditions (steel backing plate underneath the work-piece, and water spray on the work-piece surface) were applied, with the increase of the distance from weld crown, nugget average hardness decreased.

When CBP thermal boundary conditions (composite backing plate underneath the work-piece, and no water spray on the work-piece surface) were applied, when the
distance from weld crown increased, nugget average hardness decreased with an increasing slope. When both WS and CBP were applied, with the distance from weld crown increasing, nugget average hardness decreased with an increasing slope.

4.2.4.2 Transverse hardness distribution of SSSP

HAZ minimum hardness, HAZ width, nugget average hardness were extracted from transverse hardness profiles of SSSP and plotted in Figure 4.35 and Figure 4.36.

4.2.4.2.1 Effects of rotation rate on transverse hardness in SSSP

Figure 4.35 (a) HAZ min hardness at AS and RS, (b) HAZ min hardness, (c) HAZ width, and (d) Nugget average hardness as functions of distance from weld crown of transverse SSSP: different rotation rates, the same welding speed of 102 mm/min, the same forge force of 69 KN, AW

Figure 4.35 shows effects of rotation rate on transverse hardness in SSSP. Hardness tests were performed transverse to weld at depths of 4 mm (near crown), 13
mm (at mid-plane) and 21 mm (near root) below the weld crown in AW condition of three SSSP joints: #4167A, #4167B, and #4167C.

Figure 4.35 (a) shows the HAZ min hardness at AS and RS at various depths of transverse SSSP joints produced with different rotation rates and same welding speed as functions of distance from weld crown. It shows that:

At the same depth below the weld crown, under the same rotation rate, HAZ min hardness at AS and RS were similar in the same joint;

At the same depth below the weld crown, when rotation rate increased, HAZ min hardness at AS and RS decreased.

Under the same rotation rate, when the distance from weld crown increased, in the joints produced with a rotation rate of 120 RPM, HAZ min hardness at AS and RS slightly increased; in the joints produced with a rotation rate of 160 RPM, HAZ min hardness at AS decreased first then increased, while HAZ min hardness at RS slightly increased; in the joints produced with a rotation rate of 200 RPM, HAZ min hardness at AS slightly decreased, while HAZ min hardness at RS slightly increased at a decreasing slope.

Figure 4.35 (b) shows the HAZ min hardness at various depths of transverse SSSP joints produced with different rotation rates and same welding speed as functions of distance from weld crown. It shows that: At the same depth below the weld crown, when rotation rate increased, HAZ min hardness decreased. Under the same rotation rate, when the distance from weld crown increased, in the joints produced with a rotation rate of 120 RPM, HAZ min hardness slightly increased; in the joints produced with a rotation rate of
160 RPM, HAZ min hardness decreased first then increased; in the joints produced with a rotation rate of 200 RPM, HAZ min hardness slightly increased at a decreasing slope.

Figure 4.35 (c) shows the HAZ width at various depths of transverse SSSP joints produced with different rotation rates and same welding speed as functions of distance from weld crown. It shows that: At the same depths below the weld crown, HAZ widths produced by different rotation rates were similar near crown (4 mm below the crown) and at mid-plane (13 mm below the crown); while near root (21 mm below crown), HAZ widths produced by 160 RPM and 200 RPM were similar and were a little larger than that produced by 120 RPM. When distance from weld crown increased, HAZ widths decreased with the similar slopes in joints produced by different rotation rates. It indicates that HAZ width was affected little by rotation rate.

Figure 4.35 (d) shows the nugget average hardness at various depths of transverse SSSP joints produced with different rotation rates and same welding speed as functions of distance from weld crown. It shows that: Nugget average hardness near crown (4 mm below the crown) decreased slightly with rotation rate increasing. At mid-plane (13 mm below the crown), nugget average hardness of joints produced by 120 RPM and 160 RPM were similar and a little larger than that produced by 200 RPM. Nugget average hardmesses near root (21 mm below the crown) were similar with rotation rate increasing. When distance from weld crown increased, nugget average hardness decreased at slopes which decreased when rotation rate increased. The nugget average hardness near root was smaller than at mid-plane or near crown, indicating that the peak temperature near root was likely lower than that at mid-plane and near crown. Results of GS at those different
locations are needed. It also indicates that the increase of distance from weld crown decreased the already slight effect of rotation rate on nugget average hardness.

4.2.4.3 Transverse hardness distribution of CSSP and SSSP

Hardness tests were performed transverse to weld at depths of 6.4 mm (near crown), 12.7 mm (at mid-plane), and 19.1 mm (near root) below the weld crown in both AW and PWHT conditions of CSSP (#4299) and SSSP (#4306). The power input of #4299 is 5.3 KW, resulting in a peak temperature measured at pin center of 484°C. Transverse hardness profiles at various depths of below the weld crown in both AW and PWHT conditions of this CSSP joint were shown in Figure 4.31(b) and Figure 4.31(c), respectively. The power input of #4306 is 5.2 KW, resulting in a peak temperature measured at pin center of 477°C. Transverse hardness profiles at various depths of below the weld crown in both AW and PWHT conditions of this SSSP joint were shown in Figure 4.32 (h) and Figure 4.32 (i), respectively. Those transverse hardness profiles all have characteristic “W” shape, which is typical hardness distribution of FSW in precipitation hardening aluminum alloys when the peak weld temperature is near or at the solution heat treat temperature (474°C for AA7099-T7651). HAZ minimum hardness at AS and RS, HAZ width, nugget average hardness of the above comparable CSSP (#4299) and SSSP (#4306) joints were extracted from transverse hardness profiles and plotted in Figure 4.36, which shows effects of different FSW shoulders on transverse hardness in SP.

Figure 4.36(a) shows the HAZ min hardness at AS and RS at various depths of transverse SP joints produced with the same speeds as functions of distance from weld crown. It shows that:
Figure 4.36 (a) HAZ min hardness at AS and RS, (b) HAZ min hardness, (c) HAZ width, and (d) Nugget average hardness as functions of distance from weld crown of transverse SP: rotation rate 160 RPM, welding speed 51 mm/min, AW and PWHT

(1) In AW condition of CSSP, at different depths below the weld crown, HAZ min hardness at RS was a little larger than/similar with that at AS. When the distance from weld crown increased, HAZ min hardness at AS and RS decreased slightly.

(2) In AW condition of SSSP, relative to HAZ min hardness at RS, HAZ min hardness at AS was larger near crown, a little larger/similar at mid-plane, and a little smaller/similar near root. When distance from weld crown increased, HAZ min hardness slightly decreased with a decreasing slope at AS, increased slightly at RS.

(3) In PWHT condition of CSSP, relative to HAZ min hardness at RS, HAZ min hardness at AS was similar near crown and at mid-plane, and a little larger/similar near
root. When the distance from weld crown increased, HAZ min hardness at AS and RS slightly decreased with a decreasing slope.

(4) In PWHT condition of SSSP, relative to HAZ min hardness at RS, HAZ min hardness at AS was a little larger /similar near crown, similar at mid-plane, and larger near root. When the distance from weld crown increased, HAZ min hardness at AS and RS slightly decreased with a decreasing slope.

(5) In AW condition of SP, at AS, HAZ min hardness in SS were similar with that in CS at various depths below weld crown. When the distance from weld crown increased, HAZ min hardness at AS and RS slightly decreased.

(6) In PWHT condition of SP, at AS, relative to HAZ min hardness in CS, HAZ min hardness in SS was a little smaller /similar near crown, a little larger/similar at mid-plane, and larger near root. When the distance from weld crown increased, HAZ min hardness slightly decreased then increased slightly in CS, while slightly increased in SS.

(7) In AW condition of SP, at RS, relative to HAZ min hardness in CS, HAZ min hardness in SS was smaller near crown, a little smaller/similar at mid-plane, and a little larger/similar near root. When distance from weld crown increased, HAZ min hardness slightly decreased with a decreasing slope in CS, while slightly increased in SS.

(8) In PWHT condition of SP, at RS, relative to HAZ min hardness in CS, HAZ min hardness in SS was smaller near crown, a little larger/similar at mid-plane, and larger near root. When distance from weld crown increased, HAZ min hardness in CS slightly decreased with a decreasing slope, while HAZ min hardness in SS slightly increased.

Figure 4.36(b) shows HAZ min hardness at various depths of transverse SP joints produced with the same speeds as functions of distance from weld crown. It shows that:
(1) In AW condition, relative to HAZ min hardness of CSSP, HAZ min hardness of SSSP was smaller near crown, a little smaller/similar at mid-plane, and a little larger/similar near root. When distance from weld crown increased, HAZ min hardness of CSSP decreased slightly, while HAZ min hardness of SSSP increased slightly.

(2) In PWHT condition, relative to HAZ min hardness of CSSP, HAZ min hardness of SSSP was smaller near crown, a little larger/similar at mid-plane, and larger near root. When the distance from weld crown increased, HAZ min hardness of CSSP decreased with a decreasing slope, while HAZ min hardness of SSSP increased slightly.

(3) In CSSP, relative to AW, PWHT reduced HAZ minimum hardness, and the difference increased with the increase of distance from weld crown. In SSSP, relative to AW, PWHT reduced HAZ minimum hardness, and the difference was constant with the increase of distance from weld crown. Relative to CSSP, PWHT reduced the HAZ minimum hardness in SSSP by a less extent.

Figure 4.36(c) shows the HAZ width at various depths of transverse SP joints produced with the same speeds as functions of distance from weld crown. It shows that:

(1) In AW condition, relative to HAZ width of CSSP, HAZ width of SSSP was a little smaller/similar near crown, similar at mid-plane, and a little smaller/similar near root. When the distance from weld crown increased, HAZ width of CSSP kept constant then began to decrease, while HAZ width of SSSP increased slightly then decreased.

(2) In PWHT condition, relative to HAZ width of CSSP, HAZ width of SSSP was similar at various depths below the weld crown. When the distance from weld crown increased, HAZ width of CSSP and SSSP kept constant then began to decrease.
(3) In CSSP, relative to AW, PWHT reduced HAZ width, and the differences were near crown and root, which were a little smaller than the difference at mid-plane. In SSSP, relative to AW, PWHT reduced HAZ width a little near crown and at mid-plane, while PWHT affect HAZ width little near root. Relative to CSSP, PWHT reduced the HAZ width in SSSP by a less extent.

Figure 4.36(d) shows nugget average hardness at AS and RS at various depths of transverse single pass (SP) full penetrated joints produced with the same speeds as functions of distance from weld crown. It shows that:

(1) In AW condition, at various depths below the weld crown, nugget average hardness of SSSP was little smaller than that of CSSP. When the distance from weld crown increased, nugget average hardness of SP decreased, while nugget average hardness of SSSP decreased a little faster than that of CSSP.

(2) In PWHT condition, at various depths below the weld crown, nugget average hardness of SSSP was similar with that of CSSP. When the distance from weld crown increased, HAZ width of CSSP and SSSP kept constant.

(3) In CSSP, relative to AW, PWHT reduced nugget average hardness, and the differences decreased from weld crow to root. In SSSP, relative to AW, PWHT reduced nugget average hardness a little, and the differences decreased from weld crow to root. Relative to CSSP, PWHT reduced HAZ width in SSSP by a less extent.

4.2.5 Tensile Testing Properties

Rotating and stationary shoulders result in different heat sources in FSW, affecting thermal distribution, microstructure and properties through thickness of joints.
In this section, transverse and longitudinal tensile testing in SP have been performed to investigate effects of CS and SS on joint’s tensile properties like UTS, YS and EL.

4.2.5.1 Transverse Tensile Testing (AW&PWHT)

4.2.5.1.1 CSSP: Transverse Tensile Testing

Figure 4.37 a–j show the engineering stress as a function of engineering strain of transverse tensile testing on CSSP joints in AW and PWHT conditions. In each condition, there were 1~3 samples from the same joint tested. In this section, transverse tensile
Figure 4.37 Engineering stress and strain curves of transverse tensile testing in CSSP testing was performed on some CSSP joints as following: #4156A (100 rpm, 51 mm/min, Original), #4156B (120 rpm, 102 mm/min, Original), #4164 (160 rpm, 102 mm/min, WS+CBP), #4165 (160 rpm, 102 mm/min, CBP), #4166 (160 rpm, 102 mm/min, WS), #4299 (160 rpm, 51 mm/min, Original), and #4300 (160 rpm, 102 mm/min, Original). Different thermal boundary conditions are described as following: “Original” thermal boundary condition means steel backing plate was applied underneath the work-piece, and no water spray were applied on the work-piece surface; “CBP” thermal boundary condition means the composite backing plate was applied underneath the work-piece, and no water spray were applied on the work-piece surface; “WS” thermal boundary condition means the steel backing plate was applied underneath the work-piece, and water spray were applied on the work-piece surface; “WS+CBP” thermal boundary condition means the composite backing plate was applied underneath the work-piece, and water spray were applied on the work-piece surface. Through those engineering stress and strain curves shown in Figure 4.37, characteristic values like ultimate tensile strength (UTS), yield strength (YS) and elongation (EL) were calculated and average values were shown in Figure 4.38~Figure 4.39.
Figure 4.38 (a) Ultimate tensile strength, (b) yield strength and (c) elongation of transverse tensile testing in CSSP: different TBCs, a rotation rate of 160 RPM, a welding speed of 102 mm/min, PWHT

Figure 4.38 shows (a) ultimate tensile strength, (b) yield strength and (c) elongation of transverse tensile testing performed on CSSP joints in PWHT condition produced the same rotation rate of 160 RPM, the same welding speed of 102 mm/min, with different thermal boundary conditions as functions of applied forge forces. Figure 4.38 (a)–(c) show that, under the same speeds, relative to “original” TBCs, “WS” TBCs increased the UTS (7%), increased the YS (37%), and decreased the EL (-67%); “CBP” TBCs affected the UTS little, increased the YS (29%), and decreased the EL (-86%); “WS+CBP” TBCs increased the UTS (9%), increased the YS (36%), and decreased the
EL (-77%). It indicates that, both WS and CBP increased YS and decreased EL, and WS increased UTS to some extent while CBP affect the UTS little.

Figure 4.39 shows (a) ultimate tensile strength, (b) yield strength and (c) elongation of transverse tensile testing performed on CSSP joints in PWHT condition produced with different speeds with the same thermal boundary conditions (steel backing plate applied underneath the work-piece, and no water spray applied on the work-piece surface) in AW and PWHT conditions as functions of rotation rate.

![Graphs showing (a) ultimate tensile strength, (b) yield strength and (c) elongation of transverse tensile testing performed on CSSP joints.](image)

Figure 4.39 (a) UTS, (b) yield strength and (c) elongation of transverse tensile testing in CSSP as functions of rotation rate: different speeds, AW and PWHT, steel backing plate applied underneath the work-piece, and no water spray applied on the work-piece surface

Figure 4.39 (a)~(c) show that, when the welding speed of 51 mm/min was applied, relative to the rotation rate of 100 rpm, the rotation rate of 160 rpm increased UTS (9%).
decreased YS (-11%), and increased the EL (140%). When the welding speed of 102 mm/min was applied, relative to the rotation rate of 120 rpm, the rotation rate of 160 rpm increased UTS (5%), decreased YS (-16%), and increased the EL (298%). When the rotation rate of 160 rpm was applied, relative to the welding speed of 51 mm/min, the welding speed of 102 mm/min increased UTS (7%), increased YS (18%), and affected EL little in AW condition, while increased UTS (16%), increased YS (24%), and increased the EL (33%) in PWHT condition. When the rotation rate of 160 rpm and the welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, relative to AW condition, PWHT condition decreased UTS (-5%), decreased YS (-10%), and increased EL (8%). When the rotation rate of 160 rpm and the welding speed of 102 mm/min were applied, relative to AW condition, PWHT condition increased UTS (3%), decreased YS (-5%), and increased EL (44%). It indicates that:

(1) In PWHT conditions, when rotation rate increased, under the same welding speed, UTS increased a little, YS decreased a little, and EL increased significantly; when rotation rate increased, relative to joints produced by the lower welding speed (51 mm/min), in joints produced by the higher welding speed (102 mm/min), UTS increased slower, YS decreased faster and EL increased faster.

(2) Under the same rotation rate, relative to lower welding speed (51 mm/min), higher welding speed (102 mm/min) increased UTS a little, increased YS and affected EL little in AW conditions, while increased UTS, YS and EL in PWHT conditions (by larger extents relative to AW conditions).

(3) Under the same rotation rate (160 rpm), relative to AW conditions, in joints produced by lower welding speed (51 mm/min), PWHT decreased UTS and YS a little,
and increased EL a little; in the joints produced by the higher welding speed (102 mm/min), PWHT increased UTS a little, decreased YS a little while increased EL significantly. When higher welding speed was applied, PWHT had a little larger effect on increasing UTS and EL, while had similar effect on decreasing YS.

4.2.5.1.2 SSSP: Transverse Tensile Testing

![Engineering stress and strain curves of transverse tensile testing in SSSP as functions of applied forge force](image)

Figure 4.40 Engineering stress and strain curves of transverse tensile testing in SSSP as functions of applied forge force: different forge forces, AW and PWHT, 1° setup, by a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 0.9 mm, rotation rate 160 rpm, welding speed 51 mm/min.

Figure 4.40 a~b show the engineering stress as a function of engineering strain of transverse tensile testing on SSSP joints produced with the same speeds and different forge forces in AW and PWHT conditions. In each conditions, there were 1~5 samples from the same joint tested. In this section, transverse tensile testing was performed on some SSSP joints as following: #4171B (160 rpm, 51 mm/min, Fz 53.4 KN), and #4306 (160 rpm, 51 mm/min, Fz 62.3 KN).

Through those engineering stress and strain curves shown in Figure 4.40, characteristic values like ultimate tensile strength (UTS), yield strength (YS) and elongation (EL) were calculated and average values were shown in Figure 4.41. Figure 4.41 shows (a) ultimate tensile strength, (b) yield strength and (c) elongation of
transverse tensile testing performed on SSSP joints produced with the same speeds and different forge forces in AW and PWHT conditions as functions of applied forge force.

![Graphs showing ultimate tensile strength, yield strength, and elongation as functions of forge force in AW and PWHT conditions.](image)

Figure 4.41 (a) Ultimate tensile strength, (b) yield strength and (c) elongation of transverse tensile testing in SSSP as functions of applied forge force: different forge forces, AW and PWHT, a setup of 1°, by a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 0.9 mm, a rotation rate of 160 rpm, a welding speed of 51 mm/min.

Figure 4.41 (a)~(c) show that, in PWHT condition, relative to the lower forge force (53.4 KN), the a little higher (62.3 KN) affected UTS little (1%), increased YS (5%), and decreased EL (-20%). When the higher forge force (62.3 KN) was applied, relative to AW condition, the PWHT condition reduced UTS (-4%), affected YS little (-2%), and reduced EL (-8%). It indicates that, a little larger forge forces affect UTS and YS little, while decreasing EL by some extent; PWHT affects UTS, YS and EL little.
4.2.5.1.3 CSSP and SSSP: Transverse Tensile Testing

Engineering stress as a function of engineering strain of transverse tensile testing on comparable CSSP (#4299) and SSSP (#4306) joints produced with the same speeds and tools with different shoulder and pin features in AW and PWHT conditions were shown in Figure 4.37 (f) and Figure 4.40 (b), respectively. In each condition, there was one sample tested. In this section, transverse tensile testing was performed on comparable CSSP (#4299) and SSSP (#4306) joints.

Through those engineering stress and strain curves shown in Figure 4.37 (f) and Figure 4.40 (b), characteristic values like ultimate tensile strength (UTS), yield strength (YS) and elongation (EL) were calculated and average values were shown in Figure 4.42.

![Graphs showing engineering stress and strain curves with characteristic values for CSSP and SSSP joints.](image)

Figure 4.42 (a) UTS, (b) YS and (c) EL of transverse tensile testing in comparable CSSP (#4299) and SSSP (#4306): different tool shoulder and pin features, AW and PWHT, a setup of 1°, a flat/flute depth of 0.9 mm, rotation rate 160 rpm, welding speed 51 mm/min.
Figure 4.42 shows (a) ultimate tensile strength, (b) yield strength and (c) elongation of transverse tensile testing performed on comparable CSSP (#4299) and SSSP (#4306) joints produced with the same speeds and tools with different shoulder and pin features in AW and PWHT conditions. Figure 4.42(a)–(c) show that, in both AW and PWHT conditions, relative to CSSP, SSSP produced joints with the similar UTS and YS, while the larger EL, and EL increased more in AW (67%) than in PWHT (42%) condition. In both CSSP and SSSP, relative to AW condition, PWHT had little effect on UTS and YS; PWTH increased EL significantly (44%) in CSSP, while affected EL in SSSP slightly (8%).

4.2.5.2 Longitudinal Tensile Testing (AW&PWHT)

4.2.5.2.1 CSSP: Longitudinal Tensile Testing
Figure 4.43 Engineering stress and strain curves of longitudinal tensile testing in CSSP: PWHT

Figure 4.43 a–e show the engineering stress as a function of engineering strain of longitudinal tensile testing on CSSP joints in PWHT condition. In each conditions, there were 1–3 samples from the same joint tested. In this section, longitudinal tensile testing was performed on some CSSP joints as following: #4165 (160 rpm, 102 mm/min, CBP), #4166 (160 rpm, 102 mm/min, WS), #4299 (160 rpm, 51 mm/min, Fz 46.7 KN, Original), #4315 (160 rpm, 51 mm/min, Fz 55.6 KN, Original), and #4300 (160 rpm, 102 mm/min, Original). Through those engineering stress and strain curves shown in Figure 4.43, characteristic values like ultimate tensile strength (UTS), yield strength (YS) and elongation (EL) were calculated and average values were shown in Figure 4.44. Figure 4.44 shows (a) Ultimate tensile strength, (b) yield strength and (c) elongation of longitudinal tensile testing performed on CSSP joints in PWHT condition produced with different thermal boundary conditions (original, WS, and CBP) and welding speeds (51 mm/min, and 102 mm/min) as functions of forge forces. Figure 4.44 (a)–(c) show that, under the same speeds, relative to original TBCs, WS decreased UTS little (-2%), increased YS little (4%), while decreased EL significantly (-77%); CBP decreased UTS (-30%), and decreased EL significantly (-99%). With the same rotation rates and TBCs,
higher welding speed (102 mm/min) increased UTS a little (8~13%), increased YS (22~31%), while decreased EL (-6~31%). With the same speeds and TBCs, a little higher forge force (55.6 KN) decreased UTS slightly (-4%), decreased YS slightly (-7%), and decreased EL a little (-28%).

Figure 4.44 (a) UTS, (b) YS and (c) EL of longitudinal tensile testing in CSSP as functions of forge forces: different TBCs and welding speeds, a setup of 1°, a T+3F pin with a flat depth of 0.9 mm, a rotation rate of 160 RPM, PWHT

4.2.5.2.2 SSSP: Longitudinal Tensile Testing

In this section, longitudinal tensile testing was performed on some SSSP joints as following: #3965A, #3965B, #3973A, #3975A, #3975B, and #4306. In each conditions, there were 1~3 samples from the same joint tested. Engineering strain data of #3965A, #3965B, #3973A, #3975A and #3975B (normal scale LTT) was not reliable, while the engineering stress data was reliable, so only the engineering stress as a function of
engineering strain of longitudinal tensile testing on #4306 joint (subscale LTT) in PWHT conditions was shown in Figure 4.45. Through those engineering stress data, and the engineering stress-strain curves shown in Figure 4.45, characteristic values like ultimate tensile strength (UTS), yield strength (YS) and elongation (EL) were calculated and average values were shown in Figure 4.46.

Figure 4.45 Engineering stress and strain curves of longitudinal testing in SSSP as functions of rotation rates: different rotation rates and pins, a welding speed of 51 mm/min, PWHT (#4306)

Figure 4.46 Ultimate tensile strength of longitudinal testing in SSSP as functions of rotation rates: different rotation rates and pins, a welding speed of 51 mm/min, PWHT
Figure 4.46 shows (a) ultimate tensile strength, (b) yield strength and (c) elongation of longitudinal testing performed on SSSP joints in PWHT condition produced with the same welding speeds (51 mm/min), different rotation rates and pins as functions of rotation rates. Figure 4.46(a)~(c) show that, in PWHT condition, when the same tool (T+3F pin with a flat depth of 1.7 mm) was adopted, 25% larger rotation rate increased UTS by 12%. When the same tool (T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 2 mm) was adopted, 20% larger rotation rate increased UTS by 55%. Under the same speeds, relative to the joint produced by the T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 2 mm (#3975B), the joint produced by the T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 1.3 mm (#3973A) had a 54% larger UTS, while the joint produced by the T+3F pin with a flute depth of 1.7 mm (#3965A) had a 44% larger UTS. The joint produced by a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 0.9 mm and a rotation rate of 160 rpm (#4306) had a much larger UTS, which might due to the appropriate pin feature with the appropriate flute depth, or may because that the longitudinal tensile testing was performed by a subscale tensile tester on subscale tensile samples, while other joints were tested by a normal tensile tester on normal scale tensile samples. It indicates that, higher rotation rate increased the UTS; appropriate flat/flute depths resulted in good UTS, while too deeper flat/flute decreased the UTS: the deeper, the larger.

4.2.5.2.3 CSSP and SSSP: Longitudinal Tensile Testing

Engineering stress as a function of engineering strain of longitudinal tensile testing on comparable CSSP (#4299) and SSSP (#4306) joints produced with the same speeds and tools with different shoulder and pin features in PWHT condition were shown in Figure 4.43 (c) and Figure 4.45, respectively. In each condition, there was one sample
tested. In this section, longitudinal tensile testing was performed by a subscale tensile tester on comparable CSSP (#4299) and SSSP (#4306) joints.

Figure 4.47 (a) Ultimate tensile strength, (b) yield strength and (c) elongation of longitudinal tensile testing in comparable CSSP (#4299) and SSSP (#4306) joints: different tool shoulder and pin features, PWHT, a setup of 1°, a pin flat/flute depth of 0.9 mm, a rotation rate of 160 rpm, a welding speed of 51 mm/min.

Through those engineering stress and strain curves shown in Figure 4.43 (c) and Figure 4.45, characteristic values like ultimate tensile strength (UTS), yield strength (YS) and elongation (EL) were calculated and average values were shown in Figure 4.47. Figure 4.47 shows (a) ultimate tensile strength, (b) yield strength and (c) elongation of longitudinal tensile testing performed on comparable CSSP (#4299) and SSSP (#4306) joints produced with the same speeds and tools with different shoulder and pin features in
PWHT conditions. Figure 4.47(a)–(c) show that, relative to CSSP, SSSP increased UTS by 4%, increased YS by 7% and increased EL by 2% in PWHT condition. It indicates that, in PWHT conditions, relative to CS, SS affected UTS, YS and EL little.

Subscale longitudinal tensile testing was performed on both #4306 and #4300 in the PWHT condition by the same subscale tensile tester. Both joints were defect free. Testing results show that, #4306 had a UTS of 494 MPa, a YS of 358 MPa, and an EL of 18%, while #4300 had a UTS of 516 MPa, a YS of 407 MPa, and an EL of 17%. It shows that, relative to SSSP, CSSP allows higher welding speeds, which increased the UTS (5%), increased the YS (14%), and decreased EL (~4%). It indicates that, in subscale longitudinal tensile testing of SP joints in PWHT condition, under the same rotation rate, higher welding speed increased UTS slightly, increased YS, and decreased EL slightly.

4.2.6 Residual Stress (AW&PWHT)

In this section, residual stress distribution in the CSSP and SSSP joints will be studied to investigate effects of CSSP and SSSP, different control parameters and PWHT on residual stress profiles in joints. Through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress was measured in both AW and PWHT conditions for selected CSSP and SSSP joints as following: #4299, #4315, #4300 and #4306. Through those residual stress profiles of above tested CSSP and SSSP joints in both AW and PWHT conditions shown in Figure 4.48, characteristic values like the peak residual stress (PRS), full width at half maximum (FWHM) and tension area (TA) were calculated and shown in Figure 4.49–Figure 4.51, which also include Unit weld energy (UWE). PRS is in units of MPa, FWHM is in units of mm, TA is in units of KJ/m², while UWE is in units of KW/(m/s). UWE equals to power in units of W be divided by welding speed in units of mm/s.
Figure 4.48 Through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress profiles in SP: different tool shoulders and pin features, AW and PWHT, 1° setup, rotation rate 160 rpm
Figure 4.48 (except (c)) shows that, relative to AW condition, PWHT affects the residual stress profiles little. Residual stress profile of the #4300 joint in AW condition shown in Figure 4.48(c) is not reliable. However, it’s assumed to be similar with the #4300 joint in PWHT condition, according to results of all other tested samples. PRS, FWHM and TA of #4300 joint in AW condition will not be discussed in this section.

Figure 4.49 (a) Peak residual stress, (b) FWHM, (c) tension area of through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress profiles in both AW and PWHT conditions, and (d) unit weld energy of CSSP and SSSP joints as a function of welding speeds: 1° setup, a rotation rate of 160 rpm, different pin features, 0.9 mm flat/flute depth

Figure 4.49 shows (a) Peak residual stress, (b) FWHM, (c) tension area of through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress profiles in both AW and PWHT conditions, and (d) unit weld energy of CSSP and SSSP joints as a function of welding speeds. Figure 4.50 shows (a) Peak residual stress, (b) FWHM, (c) tension area of
through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress profiles in both AW and PWHT conditions, and (d) unit weld energy of CSSP and SSSP joints as a function of power. Figure 4.51 shows (a) Peak residual stress, (b) FWHM, and (c) tension area of through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress profiles in both AW and PWHT conditions of CSSP and SSSP joints as a function of the unit weld energy.

Figure 4.50 (a) Peak residual stress, (b) FWHM, (c) tension area of through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress profiles in AW and PWHT conditions, and (d) unit weld energy of SP joints as a function of power: 160 rpm, different pin features

Figure 4.49–Figure 4.51 show that:

1. Under the same speeds, in AW conditions, a little higher forge force increased FWHM a little (9%), decreased TA a little (-10%), while had little effect on PRS; in PWHT conditions, a little higher forge force decreased PRS slightly (-4%), increased
FWHM a little (12%), while had little effect on TA. A little higher forge force also increased the UWE a little (9%) due to a little larger power input. (#4299, #4315)

Figure 4.51 (a) Peak residual stress, (b) FWHM, and (c) tension area of through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress profiles in both AW and PWHT conditions of CSSP and SSSP joints as a function of the unit weld energy: 160 rpm, different pin features

(2) Under the same rotation rates, higher welding speed increased PRS (21%), decreased FWHM a little (-9%), and increased TA (30%) in PWHT conditions. Higher welding speed also decreased the UWE (-36%) due to a little larger power input and much larger welding speed. (#4299, #4300)

(3) Under the same speeds, relative to CSSP, SSSP increased PRS (23%), decreased FWHM (-8%) and TA (-5%) slightly in AW conditions, while decreased PRS (-7%) and TA (-7%) slightly, and decreased FWHM a little (-12%) in PWHT conditions.
SSSP affected UWE little due to the similar power input and the same welding speed. (#4299, #4306)

(4) Under the same rotation rates, relative to SSSP, CSSP with higher welding speed increased PRS (29%) and TA (39%), while affected FWHM little in PWHT conditions. CSSP with higher welding speed also decreased the UWE (-35%) due to larger power input and much larger welding speed. (#4306, #4300)

(5) When the welding speed of 51 mm/min was applied, relative to AW, in SSSP, PWHT decreased PRS (-26%) and TA (-16%), and decreased FWHM a little (-7%); in CSSP, PWHT decreased TA (-6~14%) a little while affected PRS and FWHM little.

(6) When UWE increased, PRS decreased, and FWHM increased a little. When power increased, PRS increased, UWE decreased due to larger welding speed.

4.2.7 Face Bending Testing Properties

In this section, face bending tests were performed on CSSP and SSSP entire joints as following in AW and PWHT conditions produced by different control parameters and TBCs to investigate effects of different shoulders, tools, control parameters and TBCs on joint’s face bending properties: #4156A (CSSP, 100 rpm, 51 mm/min, Original), #4156B (CSSP, 120 rpm, 102 mm/min, Original), #4164 (CSSP, 160 rpm, 102 mm/min, CBP+WS), #4165 (CSSP, 160 rpm, 102 mm/min, CBP), #4166 (CSSP, 160 rpm, 102 mm/min, WS), #4299 (CSSP, 160 rpm, 51 mm/min, Fz 46.7 KN, Original), #4315 (CSSP, 160 rpm, 51 mm/min, Fz 55.6 KN, Original), #4300 (CSSP, 160 rpm, 102 mm/min, Original), and #4306 (SSSP, 160 rpm, 51 mm/min, Original). Results of face bending tests of the above joints (127mm x 6.4mm x 25.4mm) for face bending test in AW and PWHT conditions, as shown in Figure 4.52, were summarized as following:
(a) #4156A, PWHT

(b) #4156B, PWHT

(c) #4164 (the top one in the left picture), PWHT

(d) #4165 (the middle one in the left picture), PWHT

(e) #4166 (the bottom one in the left picture), PWHT
Figure 4.52 Specimens of SP joints after the face bending testing: AW and PWHT

Passed: #4156A in PWHT (cracks at AS from crown to mid-plane), #4156B in PWHT (cracks at AS from crown to mid-plane), #4164 in PWHT (cracks at AS near crown), #4166 in PWHT, #4315 in AW, and #4306 in AW and PWHT.
Failed: #4165 in PWHT (almost broke, with large cracks at AS near crown), #4299 in AW and PWHT, #4315 in PWHT, and #4300 in AW and PWHT.

Results of CSSP joints (#4156A, #4156B, #4299, #4315 and #4300) produced with different speeds and the same TBCs in PWHT condition show that, the rotation rate of 160 rpm produced joints (#4299, #4315 and #4300) failing in the face bending test, when the welding speed of either 51 mm/min or 102 mm/min was applied. #4300 joint had no volumetric defects. Measured temperatures at center pin of #4299, #4315 and #4300 are 484°C, 500°C and 493°C, respectively. Those temperatures are higher than the incipient melting temperature of AA7099-T7651, which is 480°C. It indicates that the rotation rate of 160 rpm is high for CSSP and caused overheating inside the CSSP joints, where fractography study is needed for further conclusion. Both 100 rpm & 51 mm/min (#4156A) and 120 rpm & 102 mm/min (#4156B) produced joints passing the face bending testing, though cracks appeared at locations of volumetric defects in each joint. Measured temperatures at center pin of #4156A and #4156B are 451°C and 459°C, respectively. Measured temperatures near pin root of #4156A and #4156B are 435°C and 437°C, respectively. It indicates that, lower rotation rate (100 rpm or 120 rpm) produced CSSP joints which might have not been overheated, where fractography study is needed for further conclusion.

Results of CSSP joints (#4164, #4165, #4166 and #4300) produced with the same speeds and different TBCs in PWHT condition show that, in those four joints without volumetric defects, only when WS was applied on the work-piece surface, the produced joints passed the face bending testing. TBCs of #4164, #4165, #4166 and #4300 are “CBP+WS”, “CBP”, “WS” and “original”, respectively. Measured temperatures at center
pin of #4164, #4165, #4166 and #4300 are 481°C, 480°C, 487°C and 493°C, respectively. Measured temperatures near pin root of #4164, #4165 and #4166 are 448°C, 455°C and 462°C, respectively. Data of temperature at pin center indicates that all those four joints have been possibly overheated, while only joints produced with WS applied on the work-piece surface passed the face bending testing. It indicates that, the application of WS on work-piece surface can improve the performance of CSSP joints in face bending testing, even when overheating occurs.

Results of CSSP and SSSP joints (#4299, #4315 and #4306) produced with the same speeds and different tools with the same flat/flute depth in AW and PWHT condition show that, only the SSSP joint (#4306) in both AW and PWHT conditions, and the CSSP joint (#4315) in AW condition passed the face bending testing. Measured temperatures at center pin of #4299, #4315 and #4306 are 484°C, 500°C and 477°C, respectively. The CSSP joints have been overheated, while the SSSP might also have been overheated. It indicates that, relative to CS, the process variant of SS improves the performance of SP joints in face bending testing. It also indicates that relative to AW, PWHT worsens the performance of SP, especially in CSSP joints in face bending testing.

The above results also show that locations of cracks during testing correlate to volumetric defects in each joint.

Face bending tests were also performed on defect free parts (without volumetric defects) of some SSSP joints as following in PWHT conditions produced by the same welding speed of 51 mm/min, different tools and control parameters a to investigate effects of different tools, control parameters and TBCs on SSSP joint’s face bending properties: #3965A (200 rpm, 51 mm/min, 71.2 KN), #3965B (160 rpm, 51 mm/min,
71.2 KN), #3973A (200 rpm, 51 mm/min, 69 KN), #3975A (240 rpm, 51 mm/min, 69 KN), #3975B (200 rpm, 51 mm/min, 69 KN), and #4114 (200 rpm, 51 mm/min, 69 KN). All the above listed SSSP joints are defective. Macro and micro defects of those joints have been studied to find the area without volumetric defects as shown in Figure 4.53, which shows that there are two parts in those joints are defect free: (1) near crown part, 3.8 mm~11.4 mm away from the weld crown, as indicated as “-1”, and (2) near root part, 4.6 mm~7.6 mm away from the weld root, as indicated as “-2”. All the tested samples have a length of 127mm, a width of 6.4mm, and a height of 4.6 mm or 7.6 mm for face bending test.

![Figure 4.53 Schematic diagram of defect free area in SSSP: different tools and control parameters, PWHT, the same welding speed of 51 mm/min](image)

(a) #3965A-1 (left) and #3965A-2 (right) (b) #3965B-1 (left) and #3965B-2 (right)
Figure 4.54 Specimens of defect free parts of SSSP after face bending testing: PWHT

Heights and results of face bending tests of partial defect free parts of above joints in PWHT condition, as shown in Figure 4.54, were summarized as following:

(a) #3965A-1: 7.6 mm high; passed; #3965A-2: 7.6 mm high; passed;
(b) #3965B-1: 7.6 mm high; failed; #3965B-2: 7.6 mm high; passed;
(c) #3973A-1: 7.6 mm high; failed; #3973A-2: 7.6 mm high; passed;
(d) #3975A-1: 7.6 mm high; failed; #3975A-2: 4.6 mm high; passed;
(e) #3975B-1: 7.6 mm high; passed, with small crack at AS from mid-plane to root; #3975B-2: 4.6 mm high; failed;
(g) #4114-1: 7.6 mm high; passed; #4114-2: 7.6 mm high; passed;

Results of DF parts of SSSP joints (#3965A, #3965B, #3973A, #3975A, #3975B and #4114) produced with the same welding speed of 51 mm/min, the same TBCs and
different tools and rotation rates in PWHT condition show that, in one case of the near crown specimens, no failure was observed (3965A-1); in one case of the near root specimens, failure was observed (3975B-2). Fractography is needed to ascertain the reason(s) for failure in broken specimens. Overheating (microstructural features) may be the culprit in some cases of the near crown specimens. Weld defects present in #3975B-2 (as shown in Figure 4.55), which might be caused by too deep flutes of the T+3CT pin tool, may have led to failure in the face bending testing.

![Figure 4.55 Macro defects in specimen #3975B-2 failed in the face bending testing](image)

### 4.3 Dual Pass Full Penetration FSW

Single pass half penetration (SPH) FSW allows high speeds with the joint partially penetrated. Relative to SPH, single pass full penetration (SP) FSW fully penetrates the joint, while limits speeds which are much smaller. It’s known that higher welding speed produces stronger joints. To produce fully penetrated joints welded by higher speeds, another process variant, dual pass full penetration (DP) FSW, has been proposed. In DP, the same welding direction of the 1\textsuperscript{st} and the 2\textsuperscript{nd} passed results in asymmetric nuggets with AS/RS at the opposite sides, as shown in Figure 4.59 (#4229&#4230), while different welding directions of the 1\textsuperscript{st} and the 2\textsuperscript{nd} passed result in symmetric nuggets with AS/RS at the same side, as shown in Figure 4.59 (#4229&#4231). In DP, most joints were produced with a shoulder diameter of 25.4 mm,
the asymmetric layout of two passes, and without WS applied on the work-piece surface.
Two passes in the joints #4226A&#4228B, #4226B&#4228A, and #4229&#4231 were symmetric. #4237&#4238 and #4243&#4244 were produced with WS. #4241&#4242 and #4243&#4244 were produced with a shoulder diameter of 30.5 mm.

Through previous study on SPH and SP, 1° setup, 12.7 mm long FSW tools with 1.3 mm flat/flute depth were applied in DP. In CSDP, different pin features (T+3CT and T+3F), FSW speeds, thermal boundary conditions (with/without water spray on the work-piece surface), welding directions of two passes (same or different), shoulder diameter were applied to investigate the appropriate FSW control parameter window and obtain desired CSDP joints. In SSDP, T+3F tool and different speeds were applied, to make desired SSDP joints which are also comparable to the sound CSDP joints.

Firstly, some trial welds as following were made to obtain appropriate speeds for CSDP: #4226A (200 rpm, 102 mm/min), #4226B (160 rpm, 102 mm/min), #4227A (320 rpm, 203 mm/min), #4227B (240 rpm, 203 mm/min), #4228A (240 rpm, 152 mm/min, symmetric), and #4228B (160 rpm, 152 mm/min, symmetric). Among the above joints, only when a rotation rate of 160 rpm and a welding speed of 102 mm/min produced defect free welds (as shown in Appendix C).

Then this set of speeds was applied in the following welds to determine which layout of passes and which pin feature are better for CSDP: #4229&#4230 (160 rpm, 102 mm/min), #4229&#4231 (symmetric, 160 rpm, 102 mm/min), #4232A&#4233A (asymmetric, 160 rpm, 152 mm/min), and #4232B&#4233B (asymmetric, 200 rpm, 203 mm/min). The above four CSDP joints were all defect free, and #4229&#4230 and #4229&#4231 have the PWHT UTS of 412 MPa and 406 MPa, respectively. It indicates
that, under the same speeds with the same tool, relative to a symmetric layout of passes, the asymmetric layout of CSDP passes increased the PWHT UTS a little. Relative to the T+3CT pin, with the same speeds and the same layout of passes (asymmetric), the T+3F allows much larger speeds, producing DF joints which are stronger. Therefore, the asymmetric layout and the T+3F pin were adopted for the following CSDP welds with the same speeds (200 rpm, 203 mm/min) while different TBCs and shoulder diameters: #4237&#4238 (WS, shoulder diameter 25.4 mm), #4241&#4242 (IA, shoulder diameter 30.5 mm), and #4243&#4244 (WS, shoulder diameter 30.5 mm).

Among the above joints, #4237, #4243 and #4244 were defective, as shown in Appendix C. #4232B&#4233B, #4237&#4238 and #4241&#4242 have PWHT UTS of 480 MPa, 470 MPa, and 433 MPa, respectively. It indicates that, with the same shoulder diameter, relative to the joint without WS, when WS was applied on the work-piece surface, it’s difficult to produce defect free joints, and the PWHT UTS was reduced by 2%. What’s more, relative to SP, in DP, temperature and power in each pass will be reduced by half penetration which involves much less material, hence overheating is much less likely to occur in DP. It also indicates that, without WS applied, relative to the shoulder diameter of 25.4 mm, the large shoulder diameter (30.5 mm) also produced DF joints, while reduced the PWHT UTS (-10%). Therefore WS will not be considered, and the shoulder diameter of 25.4 mm will be adopted in following CSDP joints: #4302&#4304 (160 rpm, 102 mm/min), and #4301&#4303 (200 rpm, 203 mm/min). In SSDP, the T+3F tool and different speeds were applied, to make the following desired SSDP joints which are also comparable to the sound CSDP joints: #4309&#4311 (160 rpm, 102 mm/min), and #4310&#4312 (200 rpm, 203 mm/min).
The 1st pass of DP (DP-1) before the welding of the 2nd pass (DP-2) on the same plate is the same with the SPH. They share the same effects of pin features, control parameters and thermal boundary conditions on material flow, thermal distribution, microstructure and properties. When the 1st pass is ready for welding, the plate is in the T7 condition, as same as the parent plate. When the 2nd pass is ready for welding, the plate has been affected the 1st pass. Especially, material inside the nugget of the 1st pass has been solution heat treated and therefore has changed from the T7 condition to the W condition, which will cause differences in physical, thermal and mechanical properties.

In this section, effects of shoulder types (CS and SS), pin features (T+3CT and T+3F), shoulder diameters (25.4 mm and 30.5 mm), FSW speeds, thermal boundary conditions (IA and WS), layouts of two passes and effect of the 2nd pass on DP joints have been studied in following aspects: macrostructure including investigation of surface finish, defect and nugget shape, microstructure, effect of control parameters on response parameters, grain size and hardness distribution, mechanical properties, etc.

4.3.1 Macrostructure

4.3.1.1 Surface finish

(a) #4302, 160 rpm, 102 mm/min, CSDP-1

(b) #4309, 160 rpm, 102 mm/min, SSDP-1
In this section surface finish in DP was examined. Figure 4.56 shows joint surfaces of the 1st and 2nd passes in CSDP and SSDP, produced by the T+3F or T+3CT pins, with the same setup of 1°, with the same flat/flute depth of 1.3 mm and different speeds. All surfaces are smooth. The obvious semi-circular marks and flash (mostly at RS) can be seen on the CSDP joint surfaces. Keeping other parameters the same, relative to
CSDP produced with T+3F tool, in SSDP produced with T+3CT tool, the semi-circular marks on the surfaces are less clear and complete. Relative to CSDP, SSDP can produce joints with better surface finish due to the absence of shoulder rotation during SSFSW process. However, the difference SS caused in DP is much less than in SP due to the different amount of material involved in the welding process.

4.3.1.2 Defect investigation

The result of defect examination of DP joints is listed in Appendix C. It shows that, both CSDP and SSDP produced DF joints with the same speeds: (a) 160 rpm and 102 mm/min, and (b) 200 rpm and 203 mm/min.

In CSDP, when the T+3CT pin was applied, only the set of 160 rpm and 102 mm/min produced DF joints, which might due to the effect of pin features on material flow: when the FSW speed is too large, too much material will be moved downward to the weld root by the right-handed threads and upward to the weld crown by the counter-flow flutes, resulting surface defects and volumetric defects inside the nuggets, especially near the mid-plane. When the same T+3F tool, the same speeds (200 rpm, 203 mm/min) and the shoulder diameter of 25.4 mm were applied, WS applied on the work-piece surface caused the 1st pass defective (#4237, small holes at AS near crown and mid-plane) and the 2nd pass DF. When the same T+3F tool, the same speeds (200 rpm, 203 mm/min) and the shoulder diameter of 30.5 mm were applied, WS applied on the work-piece surface caused both the 1st pass (#4243, holes near mid-plane AS) and the 2nd pass (#4244, surface defect at AS) defective. It indicates that, WS applied at work-piece surface was difficult to produce DF joints. When the same T+3F tool, the same speeds (200 rpm, 203 mm/min) were applied, both the shoulder diameters of 25.4
mm and 30.5 mm produced DF joints. When the same T+3F tool, the same speeds (200 rpm, 203 mm/min) and the WS were applied, both the shoulder diameters of 25.4 mm and 30.5 mm produced defective joints, while the larger shoulder worsened the defects. Therefore WS will not be considered, and the shoulder diameter of 25.4 mm will be adopted in CSDP joints. When the T+3F pin was applied, both sets of speeds produced DF joints: (a) 160 rpm and 102 mm/min, and (b) 200 rpm and 203 mm/min.

In SSDP, when T+3CT pin was applied, the set of 160 rpm and 102 mm/min produced DF joints, while the set of 200 rpm and 203 mm/min produced the joint of which the 1st pass DF and the 2nd pass defective (#4312, worm holes at mid AS near crown). It indicates that in SSDP, higher speeds were more likely to cause defects near crown, especially in the 2nd pass.

4.3.1.3 Nugget

Figure 4.57–Figure 4.60 show the macro images of transverse cross sections of both CSDP and SSDP welds in 24.9 mm and 25.4 mm thick AA7099-T7651 plates. As for the asymmetric DP (in most cases), the AS of the 1st pass is on the left while the AS of the 2nd pass is on the right in each image of the cross section, as shown in Figure 4.60. As for the symmetric DP (in one case: #4229 & #4231), the AS of both the 1st pass and the 2nd pass are on the left in each image of the cross section, as shown in Figure 4.60.

Figure 4.57 shows macro transverse cross sections of CSDP in AA7099, which were produced with a setup of 1° tilt, by a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 1.3 mm. Images of transverse cross sections in each column are with rotation rates (rpm), while images in each row are with welding speeds (mm/min). It shows that, under the same welding speed, higher rotation rate produced less tapered nuggets with similar HAZ.
width near crown, more blurry NG boundary and larger TMAZ area. Under the same rotation rate (240 rpm), lower and higher welding speeds produced similar nuggets.

Figure 4.57 Macro Transverse Cross Sections of CSDP: different speeds, T+3CT pin, 1.3 mm flute depth, 1° tilt

Figure 4.58 Macro Transverse Cross Sections of CSDP: different TBCs and tool shoulders, 1° tilt, T+3F pin, 1.3 mm flat depth, 160 rpm, 102 mm/min

Figure 4.58 shows macro transverse cross sections of CSDP in AA7099, which were produced with a setup of 1° tilt, by a T+3F pin with a flat depth of 1.3 mm, a rotation rate of 160 rpm, and a welding speed of 102 mm/min. Those macro images show that, relative to the weld made in air (IA), the weld produced with WS had a nugget with a little narrower HAZ near crown, more clear NG boundary and less TMAZ area. Relative to the shoulder diameter of 25.4 mm, larger shoulder diameter (30.5 mm)
produced joints with more tapered nugget, larger HAZ near crown, less clear NG boundary and a little larger TMAZ area.

Figure 4.59 shows macro transverse cross sections of CSDP in AA7099, which were produced with a setup of 1° tilt, by a T+3F pin with a flat depth of 1.3 mm, a rotation rate of 200 rpm, and a welding speed of 203 mm/min. Those macro images show that, when the T+3CT pin was applied, relative to symmetric CSDP, asymmetric CSDP produced the similar nugget, with a less offset between the 1st pass and the 2nd pass. When the asymmetric layout of passes was adopted, relative to the T+3CT pin, the T+3F pin produced the joint with a less tapered nugget, a little narrower HAZ at crown, and more clear NG boundary. That might because relative to the T+3CT pin, the T+3F pin moved less material upward.

Figure 4.60 shows macro transverse cross sections of CSDP and SSDP in AA7099, which were produced with a setup of 1° tilt, by a T+3F pin or T+3CT pin with a flat depth of 1.3 mm. Those macro images show that, under the same speeds, relative to
CSDP, SSDP produced joints with a nugget shape more consistent to the pin shape, a narrower HAZ at crown, and a little less TMAZ area. All those differences may due to the absence of shoulder rotation results in different heat source distribution especially near crown in SSDP.

Figure 4.60 Macro Transverse Cross Sections of DP: 1.3 mm flat depth, 1° tilt

Figure 4.58–Figure 4.60 also show that relative to the 1st pass, the 2nd pass had a nugget with a little larger HAZ near crown, less clear NG boundary and a little larger TMAZ area.

4.3.2 Process Responses

Process response parameters include in plane reaction forces ($F_x$, $F_y$ and the resultant force $F_{xy}$), torque, power, peak temperature measured at pin center (which was also considered as the peak temperature measured at center NG due to the pretty close positions) and grain size (GS) measured at center NG. Process response parameters were collected and calculated. Process response parameters as a function of tool rotation rate are summarized and shown in Figure 4.61 for CSDP-1 and Figure 4.63 for comparable DP welds of AA7099. Relationships among power input, temperature at pin center, and
GS at center nugget are summarized and shown in Figure 4.62 for CSDP-1, Figure 4.64 and Figure 4.65 for CSDP and SSDP.

In Figure 4.61–Figure 4.62, various symbols represent for different tools, welding speeds, TBCs, and shoulder diameters. Here most welds were produced with a normal shoulder diameter of 25.4 mm, and with normal thermal boundary conditions, which are in air environment nearby the work piece surface and the steel backing plate applying underneath the work piece bottom. “SD 30.5mm” was used to indicate welds were produced by a shoulder with a shoulder diameter of 30.5 mm. “WS” was used to indicate welds were produced with water spray applying at work piece surface.

In Figure 4.63–Figure 4.65, various symbols represent for different shoulder types (CS or SS), welding speeds, and the 1\textsuperscript{st} or the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass. Here “DP-1” indicates the weld is the 1\textsuperscript{st} pass of the DP, and “DP-2” indicates the weld is the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass of the DP.

4.3.2.1 Process Responses of CSDP

Figure 4.61 a–f show the response parameters as functions of tool rotation rate for the 1st pass of CSDP (CSDP-1) bead on plate welds on AA7099, produced with a setup of 1°, by a T+3CT or T+3F tool with a flat/flute depth of 1.35 mm. It shows that:

![Diagram](a)

![Diagram](b)
Figure 4.61 Reaction forces, torque, power, peak temperatures at pin center as functions of tool rotation rate in the 1st pass of CSDP (CSDP-1): a setup of 1°, a flat/flute depth of 1.35 mm

1. When the T+3CT pin was applied, under the same welding speed (102 mm/min) and the same forge force (40 KN), higher rotation rate (200 rpm) affected $F_y$ little, increased $F_x$ (14%) and then $F_{xy}$ a little (7%), decreased torque a little (-12%), increased power a little (10%) and then increased $T$ at pin center slightly (4%).

2. When the T+3CT pin was applied, under the same welding speed (203 mm/min), higher rotation rate (320 rpm) required a smaller $F_z$ (-19%), then affected $F_x$ little, increased $F_y$ (63%), and increased $F_{xy}$ a little (9%); decreased torque (-29%), and then decreased power (-5%) and temperature at pin center (-2%) slightly.
(3) When the T+3CT pin was applied, with the increasing of rotation rate, in the lower welding speed (102 mm/min), reaction forces were similar, torque decreased a little, power increased a little, and temperature at pin center increased a little. In the higher welding speed (203 mm/min), $F_x$ and $F_{xy}$ were similar, while $F_y$ increased faster than that in the lower welding speed; torque increased at the similar slope with that in the lower welding speed joint; power decreased slightly, while temperature increased slower than that in the lower welding speed joint. When the power input increased, in the lower welding speed (102 mm/min), temperature at pin center increased a little; in the higher welding speed (203 mm/min), temperature at pin center decreased a little.

(4) With the same speeds (160 rpm, 102 mm/min) applied, relative to the T+3CT tool (#4229), the T+3F tool (#4302) required a little higher forge force (6%), decreased reaction forces a little ($F_x$: -2%; $F_y$: -8%; $F_{xy}$: -5%), affected torque and power little, and decreased the temperature at pin center slightly (-2%).

(5) When the same tool of T+3F and the same rotation rate (160 rpm) were applied, the higher welding speed (152 mm/min) required higher $F_z$ (16%), then increased reaction forces ($F_x$: 56%; $F_y$: 39%; $F_{xy}$: 48%), increased torque (10%) and power (10%) a little, while affected temperature at pin center little.

(6) When the same tool of T+3F and the same speeds (200 rpm, 203 mm/min) were applied, relative to the CSDP-1 produced in air (IA) with a shoulder diameter of 25.4 mm, WS increased $F_y$ (13%) a little while decreased $F_z$ (-4%) and other reaction forces ($F_x$: -15%; $F_{xy}$: -4%), increased torque (8%) and power (9%) a little, while decreased the temperature at pin center a little (-5%); the shoulder with a diameter of 30.5 mm decreased $F_y$ (-6%), while increased $F_z$ (4%) and other reaction forces ($F_x$: 9%; $F_{xy}$: 4%).
4%), increased torque (5%) and power (7%) a little, while affected the temperature at pin center slightly (1%); when both WS and the larger shoulder (30.5 mm) were applied, $F_x$ decreased (-10%), $F_y$ (50%) and $F_{xy}$ (14%) increased, torque (14%) and power (15%) increased, and temperature at pin center was affected slightly (-2%). When WS was applied, $T$ at pin center was decreased to some extent, which also caused volumetric defects inside the joints, according to the defect investigation results in section 4.3.1.2.

Figure 4.62 shows temperature at center pin as a function of power input for the 1st pass of CSDP (CSDP-1) bead on plate welds on AA7099, produced with a setup of 1°, by a T+3CT or T+3F tool with a flat/flute depth of 1.35 mm. It indicates that power affected temperature at pin center little.

![Figure 4.62](image)

Figure 4.62 T at center pin as a function of power input in the 1st pass of CSDP (CSDP-1): a setup of 1°, a flat/flute depth of 1.35 mm

4.3.2.2 Process Responses of CSDP and SSDP

The applicable speeds of CSDP and SSDP listed in Appendix B show that, the T+3F tool is better for CSDP and the T+3CT tool is better for SSDP to allow similar welding parameter windows and produce desired joints. Figure 4.63 and Figure 4.64
show some of the response parameters of the 1st passes and the 2nd passed of comparable CSDP and SSDP joints.

Figure 4.63 a-g show the response parameters as functions of tool rotation rate for the 1st pass of DP (DP-1) and the 2nd pass of DP (DP-2) bead on plate welds on AA7099, produced with a setup of 1°, by a T+3CT or T+3F tool with a flat/flute depth of 1.35 mm. It indicates that:
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Figure 4.63 Reaction forces, torque, power, peak $T$ and GS at pin center as functions of tool rotation rate in the 1$^{st}$ pass of DP (DP-1) and the 2$^{nd}$ pass of DP (DP-2): a setup of $1^\circ$, a flat/flute depth of 1.35 mm

(1) In CSDP-1, higher speeds required 31% higher $F_z$, increased $F_x$ by 104%, increased $F_y$ by 62%, increased $F_{xy}$ by 85%, increased torque by 3%, increased power by 29%, increased temperature at pin center by 4%, and affected GS at center NG little. In CSDP-2, higher speeds required 34% higher $F_z$, increased $F_x$ by 157%, increased $F_y$ by 19%, increased $F_{xy}$ by 80%, increased torque by 2%, increased power by 29%, increased temperature at pin center by 4%, and increased GS at center NG by 13%.

(2) In SSDP-1, higher speeds required 22% higher $F_z$, increased $F_x$ by 48%, increased $F_y$ by 40%, increased $F_{xy}$ by 46%, decreased torque by 3%, increased power by 21%, increased temperature at pin center by 4%, and increased GS at center NG by 24%. In SSDP-2, higher speeds required 22% higher $F_z$, increased $F_x$ by 37%, increased $F_y$ by 22%, increased $F_{xy}$ by 35%, affected torque little, increased power by 24%, increased temperature at pin center by 7%, and increased GS at center NG by 39%.

(3) In CSDP, when the lower speeds were applied, relative to the 1$^{st}$ pass, the 2$^{nd}$ pass required 5% lower $F_z$, decreased $F_x$ by 29%, increased $F_y$ by 4%, decreased $F_{xy}$ by 12%, affected torque and power little, increased temperature at pin center by 3%, and
increased GS at center NG by 26%. In CSDP, when the higher speeds were applied, relative to the 1st pass, the 2nd pass required 4% lower $F_z$, decreased $F_x$ by 10%, decreased $F_y$ by 24%, decreased $F_{xy}$ by 14%, decreased torque by 1%, affected power little, increased temperature at pin center by 3%, and increased GS at center NG by 43%.

(4) In SSDP, when the lower speeds were applied, relative to the 1st pass, the 2nd pass required the same $F_z$, increased $F_x$ by 9%, increased $F_y$ by 2%, increased $F_{xy}$ by 7%, decreased torque by 5%, decreased power by 5%, increased temperature at pin center by 1%, and increased GS at center NG by 10%. In SSDP, when the higher speeds were applied, relative to the 1st pass, the 2nd pass required the same $F_z$, affected $F_x$ little, decreased $F_y$ by 12%, decreased $F_{xy}$ by 2%, decreased torque by 3%, decreased power by 2%, increased temperature at pin center by 4%, and increased GS at center NG by 23%.

(5) In DP-1, when the lower speeds were applied, relative to CS, SS decreased the required $F_z$ by 15%, increased $F_x$ by 131%, increased $F_y$ by 27%, increased $F_{xy}$ by 92%, increased torque by 3%, increased power by 2%, decreased temperature at pin center by 2%, and affected GS at center NG little; In DP-1, when the higher speeds were applied, relative to CS, SS decreased the required $F_z$ by 22%, increased $F_x$ by 69%, increased $F_y$ by 10%, increased $F_{xy}$ by 51%, decreased torque by 3%, decreased power by 4%, decreased temperature at pin center by 2%, and increased GS at center NG by 24%.

(6) In DP-2, when the lower speeds were applied, relative to CS, SS decreased the required $F_z$ by 11%, increased $F_x$ by 254%, increased $F_y$ by 25%, increased $F_{xy}$ by 133%, decreased torque by 3%, decreased power by 2%, decreased temperature at pin center by 3%, and decreased GS at center NG by 13%; In DP-2, when the higher speeds were applied, relative to CS, SS decreased the required $F_z$ by 19%, increased $F_x$ by 88%,
increased $F_y$ by 28%, increased $F_{xy}$ by 74%, decreased torque by 5%, decreased power by 6%, decreased temperature at pin center by 1%, and increased GS at center NG by 7%.

The above observations indicate that,

1) In CSDP, higher speeds required higher $F_z$, increased reaction forces a lot, increased torque a little, increased power, and increased temperature at pin center. When speeds increased, relative to CSDP-1, in CSDP-2, $F_x$ increased more, $F_y$ increased much less; GS at center NG of CSDP-1 kept the same while that of CSDP-2 increased. In CSDP, relative to CSDP-1, in CSDP-2, required $F_z$ decreased a little, $F_x$ decreased, $F_{xy}$ decreased, torque and power were similar, temperature at pin center increased slightly, and GS at center NG increased. When the lower speeds were applied, $F_x$ decreased more, $F_y$ increased slightly, and GS at center NG increased less. When the higher speeds were applied, $F_y$ decreased.

2) In SSDP, higher speeds required the same $F_z$, increased reaction forces, affected torque little, increased power, increased temperature at pin center a little, and increased GS at center NG. When speeds increased, relative to SSDP-1, in SSDP-2, reaction forces increased less, power, temperature at pin center and GS at center NG increased a little more. In SSDP, relative to SSDP-1, in SSDP-2, required $F_z$ was the same, reaction forces increased a little when the lower speeds were applied, while $F_x$ and $F_{xy}$ were similar, $F_y$ decreased when the higher speeds were applied; torque and power decreased a little, while temperature at pin center and GS at center NG increased a little. When the lower speeds were applied, torque and power decreased more, while temperature and GS increased less.
(3) In DP, relative to CS, SS decreased the required $F_z$, increased reaction forces (the difference was larger when the lower speeds were applied, and/or in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass), affected torque, power and temperature little, affected GS little in DP-1 with lower speeds, increased GS in DP-1 with higher speeds, decreased GS in DP-2 with lower speeds, and increased GS a little in DP-2 with higher speeds.

Figure 4.64 (a) Temperature at center pin and (b) GS at center nugget as functions of power input in the 1\textsuperscript{st} pass of DP (DP-1) and the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass of DP (DP-2): a setup of 1°, a flat/flute depth of 1.35 mm

Figure 4.64 shows (a) temperature at center pin and (b) GS at center nugget as functions of power input for the 1\textsuperscript{st} pass of DP (DP-1) and the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass of DP (DP-2) bead on plate welds on AA7099, produced with a setup of 1°, by a T+3CT or T+3F tool with a flat/flute depth of 1.35 mm. It shows that:

1) Relative to CSDP-1, in CSDP-2, power was similar, temperature at pin center was a little higher, and GS at center NG was larger. When speeds increased, temperature difference kept the same, while GS difference increased. Relative to SSDP-1, in SSDP-2, power and $T$ at pin center were a little higher, and GS at center NG was larger. When speeds increased, power difference decreased, $T$ difference and GS difference increased.
(2) When speeds increased, power increased, temperature at pin center increased, GS at center NG increased (except in the CSDP-1 which kept the similar).

(3) Relative to CSDP, in SSDP, when the lower speeds were applied, power was a little larger, temperature was a little lower, GS in the 1\textsuperscript{st} pass was similar, while GS in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass was smaller; when the higher speeds were applied, power was a little smaller, and temperature was a little lower, GS was larger and the GS difference was smaller in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass relative to the 1\textsuperscript{st} pass.

Figure 4.65 GS at center nugget as a function of Temperature at center pin in the 1\textsuperscript{st} pass of DP (DP-1) and the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass of DP (DP-2): a setup of 1°, a flat/flute depth of 1.35 mm.

Figure 4.65 shows GS at center nugget as a function of T at center pin for the 1\textsuperscript{st} pass of DP (DP-1) and the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass of DP (DP-2) bead on plate welds on AA7099, produced with a setup of 1°, by a T+3CT or T+3F tool with a flat/flute depth of 1.35 mm. It shows that, when temperature at pin center increased, GS at center NG increased.

4.3.3 Hardness distribution through thickness

In this section, hardness on weld centerline through thickness in DP have been studied to investigate effects of shoulders on property variations through thickness.
4.3.3.1 Hardness distribution through thickness of CSDP

Figure 4.66 Hardness as a function of distance from crown of each pass on the weld centerline in CSDP: different TBCs, PWHT, same T+3F pin, 200 RPM, 203 mm/min

Figure 4.66 shows the hardness as a function of distance from crown of each pass on the weld centerline in PWHT condition of CSDP joints produced with the same T+3F tool, the same rotation rate of 200 rpm, the same welding speed of 203 mm/min, and different thermal boundary conditions indicated as “IA” and “WS”. “IA” and “WS” were used to indicate welds were produced without and with water spray applying at work piece surface, respectively. Those joints were produced with the same tool (T+3F), same speeds (200 rpm, 203 mm/min) and different TBCs as following: #4232B&#4233B (IA), and #4237&#4238 (WS). Figure 4.66 indicates that:

(1) Effects of different TBCs:
Relative to joints produced without water spray (IA), in CSDP-1, water spray (WS) affected the minimum hardness values little, which was a little closer (-7%) to the weld crown of the 1\textsuperscript{st} pass; WS affected the maximum hardness values little, which was much closer (-68%) to the weld crown of the 1\textsuperscript{st} pass; WS also significantly decreased range of hardness variation through thickness (-33%). In CSDP-2, WS affected the minimum hardness values little, which was a little closer (-3%) to the weld crown of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass; WS affected the maximum hardness values little, which was further (30%) from the weld crown of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass; WS also decreased range of hardness variation through thickness a little (-10%). WS decreased the distance of maximum hardness location to the weld crown of pass in CSDP-1, while increased the distance of maximum hardness location to the weld crown of pass in CSDP-2. WS had a larger effect on the 1\textsuperscript{st} pass, especially on decreasing the hardness variation range.

(2) Effect of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass

When joints were produced without water spray (IA), relative to the CSDP-1, the CSDP-2 affected the minimum hardness values little, which was closer (-13%) to the weld crown of the passes; the CSDP-2 affected the maximum hardness values little, which was closer (-16%) to the weld crown of the passes; the CSDP-2 slightly increased the range of hardness variation through thickness (6%). When joints were produced with water spray (WS), relative to the CSDP-1, the CSDP-2 decreased the minimum hardness values a little (-6%), which was closer (-10%) to the weld crown of the passes; the CSDP-2 affected the maximum hardness values little, which was much further (240%) from the weld crown of the passes; the CSDP-2 significantly increased the range of hardness variation through thickness (43%).
Figure 4.67 shows the hardness as a function of distance from crown of each pass on the weld centerline in AW and PWHT conditions of CSDP produced with the same T+3F tool and different speeds as following: #4302&4304 (160 rpm, 102 mm/min), and #4301&4303 (200 rpm, 203 mm/min). Figure 4.67 indicates that:

(1) Effects of different speeds

When joints were produced by higher speeds, in AW CSDP-1, higher speeds increased the minimum hardness a little (12%), which was a little further (7%) from the weld crown of the 1\textsuperscript{st} pass; higher speeds increased the maximum hardness a little (12%), which was much further (100%) from the weld crown of the 1\textsuperscript{st} pass; higher speeds also increased the range of hardness variation (16%). In PWHT CSDP-1, higher speeds
increased the minimum hardness a little (10%), which was a little further (7%) from the weld crown of the 1st pass; higher speeds increased the maximum hardness (29%), which was much closer (-50%) to the weld crown of the 1st pass; higher speeds also significantly increased the range of hardness variation (113%). In AW CSDP-2, higher speeds increased the minimum hardness a little (14%), which was slightly further (5%) from the weld crown of the 2nd pass; higher speeds increased the maximum hardness a little (9%), which was further (18%) from the weld crown of the 2nd pass; higher speeds also decreased the range of hardness variation a little (-15%). In PWHT CSDP-2, higher speeds increased the minimum hardness a little (15%), with the same distance from the weld crown of the 2nd pass; higher speeds increased the maximum hardness a little (15%), which was further (18%) from the weld crown of the 2nd pass; higher speeds also increased the range of hardness variation a little (14%).

(2) Effect of the 2nd pass

Relative to CSDP-1, when AW joints were produced by lower speeds, CSDP-2 increased the minimum hardness a little (10%), which was further (31%) from weld crown of the passes; CSDP-2 increased the maximum hardness a little (10%), which was significantly further (514%) from weld crown of the passes; CSDP-2 also increased the range of hardness variation a little (9%). When PWHT joints were produced by lower speeds, CSDP-2 increased the minimum hardness a little (13%), which was further (28%) from weld crown of the passes; CSDP-2 increased the maximum hardness (19%), which was significantly further (160%) from weld crown of the passes; CSDP-2 also significantly increased the range of hardness variation (45%). When AW joints were produced by higher speeds, CSDP-2 increased the minimum hardness a little (12%),
which was further (28%) from weld crown of the passes; CSDP-2 increased the maximum hardness slightly (7%), which was significantly further (262%) from weld crown of the passes; CSDP-2 also decreased the range of hardness variation (-21%). When PWHT joints were produced by higher speeds, CSDP-2 increased the minimum hardness (19%), which was further (20%) from weld crown of the passes; CSDP-2 increased the maximum hardness slightly (6%), which was significantly further (514%) from weld crown of passes; CSDP-2 also decreased range of hardness variation (-23%).

(3) Effect of PWHT

Relative to AW condition, when CSDP-1 joints were produced by lower speeds, PWHT decreased the minimum hardness a little (10%), which was a little further (7%) from the weld crown of the 1st pass; PWHT decreased the maximum hardness slightly (-6%), which was much further (100%) from the weld crown of the 1st pass; PWHT also increased the range of hardness variation (19%). When CSDP-1 joints were produced by higher speeds, PWHT decreased the minimum hardness a little (-12%), which was slightly further (7%) from the weld crown of the 1st pass; PWHT increased the maximum hardness slightly (9%), which was much closer (-50%) to the weld crown of the 1st pass; PWHT also significantly increased the range of hardness variation (118%). When CSDP-2 joints were produced by lower speeds, PWHT decreased the minimum hardness slightly (-8%), which was slightly further (5%) from the weld crown of the 2nd pass; PWHT affected the maximum hardness little, which was a little closer (-15%) to the weld crown of the 2nd pass; PWHT also significantly increased the range of hardness variation (59%). When CSDP-2 joints were produced by higher speeds, PWHT decreased the minimum hardness slightly (-7%), with the same distance from the weld crown of the 2nd
pass; PWHT increased the maximum hardness slightly (7%), which was a little closer (-15%) to the weld crown of the 2nd pass; PWHT also significantly increased the range of hardness variation (113%).

4.3.3.2 Hardness distribution through thickness of SSDP

Figure 4.68 shows the hardness as a function of distance from crown of each pass on the weld centerline in AW and PWHT conditions of SSDP produced with the same T+3CT tool and different speeds as following: #4309&4311 (160 rpm, 102 mm/min), and #4310&4312 (200 rpm, 203 mm/min). Figure 4.68 indicates that:

(1) Effects of different speeds
When joints were produced by higher speeds, in AW SSDP-1, higher speeds increased the minimum hardness increased slightly (8%), which was slightly further (6%) from the weld crown of the 1st pass; higher speeds increased the maximum hardness a little (17%), which was much further (100%) from the weld crown of the 1st pass; higher speeds also significantly increased the range of hardness variation (75%). In PWHT SSDP-1, higher speeds increased the minimum hardness slightly (4%), which was slightly further (6%) from the weld crown of the 1st pass; higher speeds increased the maximum hardness (22%), which was significantly closer (-67%) to the weld crown of the 1st pass; higher speeds also significantly increased the range of hardness variation (117%). In AW SSDP-2, higher speeds increased the minimum hardness slightly (6%), with the same distance from the weld crown of the 2nd pass; higher speeds increased the maximum hardness a little (12%), which was significantly closer (-57%) to the weld crown of the 2nd pass; higher speeds also significantly increased the range of hardness variation (44%). In PWHT SSDP-2, higher speeds increased the minimum hardness slightly (8%), with the same distance from the weld crown of the 2nd pass; higher speeds increased the maximum hardness slightly (8%), which was significantly further (43%) from the weld crown of the 2nd pass; higher speeds also increased the range of hardness variation slightly (10%).

(2) Effect of the 2nd pass

Relative to SSDP-1, when AW joints were produced by lower speeds, SSDP-2 increased the minimum hardness slightly (9%), which was further (20%) from weld crown of the passes; SSDP-2 increased the maximum hardness slightly (10%), which was significantly further (262%) from weld crown of the passes; SSDP-2 also increased the
range of hardness variation a little (16%). When PWHT joints were produced by lower speeds, SSDP-2 increased the minimum hardness a little (10%), which was further (20%) from weld crown of the passes; SSDP-2 increased the maximum hardness (19%), which was closer (-27%) to weld crown of the passes; SSDP-2 also significantly increased the range of hardness variation (66%). When AW joints were produced by higher speeds, SSDP-2 increased the minimum hardness slightly (7%), which was a little further (13%) from weld crown of the passes; SSDP-2 increased the maximum hardness slightly (5%), which was closer (-21%) to weld crown of the passes; SSDP-2 also decreased the range of hardness variation slightly (-5%). When PWHT joints were produced by higher speeds, SSDP-2 increased the minimum hardness a little (14%), which was a little further (13%) from weld crown of the passes; SSDP-2 increased the maximum hardness slightly (6%), which was significantly further (215%) from weld crown of the passes; SSDP-2 also decreased the range of hardness variation a little (-16%).

(3) Effect of PWHT

Relative to AW condition, when SSDP-1 joints were produced by lower speeds, PWHT decreased the minimum hardness slightly (-8%), with the same distance from the weld crown of the 1st pass; PWHT decreased the maximum hardness slightly (-6%), which was much further (50%) from the weld crown of the 1st pass; PWHT also increased the range of hardness variation a little (13%). When SSDP-1 joints were produced by higher speeds, PWHT decreased the minimum hardness a little (-12%), with the same distance from the weld crown of the 1st pass; PWHT affected the maximum hardness little, which was much closer (-75%) to the weld crown of the 1st pass; PWHT also significantly increased the range of hardness variation (39%). When SSDP-2 joints
were produced by lower speeds, PWHT decreased the minimum hardness slightly (-7%), with the same distance from the weld crown of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass; PWHT affected the maximum hardness little, which was much closer (-70%) to the weld crown of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass; PWHT also significantly increased the range of hardness variation (61%). When SSDP-2 joints were produced by higher speeds, PWHT decreased the minimum hardness slightly (-6%), with the same distance from the weld crown of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass; PWHT affected the maximum hardness little, with the same distance from the weld crown of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass; PWHT also increased the range of hardness variation 23\%.

4.3.3.3 Hardness distribution through thickness of CSDP and SSDP

![Figure 4.69](image)

Figure 4.69 Through thickness hardness on the weld centerline of DP: different pin features and speeds, AW and PWHT, 1.3 mm flat/flute depth
Figure 4.69 shows the hardness as a function of distance from crown of each pass on the weld centerline in AW and PWHT conditions of CSDP and SSDP produced with different speeds and pin features with the same flat/flute depth of 1.3mm. Weld information of those joints, #4302&#4304, #4301&#4303, #4309&#4311 and #4310&#4312, has been listed in section 4.3.3.1 and section 4.3.3.2.

Figure 4.69 show that: Relative to CS, when AW DP-1 joints were produced by lower speeds, SS affected the minimum hardness little, which was a little further (14%) from the weld crown of the 1st pass; SS affected the maximum hardness little, which was significantly further (100%) from the weld crown of the 1st pass; SS also decreased the range of hardness variation a little (-14%). When PWHT DP-1 joints were produced by lower speeds, SS affected the minimum hardness little, which slightly further (7%) from the weld crown of the 1st pass; SS affected the maximum hardness little, which was significantly further (50%) from the weld crown of the 1st pass; SS also decreased the range of hardness variation (-19%). When AW DP-1 joints were produced by higher speeds, SS affected the minimum hardness little which was slightly further (5%) from the weld crown of the 1st pass; SS affected the maximum hardness little, which was further (18%) from the weld crown of the 1st pass; SS also decreased the range of hardness variation slightly (-8%). When PWHT DP-1 joints were produced by higher speeds, affected the minimum hardness little, with the same distance from the weld crown of the 1st pass; SS affected the maximum hardness little, which was significantly closer (-58%) to the weld crown of the 1st pass; SS also decreased the range of hardness variation slightly (-7%). When AW DP-2 joints were produced by lower speeds, SS affected the minimum hardness little, which was a little further (13%) from the weld crown of the 2nd
pass; SS affected the maximum hardness little, which was significantly further (100%) from the weld crown of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass; SS also increased the range of hardness variation (30%). When PWHT DP-2 joints were produced by lower speeds, SS affected the minimum hardness little, which was slightly further (6%) from the weld crown of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass; SS decreased the maximum hardness slightly (-8%), with the same distance from the weld crown of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass; SS also decreased the range of hardness variation (-17%). When AW DP-2 joints were produced by higher speeds, SS slightly decreased the minimum hardness (-8%), with the same distance from the weld crown of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass; SS affected the maximum hardness little, which was significantly closer (-57%) to the weld crown of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass; SS also significantly increased the range of hardness variation (56%). When PWHT DP-2 joints were produced by higher speeds, SS slightly decreased the minimum hardness (-7%), with the same distance from the weld crown of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass; SS slightly decreased the maximum hardness (-7%), which was significantly closer (-49%) to the weld crown of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass; SS also slightly decreased the range of hardness variation (-10%).

4.3.4 Transverse hardness distribution

Hardness tests were performed transverse to weld at various depths near crown, at mid-plane, near root and at root in both AW and PWHT conditions of the 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} passed of CSDP and SSDP joints. Transverse hardness profiles were shown in Figure 4.71 a~h for CSDP joints and Figure 4.72 a~h for SSDP joints. HAZ minimum hardness at AS and RS, HAZ width, nugget average hardness were extracted from those transverse hardness profiles and plotted in Figure 4.73, Figure 4.74, Figure 4.78, Figure 4.82 and Figure 4.83. Effects of speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass, and PWHT on
HAZ minimum hardness, nugget average hardness and HAZ width at various depths of DP joints were plotted in Figure 4.75~Figure 4.77, Figure 4.79~Figure 4.81, and Figure 4.84~Figure 4.86, where positive values indicate the effect of increasing and negative values indicate the effect of decreasing.

Figure 4.70 Transverse hardness profiles of each pass at various depths at mid-plane (6mm below crown), and at root (12mm below crown) in PWHT condition of CSDP with different TBCs: T+3F pin, 1.3 mm flat depth, 200 RPM, 203 mm/min
Figure 4.71 Hardness profiles of each pass transverse to weld at various depths near crown (3mm below crown), at mid-plane (6mm below crown), near root (9mm below crown) and at root (12mm below crown) in AW and PWHT conditions of CSDP with different speeds: T+3F pin, 1.3 mm flat depth.
Figure 4.72 Hardness profiles of each pass transverse to weld at various depths near crown (3mm below crown), at mid-plane (6mm below crown), near root (9mm below crown) and at root (12mm below crown) in AW and PWHT conditions of SSDP with different speeds: T+3F pin, 1.3 mm flat depth

4.3.4.1 Transverse hardness distribution of CSDP

HAZ minimum hardness at AS and RS, HAZ width, nugget average hardness were extracted from transverse hardness profiles of CSDP joints and plotted in Figure 4.73 and Figure 4.74.
Figure 4.73 (a) HAZ min hardness at AS and RS, (b) HAZ min hardness, (c) HAZ width, and (d) Nugget average hardness at mid-plane (6mm below crown), and at root (12mm below crown) as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse CSDP joints in PWHT condition produced with the same T+3F tool, the same rotation rate of 200 rpm, the same welding speed of 203 mm/min, and different thermal boundary conditions indicated as “IA” and “WS”. “IA” and “WS” were used to indicate welds were produced without and with water spray applying at work piece surface, respectively. Those joints were produced with the same tool, same speeds (200 rpm, 203 mm/min) and different TBCs as following: #4232B&#4233B (IA), and #4237&#4238 (WS).
4.3.4.1.1 Effect of different locations

Figure 4.73 shows that, in the same joints, relative to the root of the weld, at mid-plane, in IA CSDP-1, HAZ minimum hardness was affected little, nugget average hardness increased a little (12%), and HAZ width increased (25%); in IA CSDP-2, HAZ minimum hardness increased slightly (6%), nugget average hardness increased as little (16%), and HAZ width increased (29%); in WS CSDP-1, HAZ minimum hardness was affected little, nugget average hardness increased slightly (8%), and HAZ width increased (23%); in WS CSDP-2, HAZ minimum hardness increased slightly (8%), nugget average hardness increased slightly (8%), and HAZ width increased a little (18%). It indicates that, in the same joints, relative to the root of the weld, at mid-plane, HAZ minimum hardness was about similar, nugget average hardness increased a little, and HAZ width increased.

4.3.4.1.2 Effect of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass

Figure 4.73 shows that, relative to IA CSDP-1, in IA CSDP-2, at the mid-plane, HAZ minimum hardness increased by 8%, nugget average hardness increased by 4%, and HAZ width increased by 3%; at the root, HAZ minimum hardness, nugget average hardness and HAZ width were the same; Relative to WS CSDP-1, in WS CSDP-2, at the mid-plane, HAZ minimum hardness increased by 4%, nugget average hardness was the same, and HAZ width decreased by 4%; at the root, HAZ minimum hardness, nugget average hardness and HAZ width were the same. It shows that, relative to CSDP-1, in CSDP-2, either when WS was applied or not, either at the mid-plane or at root of the weld, HAZ minimum hardness increased slightly, nugget average hardness and HAZ width were affected little.
4.3.4.1.3 Effects of different TBCs

Figure 4.73 shows that, relative to IA CSDP-1, in WS CSDP-1, at the mid-plane, HAZ minimum hardness increased a little (12%), nugget average hardness was affected little, and HAZ width decreased a little (-10%); at the root, HAZ minimum hardness increased slightly (6%), nugget average hardness was affected little, and HAZ width decreased slightly (-8%). Relative to IA CSDP-2, in WS CSDP-2, at the mid-plane, HAZ minimum hardness increased slightly (7%), nugget average hardness decreased slightly (-5%), and HAZ width decreased a little (-16%); at the root, HAZ minimum hardness increased slightly (6%), nugget average hardness was affected little, and HAZ width decreased slightly (-8%). Figure 4.73(a) also shows that, in the same joints, HAZ minimum hardness at AS and RS are quite similar.
Figure 4.74 (a) HAZ min hardness, (b) HAZ width and (c) Nugget average hardness as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse CSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions with different speeds: T+3F pin, 1.3 mm flat depth

Figure 4.74 shows (a) HAZ min hardness, (b) HAZ width, and (c) Nugget average hardness near crown (3mm below crown), at mid-plane (6mm below crown), near root (9mm below crown) and at root (12mm below crown) as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse CSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions produced with the same T+3F tool, the same TBCs (IA) and different speeds. Effects of speeds, the 2nd pass, and PWHT on (a) HAZ minimum hardness, (b) nugget average hardness and (c) HAZ width were plotted in Figure 4.75, Figure 4.76 and Figure 4.77, respectively. Those joints were produced with the same tool and different speeds as following: #4302&#4304 (160rpm, 102mm/min), and #4301&#4303 (200rpm, 203mm/min).

4.3.4.1.4 Effects of different speeds
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Figure 4.75 shows the effect of speeds on (a) HAZ minimum hardness, (b) nugget average hardness and (c) HAZ width as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse CSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions produced with the same tool while different speeds. Figure 4.75 shows that:

In DP, higher FSW speeds increased HZA minimum hardness, nugget average hardness and HAZ width a little.

In AW CSDP-1, the increasing effect of higher speeds on HAZ minimum hardness slightly increased from near crown to the mid-plane, then slightly decreased to a constant value near root and at root; the increasing effects of higher speeds on nugget average hardness near crown, at mid-plane and at root were similar, which were a little larger than that near root; the increasing effects of higher speeds on HAZ width were similar near crown and at mid-plane, decreased near root and slightly increased at root.

In PWHT CSDP-1, the increasing effect of higher speeds on HAZ minimum hardness slightly and gradually decreased from near crown location to root; the increasing effects of higher speeds on nugget average hardness decreased a little from near crown location to the near root location, then slightly decreased to the root; the increasing effects of higher speeds on HAZ width slightly decreased from near crown location to near root location, then kept similar at root.

In AW CSDP-2, the increasing effect of higher speeds on HAZ minimum hardness near crown and near root were similar, which were slightly smaller than the similar increasing effects at mid-plane and at root; the increasing effects of higher speeds on nugget average hardness near crown, at mid-plane and near root were similar, which
were slightly larger than that at root; the increasing effects of higher speeds on HAZ width near crown, near root and at root were similar, which were slightly smaller than that at mid-plane.

In PWHT CSDP-2, the increasing effect of higher speeds on HAZ minimum hardness slightly and gradually increased from near crown to mid-plane, then decreased slightly at root; the increasing effects of higher speeds on nugget average hardness slightly increased from near crown location to the mid-plane, then slightly and gradually decreased to the root; the increasing effects of higher speeds on HAZ width near crown, near root and at root were similar, which were a little smaller than that at mid-plane.

4.3.4.1.5 Effect of the 2nd pass

Figure 4.76 Effect of the 2nd pass on (a) HAZ min hardness, (b) Nugget average hardness and (c) HAZ width as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse CSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions with different speeds: T+3F pin, 1.3 mm flat depth
Figure 4.76 shows the effect of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass on (a) HAZ minimum hardness, (b) nugget average hardness and (c) HAZ width as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse CSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions produced with the same tool while different speeds. Figure 4.76 shows that:

(1) In AW CSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased HZA minimum hardness near crown, at mid-plane and near root a little, while decreased HAZ minimum hardness at root slightly. The increasing effect slightly increased from near crown location to the mid-plane, then slightly decreased near root. In AW CSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased nugget average hardness near crown, at mid-plane, and near root a little, while affected nugget average hardness at root little. The increasing effects increased a little from near crown location to the mid-plane, then decreased to the root. In AW CSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased HAZ width near crown and at mid-plane a little, increased HAZ width near root slightly, and affected HAZ width little at root. The increasing effects increased a little from near crown to the mid-plane, then decreased to the root.

(2) In PWHT CSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased HZA minimum hardness slightly near crown, at mid-plane, and near root, while affected HZA minimum hardness little at root. The increasing effect slightly and gradually decreased from near crown location to near root location. In PWHT CSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased nugget average hardness near crown, at mid-plane and near root a little, while affected nugget average hardness at root little. The increasing effects slightly increased from near crown location to the mid-plane, then decreased to the root. In PWHT CSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass
increased HAZ width near crown and at mid-plane a little, increased HAZ width near root slightly, and affected HAZ width little at root. The increasing effects were similar near crown and at the mid-plane, then decreased to the root.

(3) In AW CSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2nd pass increased HZA minimum hardness at mid-plane a little, while increased HAZ minimum hardness near crown, near root and at root slightly. The increasing effects increased from near crown location to the mid-plane, then decreased to the root. In AW CSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2nd pass increased nugget average hardness near crown, at mid-plane and near root a little, while decreased nugget average hardness at root slightly. The increasing effects increased a little from near crown location to near root location, then decreased at the root. In AW CSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2nd pass increased HAZ width near crown slightly, increased HAZ width at mid-plane and near root a little, and affected HAZ width at root little. The increasing effects increased a little from near crown location to the mid-plane, then decreased with an increasing slope to the root.

(4) In PWHT CSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2nd pass increased HZA minimum hardness a little near crown, at mid-plane, and near root, while increased HZA minimum hardness at root slightly. The increasing effects slightly and gradually increased from near crown location to near root location, then decreased at root. In PWHT CSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2nd pass affected nugget average hardness near crown and at root little, increased nugget average hardness at mid-plane a little, and increased nugget average hardness near root slightly. In PWHT CSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2nd pass increased HAZ width at mid-plane a
little, increased HAZ width slightly near crown and near root, while affected HAZ width little at root. The increasing effects increased a little from near crown location to the mid-plane, then decreased to the root.

4.3.4.1.6 Effect of PWHT

Figure 4.77 shows the effect of PWHT on (a) HAZ minimum hardness, (b) nugget average hardness and (c) HAZ width as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse CSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions produced with the same tool while different speeds. Figure 4.77 shows that:

1. In CSDP-1 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HZA minimum hardness slightly near crown and near root, affected HZA minimum hardness
little at mid-plane, and decreased HZA minimum hardness a little at root. The decreasing effect decreased from near crown location to the mid-plane, then increased to the root.

In CSDP-1 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased nugget average hardness slightly. The decreasing effect decreased a little from near crown location to the mid-plane, then increased to the root. In CSDP-1 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HAZ width slightly. The decreasing effects decreased a little from near crown location to the mid-plane, then increased to the root.

(2) In CSDP-2 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HZA minimum hardness slightly. The decreasing effects were similar near crown, at mid-plane, near root and at root. In CSDP-2 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased nugget average hardness near crown, at mid-plane and near root slightly, while decreased nugget average hardness a little at root. The decreasing effects gradually increased from near crown location to the root. In CSDP-2 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HAZ width slightly. The decreasing effects were similar near crown, at the mid-plane, near root and at root.

(3) In CSDP-1 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HZA minimum hardness slightly. The decreasing effects decreased slightly from near crown location to the mid-plane, then increased to the root. In CSDP-1 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT affected nugget average hardness near crown, at mid-plane and near root little, while decreased nugget average hardness at root a little. The decreasing effects near crown, at mid-plane and near root were similar, which were smaller than that at root.

In CSDP-1 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT affected HAZ width little near crown, at mid-plane and near root, and decreased HAZ width at root slightly.
The decreasing effects were similar near crown, at mid-plane and near root, which were smaller than that at root.

(4) In CSDP-2 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HZA minimum hardness slightly near crown and at mid-plane, affected HZA minimum hardness little near root, and decreased HZA minimum hardness a little at root. The decreasing effects near crown and near root were similar, and were smaller than that at mid-plane, which was smaller than that at root. In CSDP-2 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT decreased nugget average hardness slightly. The decreasing effects near crown, near root and at root were similar, which were larger than that at mid-plane.

In CSDP-2 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HAZ width slightly. The decreasing effects decreased a little from near crown location to the mid-plane, then increased to the root.

4.3.4.2 Transverse hardness distribution of SSDP

HAZ minimum hardness at AS and RS, HAZ width, nugget average hardness were extracted from transverse hardness profiles of SSDP joints and plotted in Figure 4.78.
Figure 4.78 (a) HAZ min hardness, (b) HAZ width and (c) Nugget average hardness as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse SSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions with different speeds: T+3CT pin, 1.3 mm flat depth

Figure 4.78 shows (a) HAZ min hardness, (b) HAZ width, and (c) Nugget average hardness near crown (3mm below crown), at mid-plane (6mm below crown), near root (9mm below crown) and at root (12mm below crown) as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse SSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions produced with the same T+3CT tool, the same TBCs (IA) and different speeds. Effects of speeds, the 2nd pass, and PWHT on (a) HAZ minimum hardness, (b) nugget average hardness and (c) HAZ width were plotted in Figure 4.79, Figure 4.80 and Figure 4.81, respectively. Those joints were produced with the same tool and different speeds as following: #4309/#4311 (160 rpm, 102 mm/min), and #4310/#4312 (200 rpm, 203 mm/min).

4.3.4.2.1 Effects of different speeds
Figure 4.79 shows the effect of speeds on (a) HAZ minimum hardness, (b) nugget average hardness and (c) HAZ width as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse SSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions produced with the same tool while different speeds. Figure 4.79 shows that:

1. In AW SSDP-1, higher FSW speeds increased HZA minimum hardness a little. The increasing effects were similar near crown, at mid-plane and near root, which were larger than that at root. In AW SSDP-1, higher FSW speeds increased nugget average hardness a little. The increasing effects slightly decreased from near crown location to near root location, then slightly increased to the root. In AW SSDP-1, higher FSW speeds increased HAZ width a little. The increasing effects were similar near crown, at mid-plane and near root, which were a little larger than that at root.

2. In PWHT SSDP-1, higher FSW speeds increased HZA minimum hardness a little near crown and at mid-plane, and increased HZA minimum hardness slightly near root and at root. The increasing effect decreased from near crown location to near root location, then slightly increased to the root. In PWHT SSDP-1, higher FSW speeds
increased nugget average hardness a little near crown and at mid-plane, and increased nugget average hardness slightly near root and at root. The increasing effects near crown and at mid-plane were similar, which were larger than the similar increasing effects near root and at root. In PWHT SSDP-1, higher FSW speeds increased HAZ width a little near crown and at mid-plane, and increased HAZ width slightly near root and at root. The increasing effects decreased from near crown location to near root location, then kept similar at root.

(3) In AW SSDP-2, higher FSW speeds increased HZA minimum hardness a little. The increasing effects near crown and at mid-plane were similar, which were a little smaller than the similar increasing effects near root and at root. In AW SSDP-2, higher FSW speeds increased nugget average hardness. The increasing effects increased with an increasing slope from near crown location to near root location, then decreased at root. In AW SSDP-2, higher FSW speeds increased HAZ width. The increasing effects increased with an increasing slope from near crown to near root location, then decreased to the root.

(4) In PWHT SSDP-2, higher FSW speeds increased HZA minimum hardness a little near crown and near root, and increased HZA minimum hardness slightly at mid-plane and at root. The increasing effects near crown and near root were similar, which were larger than the similar increasing effects at mid-plane and at root. In PWHT SSDP-2, higher FSW speeds increased nugget average hardness a little at mid-plane, increased nugget average hardness slightly near crown and at root, and affected nugget average hardness little near root. In PWHT SSDP-2, higher FSW speeds increased HAZ width slightly. The increasing effects slightly decreased with an increasing slope from near crown location to near root location, then slightly increased at root.
4.3.4.2.2 Effect of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass

![Graphs showing (a) HAZ minimum hardness, (b) Nugget average hardness, and (c) HAZ width as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse SSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions with different speeds: T+3F pin, 1.3 mm flat depth.]

Figure 4.80 shows the effect of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass on (a) HAZ minimum hardness, (b) nugget average hardness, and (c) HAZ width as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse SSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions produced with the same tool while different speeds. Figure 4.80 shows that:

1. In AW SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased HZA minimum hardness near crown, at mid-plane and near root a little, while affected HAZ minimum hardness at root little. The increasing effect increased a little with an increasing slope from near crown location to near root location, then decreased to almost zero at root. In AW SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased...
nugget average hardness a little near crown and at mid-plane, decreased nugget average hardness slightly near root, while affected nugget average hardness at root little. The increasing effects near crown and at mid-plane were similar. In AW SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased HAZ width near crown and at mid-plane a little, and affected HAZ width little near root and at root. The increasing effects near crown and at mid-plane were similar.

(2) In PWHT SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased HZA minimum hardness slightly near crown, at mid-plane, and near root, while affected HZA minimum hardness little at root. The increasing effect gradually decreased from near crown location to the root. In PWHT SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased nugget average hardness near crown, at mid-plane and near root slightly, while affected nugget average hardness at root little. The increasing effect near crown was a little larger than the similar increasing effects at mid-plane and near root. In PWHT SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased HAZ width near crown, at mid-plane and near root slightly, and affected HAZ width little at root. The increasing effects were similar near crown and at the mid-plane, which were a little smaller than that near root.

(3) In AW SSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased HZA minimum hardness near crown and at mid-plane slightly, increased HAZ minimum hardness a little near root, while affected HAZ minimum hardness little at root. The increasing effects increased with an increasing slope from near crown location to near root location, then decreased at the root. In AW SSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased nugget average hardness near crown slightly, increased
nugget average hardness at mid-plane and near root a little, while affected nugget average hardness at root little. The increasing effects increased a little from near crown location to the mid-plane, then decreased to the root. In AW SSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased HAZ width near crown slightly, increased HAZ width at mid-plane and near root a little, and affected HAZ width at root little. The increasing effects increased with an decreasing slope from near crown location to near root location, then decreased to almost zero at the root.

(4) In PWHT SSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased HZA minimum hardness a little near root, while affected HZA minimum hardness little near crown, at mid-plane and at root. In PWHT SSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass affected nugget average hardness near crown and at root little, while increased nugget average hardness at mid-plane and near root slightly. The increasing effects increased slightly from near crown location to near root location, then slightly decreased at root. In PWHT SSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased HAZ width near root slightly, while affected HAZ width little near crown, at mid-plane and at root.

4.3.4.2.3 Effect of PWHT
Figure 4.81 Effect of PWHT on (a) HAZ min hardness, (b) Nugget average hardness and (c) HAZ width as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse SSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions produced with the same tool while different speeds. Figure 4.81 shows that:

(1) In SSDP-1 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HAZ minimum hardness slightly near crown, at mid-plane and at root, while affected HAZ minimum hardness little near root. The decreasing effects near crown and at mid-plane were similar, which were smaller than that at root. In SSDP-1 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT affected nugget average hardness little near crown and at mid-plane, while decreased nugget average hardness slightly near root and at root. The decreasing effect slightly increased from near crown location to the root. In SSDP-1 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HAZ width slightly near crown, affected HAZ width little at mid-plane and near root, while decreased HAZ width a little at root.

(2) In SSDP-2 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HZA minimum hardness slightly. The decreasing effects were similar near crown, at mid-plane
and at root, which were a little larger than that near root. In SSDP-2 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased nugget average hardness near crown, at mid-plane and at root slightly, while increased nugget average hardness a little near root. In SSDP-2 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HAZ width slightly near crown, at mid-plane and at root, while increased HAZ width slightly near root.

(3) In SSDP-1 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT affected HZA minimum hardness little near crown, decreased HZA minimum hardness slightly at mid-plane and near root, and decreased HZA minimum hardness a little at root. The decreasing effects at mid-plane and near root were similar, which were smaller than that at root. In SSDP-1 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT decreased nugget average hardness slightly near crown and at mid-plane, while decreased nugget average hardness near root and at root a little. The decreasing effects near crown and at mid-plane were similar, which began to increase from the mid-plane to the root. In SSDP-1 produced with higher FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HAZ width slightly near crown, at mid-plane and near root, and decreased HAZ width at root a little. The decreasing effects were similar near crown, at mid-plane and near root, which were smaller than that at root.

(4) In SSDP-2 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HZA minimum hardness slightly near crown, and decreased HZA minimum hardness a little at mid-plane, near root and at root. The decreasing effects had the following descending order: at root, at mid-plane, near root, then near crown. In SSDP-2 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT decreased nugget average hardness a little. The decreasing effect slightly and gradually increased from near crown location to near root location, then decreased slightly at root. In SSDP-2 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT
decreased HAZ width a little. The decreasing effects were similar at mid-plane, near root and at root, which were a little larger than that near crown.

4.3.4.3 Transverse hardness distribution of CSDP and SSDP

![Inclusion](image.png)

Figure 4.82 (a) HAZ min hardness, (b) HAZ width and (c) Nugget average hardness as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse CSDP and SSDP joints in AW conditions with different pin features and speeds: 1.3 mm flat/flute depth.
Figure 4.83 (a) HAZ min hardness, (b) HAZ width and (c) Nugget average hardness as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse CSDP and SSDP joints in PWHT conditions with different pin features and speeds: 1.3 mm flat/flute depth

HAZ minimum hardness, HAZ width, and nugget average hardness were extracted from transverse hardness profiles of comparable DP joints and plotted in Figure 4.82 and Figure 4.83. Figure 4.82 shows (a) HAZ min hardness, (b) HAZ width and (c) Nugget average hardness near crown (3mm below crown), at mid-plane (6mm below crown), near root (9mm below crown) and at root (12mm below crown) as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse CSDP and SSDP joints in AW conditions produced with different pin features and speeds. Figure 4.83 shows (a) HAZ min hardness, (b) HAZ width and (c) nugget average hardness near crown (3mm below crown), at mid-plane (6mm below crown), near root (9mm below crown) and at root (12mm below crown) as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse CSDP and SSDP joints in PWHT conditions produced with different pin features and speeds. Those CSDP joints were #4302&#4304 and #4301&#4303. Those SSDP joints were #4309&#4311 and #4310&#4312. Details of weld information of the above comparable CSDP and SSDP joints have been listed in section 4.3.4.1 and 4.3.4.2. Effects of speeds,
the 2nd pass, and PWHT on (a) HAZ minimum hardness, (b) nugget average hardness and (c) HAZ width were plotted in Figure 4.84, Figure 4.85 and Figure 4.86, respectively.

4.3.4.2.4 Effect of speeds

Figure 4.84 Effect of speeds on (a) HAZ min hardness, (b) Nugget average hardness and (c) HAZ width as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse DP joints in AW and PWHT conditions produced with different tools and speeds: T+3F pin, 1.3 mm flat depth

Figure 4.84 shows the effect of speeds on (a) HAZ minimum hardness, (b) nugget average hardness and (c) HAZ width as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse DP joints in AW and PWHT conditions produced with different tools and speeds. Figure 4.84 shows that:

1. In both AW CSDP-1 and AW SSDP-1, higher FSW speeds increased HZA minimum hardness a little. Relative to AW CSDP-1, in AW SSDP-1, the increasing effects were larger near crown and near root, and the increasing effects were a little larger
at mid-plane and at root. In both AW CSDP-1 and AW SSDP-1, higher FSW speeds increased nugget average hardness a little, and the minimum of increasing effect appeared near root. Relative to AW CSDP-1, in AW SSDP-1, the increasing effects were a little larger near crown, at mid-plane and at root, while the increasing effect was larger near root. In AW DP-1, higher FSW speeds increased HAZ width a little. Relative to AW CSDP-1, in AW SSDP-1, the increasing effects were a little larger near crown, at mid-plane and at root, while the increasing effect was much larger near root.

(2) In both PWHT CSDP-1 and PWHT SSDP-1, higher FSW speeds increased HZA minimum hardness a little. Relative to PWHT CSDP-1, in PWHT SSDP-1, the increasing effects were larger near crown and at mid-plane, a little smaller near root, and similar at root. In both PWHT CSDP-1 and PWHT SSDP-1, higher FSW speeds increased nugget average hardness a little. Relative to PWHT CSDP-1, in PWHT SSDP-1, the increasing effects were smaller near crown and at root, a little smaller near root, and similar at mid-plane. In PWHT DP-1, higher FSW speeds increased HAZ width a little. Relative to PWHT CSDP-1, in PWHT SSDP-1, the increasing effects were similar near crown and at mid-plane, while smaller near root and at root.

(3) In both AW CSDP-2 and AW SSDP-2, higher FSW speeds increased HZA minimum hardness a little. Relative to AW CSDP-2, in AW SSDP-2, the increasing effects were larger near crown and near root, while similar at mid-plane and at root. In both AW CSDP-2 and AW SSDP-2, higher FSW speeds increased nugget average hardness a little. Relative to AW CSDP-2, in AW SSDP-2, the increasing effect was similar near crown, a little larger at mid-plane and at root, and much larger near root. In both AW CSDP-2 and AW SSDP-2, higher FSW speeds increased HAZ width a little.
Relative to AW CSDP-2, in AW SSDP-2, the increasing effects were a little larger near crown and at mid-plane, much larger near root, while similar at root.

(4) In both PWHT CSDP-2 and PWHT SSDP-2, higher FSW speeds increased HZA width a little. Relative to PWHT CSDP-2, in PWHT SSDP-2, the increasing effects were smaller at mid-plane and at root, a little smaller near root, and similar near crown.

In both PWHT CSDP-2 and PWHT SSDP-2, higher FSW speeds increased nugget average hardness a little. Relative to PWHT CSDP-2, in PWHT SSDP-2, the increasing effects were similar near crown and at root, a little smaller at mid-plane, and much smaller near root. In PWHT DP-2, higher FSW speeds increased HAZ width a little. Relative to PWHT CSDP-2, in PWHT SSDP-2, the increasing effects were smaller near crown and at mid-plane, and similar near root and at root.

4.3.4.2.5 Effect of 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass

(a) HAZ minimum hardness  
(b) Nugget average hardness  
(c) Effect of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass on HAZ width
Figure 4.85 Effect of the 2nd pass on (a) HAZ min hardness, (b) Nugget average hardness and (c) HAZ width as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse DP joints in AW and PWHT conditions with different speeds: T+3F pin, 1.3 mm flat depth

Figure 4.85 shows the effect of the 2nd pass on (a) HAZ minimum hardness, (b) nugget average hardness and (c) HAZ width as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse DP joints in AW and PWHT conditions produced with different tools and speeds. Figure 4.85 shows that:

(1) In both AW CSDP and AW SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2nd pass increased HZA minimum hardness near crown, at mid-plane and near root a little, while affected HAZ minimum hardness at root little. Relative to AW CSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, in AW SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the increasing effect was a little larger near crown, similar at mid-plane, and much larger near root. Relative to AW CSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, in AW SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the increasing effects were similar near crown, at mid-plane and at root. Near root, in AW CSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2nd pass increased nugget average hardness slightly, while in AW SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2nd pass decreased nugget average hardness slightly. In both AW CSDP and AW SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2nd pass increased HZA width a little near crown and at mid-plane, and affected HZA width little at root. Near root, in AW CSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2nd pass increased HZA width slightly, while in AW SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2nd pass affected HZA width little.

(2) In both PWHT CSDP and PWHT SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2nd pass increased HZA minimum hardness near crown, at mid-plane and near root slightly, while affected HAZ minimum hardness at root little. Relative to PWHT CSDP
produced with the lower FSW speeds, in PWHT SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the increasing effects were similar. In both PWHT CSDP and PWHT SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased nugget average hardness near crown, at mid-plane and near root slightly, while affected nugget average hardness at root little. Relative to PWHT CSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, in PWHT SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the increasing effects were smaller near crown and at mid-plane, larger near root, while similar at root. In both PWHT CSDP and PWHT SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased HAZ width slightly near crown, at mid-plane and near root, while affected HAZ width at root little. Relative to PWHT CSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, in PWHT SSDP produced with the lower FSW speeds, the increasing effects were similar near crown and near root, while a little smaller at mid-plane.

(3) In both AW CSDP and AW SSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased HZA minimum hardness near crown, at mid-plane and near root slightly, while affected HAZ minimum hardness at root little. Relative to AW CSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, in AW SSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the increasing effects were similar near crown and at root, smaller at mid-plane, and larger near root. In both AW CSDP and AW SSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased nugget average hardness near crown, at mid-plane and near root a little, while affected nugget average hardness at root little. Relative to AW CSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, in AW SSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the increasing effects were similar near crown and at mid-plane, while a little smaller near root. In both AW CSDP and AW SSDP produced with the higher FSW
speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased HAZ width near crown, at mid-plane and near root a little, while affected HAZ width at root little. Relative to AW CSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, in AW SSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the increasing effects were similar near crown and at mid-plane, while a little larger near root.

(4) Relative to PWHT CSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, in PWHT SSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the increasing effects were smaller near crown, at mid-plane and at root, while similar near root. In both PWHT CSDP and PWHT SSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass affected nugget average hardness little near crown and at root, and increased nugget average hardness a little at mid-plane and near root. Relative to PWHT CSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, in PWHT SSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the increasing effects were smaller at mid-plane and similar near root. PWHT DP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass affected HAZ width little near crown and at root, and increased HAZ width slightly near root. At the mid-plane, in PWHT CSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass increased HAZ width a little, while in PWHT SSDP produced with the higher FSW speeds, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass affected HAZ width little.

4.3.4.2.6 Effect of PWHT

![Graphs showing effect of PWHT on HAZ minimum hardness and nugget average hardness.](image-url)
Figure 4.86 Effect of PWHT on (a) HAZ min hardness, (b) Nugget average hardness and (c) HAZ width as functions of distance from crown of the pass of transverse DP joints in AW and PWHT conditions produced with different tools and speeds. Figure 4.86 shows that:

1. In both CSDP-1 and SSDP-1 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HZA minimum hardness slightly near crown, affected HZA minimum hardness little at mid-plane, and decreased HZA minimum hardness a little at root. Near root, in CSDP-1 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HZA minimum hardness slightly, while in SSDP-1 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT affected HZA minimum hardness little. In both CSDP-1 and SSDP-1 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased nugget average hardness slightly. Relative to CSDP-1 produced with the lower FSW speeds, in SSDP-1 produced with the lower FSW speeds, the decreasing effects were smaller near crown, a little smaller at mid-plane and near root, while similar at root. In both CSDP-1 and SSDP-1 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HAZ width slightly near crown, at mid-plane and at root. Relative to
CSDP-1 produced with the lower FSW speeds, in SSDP-1 produced with the lower FSW speeds, the decreasing effect was a little smaller near crown, and similar at mid-plane and at root. Near root, in joints produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT affected HAZ width little in CSDP-1, while decreased HAZ width slightly in SSDP-1.

(2) In both CSDP-2 and SSDP-2 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HZA minimum hardness slightly. Relative to CSDP-2 produced with the lower FSW speeds, in SSDP-2 produced with the lower FSW speeds, the decreasing effects were similar near crown, at mid-plane and at root, while a little smaller near root. In both CSDP-2 and SSDP-2 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased nugget average hardness slightly near crown, at mid-plane and at root. Relative to CSDP-2 produced with the lower FSW speeds, in SSDP-2 produced with the lower FSW speeds, the decreasing effects were similar near crown, at mid-plane and at root. Near root, in CSDP-2 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased nugget average hardness slightly, while in SSDP-2 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT increased nugget average hardness a little. In both CSDP-2 and SSDP-2 produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HAZ width slightly near crown, at mid-plane and at root. Relative to CSDP-2 produced with lower FSW speeds, in SSDP-2 produced with the lower FSW speeds, the decreasing effects were similar near crown, at mid-plane and at root. Near root, in joints produced with the lower FSW speeds, PWHT increased HAZ width slightly in CSDP-2, while decreased HAZ width slightly in SSDP-2.

(3) In both CSDP-1 and SSDP-1 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT affected HZA minimum hardness little near crown and at mid-plane, decreased HZA minimum hardness slightly near root, and decreased HZA minimum hardness a little at
root. Relative to CSDP-1 produced with the higher FSW speeds, in SSDP-1 produced with the higher FSW speeds, the decreasing effect was a little smaller near crown, similar at mid-plane and near root, while a little larger at root. In both CSDP-1 and SSDP-1 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT decreased nugget average hardness slightly at mid-plane and decreased nugget average hardness a little at root. Relative to CSDP-1 produced with the higher FSW speeds, in SSDP-1 produced with the higher FSW speeds, the decreasing effect was similar at mid-plane while larger at root. Near crown and near root, in CSDP-1 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT affected nugget average hardness little, while in SSDP-1 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT decreased nugget average hardness slightly. In both CSDP-1 and SSDP-1 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HAZ width slightly. In joints produced with the higher FSW speeds, relative to CSDP-1, in SSDP-1, the decreasing effects were similar near crown and at mid-plane, while a little larger near root and at root.

(4) In both CSDP-2 and SSDP-2 produced with the higher FSW speeds, PWHT decreased HAZ minimum hardness slightly. Relative to CSDP-2 produced with the higher FSW speeds, in SSDP-2 produced with the higher FSW speeds, the decreasing effects was a little larger near crown and were larger at mid-plane, near root and at root. Relative to CSDP-2 produced with the higher FSW speeds, in SSDP-2 produced with the higher FSW speeds, the decreasing effects was similar near crown, larger at mid-plane, while a little larger near root and at root. Relative to CSDP-2 produced with the higher FSW speeds, in SSDP-2 produced with the higher FSW speeds, the decreasing effects were a little larger near crown, and larger at mid-plane, near root and at root.
4.3.5 Tensile Testing Properties

Rotating and stationary shoulders result in different heat sources in FSW, affecting thermal distribution, microstructure and properties through thickness of joints. In this section, transverse and longitudinal tensile testing results in CSDP and SSDP have been studied to investigate effects of CSDP and SSDP on joint’s tensile properties like ultimate tensile strength, yield strength and elongation.

4.3.5.1 Transverse Tensile Testing (AW&PWHT)

Transverse tensile tests have been performed on some CSDP joints in PWHT condition. Unfortunately during those tests the strain data was not obtained successfully, leaving only the stress data through which the UTS was calculated. Transverse tensile tests have also been performed on some CSDP and SSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions. Engineering stress as a function of engineering strain of transverse tensile testing on CSDP and SSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions were shown in Figure 4.87 and Figure 4.88. Results of transverse tensile testing on CSDP and SSDP joints in AW and/or PWHT conditions were plotted in Figure 4.89~Figure 4.91.

![Figure 4.87](image_url)  (a) #4302&#4304, 160 RPM, 102 mm/min  (b) #4301&#4303, 200 RPM, 203 mm/min

Figure 4.87 Engineering stress and strain curves of transverse tensile testing on CSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions
(a) #4309&#4311, 160 RPM, 102 mm/min (b) #4310&#4312, 200 RPM, 203 mm/min

Figure 4.88 Engineering stress and strain curves of transverse tensile testing on SSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions

4.3.5.1.1 CSDP: Transverse Tensile Testing

Compared with the CSDP #4229&#4231 (symmetric layout), in the CSDP #4229&#4230 (asymmetric layout), the PWHT UTS increased by 1.5%. It indicates that, under the same speeds, in CSDP, relative to symmetric layout, the asymmetric layout increased PWHT UTS slightly.

Figure 4.89 Ultimate tensile strength of transverse tensile testing as a function of welding speed of CSDP joints in PWHT condition: IA

Figure 4.89 shows the ultimate tensile strength of transverse tensile testing as a function of welding speed of CSDP joints in PWHT condition. Figure 4.89 shows that, under the same speeds (160 rpm, 102 mm/min), relative to the T+3CT tool, T+3F tool increased the PWHT UTS slightly (3%). When the same T+3F tool was applied, under
the same rotation rate, higher welding speed increased the PWHT UTS a little (7%). When the same T+3F tool was applied, higher FSW speeds increased the PWHT UTS a little (6%), and the increasing effect of welding speed on PWHT UTS was larger than that of RPM. Figure 4.89 also shows that, relative to the T+3CT tool, T+3F tool allows higher FSW speeds which increased the PWHT UTS a little.

Figure 4.90 shows the ultimate tensile strength of transverse tensile testing as a function of shoulder diameter of CSDP joints in PWHT condition produced by the same T+3F tool, with the same rotation rate of 200 rpm, and the same welding speed of 203 mm/min. Figure 4.90 shows that, with the same shoulder diameter, relative to IA, WS decreased the PWHT UTS slightly (-2%), which might due to the volumetric defects in the 1st pass caused by WS (#4237, small holes at AS near crown and mid-plane). When WS was not applied, relative to the shoulder diameter of 25.4 mm, the larger shoulder diameter (30.5 mm) decreased the PWHT UTS a little (-10%) even when the joints were defect free.

Figure 4.91 shows (a) Ultimate Tensile Strength, (b) Yield Strength and (c) Elongation of transverse tensile testing as a function of welding speed of CSDP and
SSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions. Figure 4.91 shows that: In AW CSDP, higher FSW speeds increased UTS slightly (2%), increased YS a little (11%), and decreased EL significantly (-42%). In PWHT CSDP, higher FSW speeds increased UTS (13%) and YS (15%) a little, and increased EL slightly (4%). When the lower FSW speeds (160 rpm, 102 mm/min) were applied, relative to AW, PWHT decreased UTS slightly (-4%), affected YS little, and decreased EL (-24%). When the higher FSW speeds (200 rpm, 203 mm/min) were applied, relative to AW, PWHT increased UTS (7%) and YS (4%) slightly, and increased EL (37%).

Figure 4.91 (a) Ultimate Tensile Strength, (b) Yield Strength and (c) Elongation of transverse tensile testing as a function of welding speed of CSDP and SSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions: IA
4.3.5.1.2 SSDP: Transverse Tensile Testing

Figure 4.91 shows (a) Ultimate Tensile Strength, (b) Yield Strength and (c) Elongation of transverse tensile testing as a function of welding speed of CSDP and SSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions. Figure 4.91 shows that: In AW SSDP, higher FSW speeds increased UTS (9%), YS (12%) and EL (9%) a little. In PWHT SSDP, higher FSW speeds increased UTS (10%) and YS (15%) a little, while decreased EL slightly (-6%). When the lower FSW speeds (160 rpm, 102 mm/min) were applied, relative to AW, PWHT affected UTS, YS and EL little. When the higher FSW speeds (200 rpm, 203 mm/min) were applied, relative to AW, PWHT affected UTS little, increased YS slightly (5%), and decreased EL a little (-15%).

4.3.5.1.3 CSDP and SSDP: Transverse Tensile Testing

Figure 4.91 shows (a) Ultimate Tensile Strength, (b) Yield Strength and (c) Elongation of transverse tensile testing as a function of welding speed of CSDP and SSDP joints in AW and PWHT conditions. Figure 4.91 shows that, when the lower FSW speeds (160 rpm, 102 mm/min) were applied, in AW, relative to CSDP, SSDP increased UTS slightly (8%), affected YS little, and increased EL significantly (167%); in PWHT, relative to CSDP, SSDP increased UTS a little (10%), increased YS slightly (5%), and increased EL significantly (248%). When the higher FSW speeds (200 rpm, 203 mm/min) were applied, in AW, relative to CSDP, SSDP increased UTS a little (15%), affected YS little, and increased EL significantly (405%); in PWHT, relative to CSDP, SSDP increased UTS (7%) and YS (5%) slightly, and increased EL significantly (215%).
4.3.5.2 Longitudinal Tensile Testing (PWHT)

Subscale longitudinal tensile tests have been performed on the 1st passes and the 2nd passes of some CSDP and SSDP joints in PWHT condition. Engineering stress as a function of engineering strain of longitudinal tensile testing on CSDP and SSDP joints in PWHT condition were shown in Figure 4.92 and Figure 4.93. Results of longitudinal tensile testing on CSDP and SSDP joints in PWHT condition were plotted in Figure 4.94.

![Engineering stress and strain curves of longitudinal tensile testing on CSDP joints in PWHT condition](image)

(a) #4302, CSDP-1, 160 RPM, 102 mm/min (b) #4304, CSDP-2, 160 RPM, 102 mm/min
(c) #4301, CSDP-1, 200 RPM, 203 mm/min (d) #4303, CSDP-2, 200 RPM, 203 mm/min

Figure 4.92 Engineering stress and strain curves of longitudinal tensile testing on CSDP joints in PWHT condition

![Engineering stress and strain curves of longitudinal tensile testing on SSDP joints in PWHT condition](image)

(a) #4309, SSDP-1, 160 RPM, 102 mm/min (b) #4311, SSDP-2, 160 RPM, 102 mm/min

![Engineering stress and strain curves of longitudinal tensile testing on SSDP joints in PWHT condition](image)

(a) #4309, SSDP-1, 160 RPM, 102 mm/min (b) #4311, SSDP-2, 160 RPM, 102 mm/min
Figure 4.93 Engineering stress and strain curves of longitudinal tensile testing on SSDP joints in PWHT condition: T+3CT tool

Figure 4.94 (a) Ultimate Tensile Strength, (b) Yield Strength and (c) Elongation of subscale longitudinal tensile testing as a function of welding speed of CSDP and SSDP joints in PWHT condition: IA

Figure 4.94 shows (a) Ultimate Tensile Strength, (b) Yield Strength and (c) Elongation of subscale longitudinal tensile testing as a function of welding speed of CSDP and SSDP
CSDP and SSDP joints in PWHT condition. Figure 4.94 shows the following results of PWHT CSDP and SSDP:

In CSDP-1, higher FSW speeds increased UTS (33%), YS (33%) and EL (40%). In CSDP-2, higher FSW speeds increased UTS (10%) and YS (13%) a little, and increased EL (43%). When the lower FSW (160 rpm, 102 mm/min) speeds were applied, relative to the 1st pass, the 2nd pass increased UTS (38%) and YS (31%), and increased EL significantly (187%). When the higher FSW speeds (200 rpm, 203 mm/min) were applied, relative to the 1st pass, the 2nd pass increased UTS (15%) and YS (11%) a little, and increased EL significantly (195%).

In SSDP-1, higher FSW speeds increased UTS a little (15%), increased YS (27%), and decreased EL slightly (-5%). In SSDP-2, higher FSW speeds increased UTS (10%) and YS (13%) a little, while decreased EL a little (-12%). When the lower FSW speeds (160 rpm, 102 mm/min) were applied, relative to the 1st pass, the 2nd pass increased UTS a little (12%), increased YS (24%), and affected EL little. When the higher FSW speeds (200 rpm, 203 mm/min) were applied, relative to the 1st pass, the 2nd pass increased UTS slightly (7%), increased YS a little (11%), and affected EL little (-4%).

When the lower FSW speeds (160 rpm, 102 mm/min) were applied, in DP-1, relative to CS, SS increased UTS (28%), increased YS slightly (9%), and increased EL significantly (527%); in DP-2, relative to CS, SS affected UTS and YS little, and increased EL significantly (124%). When the higher FSW speeds (200 rpm, 203 mm/min) were applied, in DP-1, relative to CS, SS increased UTS a little (11%), affected YS little, and increased EL significantly (325%); in DP-2, relative to CS, SS affected UTS and YS little, and increased EL (38%).
4.3.6 Residual Stress (AW&PWHT)

In this section, residual stress distribution in the CSDP and SSDP joints will be studied to investigate effects of CSDP and SSDP, different control parameters and PWHT on residual stress profiles in joints. Through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress was measured in both AW and PWHT conditions for selected CSDP and SSDP joints as following: #4302&#4304, #4301&#4303, #4309&#4311 and #4310&#4312. Through those residual stress profiles of above tested CSDP and SSDP joints in both AW and PWHT conditions shown in Figure 4.95, characteristic values like the peak residual stress (PRS), full width at half maximum (FWHM) and tension area (TA) were calculated and shown in Figure 4.96~Figure 4.98. Unit weld energy (UWE) was also calculated and shown in Figure 4.96~Figure 4.98. PRS is in units of MPa, FWHM is in units of mm, TA is in units of KJ/m², while UWE is in units of KW/(m/s). UWE equals to power in units of W be divided by the welding speed in units of mm/s.

Figure 4.95 shows through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress profiles in both AW and PWHT conditions of CSDP and SSDP joints produced with different speeds, shoulders and pin features. Figure 4.95 shows that, relative to AW condition, PWHT affects the residual stress profiles little.

![Residual Stress Profile for #4302&4304, AW](image1)
![Residual Stress Profile for #4302&4304, PWHT](image2)

(a) #4302&#4304, AW  (b) #4302&#4304, PWHT
Figure 4.95 Through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress profiles in both AW and PWHT conditions of CSDP and SSDP joints produced with different speeds, shoulders and pin features: 1° setup, 0.9 mm flat/flute depth

Figure 4.96 shows (a) Peak residual stress, (b) FWHM, (c) tension area of through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress profiles in both AW and PWHT conditions, and (d) unit weld energy of CSDP and SSDP joints as a function of welding speeds.
Figure 4.96 (a) Peak residual stress, (b) FWHM, (c) tension area of through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress profiles in both AW and PWHT conditions, and (d) unit weld energy of DP as a function of welding speeds: 1° setup, 0.9 mm flat/flute depth
Figure 4.97 (a) Peak residual stress, (b) FWHM, (c) tension area of through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress profiles in both AW and PWHT conditions, and (d) unit weld energy of DP joints as a function of power: 1° setup, 0.9 mm flat/flute depth.

Figure 4.98 (a) Peak residual stress, (b) FWHM, (c) tension area of through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress profiles in both AW and PWHT conditions, and (d) unit weld energy of DP joints as a function of unit weld energy: 1° setup, 0.9 mm depth.
Figure 4.97 shows (a) Peak residual stress, (b) FWHM, (c) tension area of through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress profiles in both AW and PWHT conditions, and (d) unit weld energy of CSDP and SSDP joints as a function of power. Figure 4.98 shows (a) Peak residual stress, (b) FWHM, and (c) tension area of through thickness average, longitudinal, residual stress profiles in both AW and PWHT conditions of CSDP and SSDP joints as a function of the unit weld energy.

Figure 4.96–Figure 4.98 show that:

1. In AW CSDP, higher FSW speeds increased PRS (34%) and TA (32%), while affected FWHM little; In PWHT CSDP, higher FSW speeds increased PRS a little (16%), affected FWHM little, and increased TA (28%). In CSDP, higher FSW speeds decreased UWE (-35%). When the lower FSW speeds (160 RPM, 102 mm/min) were applied, relative to AW, PWHT increased PRS a little (10%), affected FWHM and TA little. When the higher FSW speeds (200 RPM, 203 mm/min) were applied, relative to AW, PWHT affected PRS and FWHM little, and decreased TA slightly (-5%).

2. In AW SSDP, higher FSW speeds increased PRS (23%), FWHM (19%) and TA (24%); In PWHT SSDP, higher FSW speeds increased PRS a little (15%), decreased FWHM slightly (-5%), and increased TA (23%). In SSDP, higher FSW speeds decreased UWE (-38%). When lower FSW speeds (160 RPM, 102 mm/min) were applied, relative to AW, PWHT increased PRS slightly (7%), while decreased FWHM (-7%) and TA (-6%) slightly. When higher FSW speeds (200 RPM, 203 mm/min) were applied, relative to AW, PWHT affected PRS little, decreased FWHM (-24%), and decreased TA slightly (-7%).

3. When the lower FSW speeds (160 RPM, 102 mm/min) were applied, in AW DP, relative to CS, SS affected PRS, FWHM and TA little; in PWHT DP, relative to CS,
SS affected PRS little, while decreased FWHM (-8%) and TA (-7%) slightly; in DP, relative to CS, SS affected UWE little. When the higher FSW speeds (200 RPM, 203 mm/min) were applied, in AW DP, relative to CS, SS decreased PRS (-5%) and TA (-5%) slightly, while increased FWHM a little (17%); in PWHT DP, relative to CS, SS affected PRS little, decreased FWHM (-10%) and TA (-11%) a little; in DP, relative to CS, SS decreased UWE slightly (-5%).

4.3.7 Face Bending Testing Properties

In this section, face bending tests were performed on CSDP and SSDP entire joints as following in AW and PWHT conditions produced by different control parameters and TBCs to investigate effects of different shoulders, tools, layouts, control parameters and TBCs on joint’s face bending properties: #4229&#4230 (PWHT), #4229&#4231 (PWHT), #4232A&#4233A (PWHT), #4232B&#4233B (PWHT), #4237&#4238 (PWHT), #4302&#4304 (AW&PWHT), #4301&#4303 (AW&PWHT), #4309&#4311 (AW&PWHT), and #4310&#4312 (AW&PWHT). Details of weld information of the above joints have been listed in section 4.3.5.1.

Results of face bending tests of the above joints (127mm x 6.4mm x 24.9mm) for face bending test in AW and PWHT conditions, as shown in Figure 4.99, were summarized as following:

Passed: #4229&#4230 (PWHT), #4229&#4231 (PWHT), #4232A&#4233A (PWHT), #4232B&#4233B (PWHT), #4237&#4238 (PWHT), #4302&#4304 (AW&PWHT), #4301&#4303 (AW&PWHT), #4309&#4311 (AW&PWHT), and #4310&#4312 (AW)

Failed: #4237&#4238 (PWHT), #4302&#4304 (AW&PWHT), #4301&#4303 (AW&PWHT), #4310&#4312 (PWHT)

240
Figure 4.99 Specimens of DP joints in AW and PWHT conditions after the face bending testing. From left to right in (a): #4229 & #4230, #4229 & #4231, #4232A & #4233A, #4232B & #4233B: PWHT

In the above joints, all are defect free except #4237 (small holes at AS near crown and mid-plane) and #4312 (wormholes at mid AS near crown). The above results of face bending testing show that:
(1) In PWHT CSDP, when joints were produced by the same T+3CT tool with a rotation rate of 160 rpm and a welding speed of 102 mm/min, the CSDP joints with both symmetric and asymmetric layouts passed the face bending testing;

(2) In PWHT CSDP, when joints were produced by the same T+3F tool with a rotation rate of 200 rpm and a welding speed of 203 mm/min, the IA CSDP joint passed the face bending testing, while the WS CSDP joint failed the face bending testing, which possibly due to the defect in the 1st pass of WS CSDP.

(3) In PWHT CSDP, the joint produced by the T+3CT tool with a rotation rate of 160 rpm and a welding speed of 102 mm/min passed the face bending testing; the joint produced by the T+3F tool with a rotation rate of 160 rpm and a welding speed of 152 mm/min passed the face bending testing; the joint produced by the T+3F tool with a rotation rate of 160 rpm and a welding speed of 102 mm/min failed the face bending testing. It indicates that, in PWHT CSDP, with a rotation rate of 160 rpm and a welding speed of 152 mm/min, the T+3CT produced defect free joints which passed the face bending testing, while the T+3F tools produced defect free joints which failed the face bending testing, which might because that relative to the T+3CT tool, the T+3F tool produced a 14% higher power in total though similar temperatures at pin center; however, relative to the T+3CT tool, the T+3F tool allows higher speeds to produce defect free joints which passed the face bending testing.

(4) In PWHT CSDP, when the joints were produced by the T+3F tool with a rotation rate of 200 rpm and a welding speed of 203 mm/min, one passed the face bending testing and another failed.
(5) In comparable CSDP and SSDP joints, all the CSDP joints produced with the same T+3F tool and different speeds in AW and PWHT conditions failed the face bending testing. All the SSDP joints produced with the same T+3CT tool and different speeds in AW and PWHT conditions failed the face bending testing, except one case: the SSDP joint produced with a rotation rate of 200 rpm and a welding speed of 203 mm/min in PWHT condition, which might due to the defective 2nd pass of this SSDP. It indicates that, under the same speeds and the same TBCs, relative to CSDP, SSDP improved the joint’s performance in the face bending testing. It also indicates that the performance during face bending testing was also affected by volumetric defects and PWHT. When the joint is defective, PWHT will worsen the performance.

4.4 Stationary Shoulder Single Pass FSW in different alloys

In section 4.2, SSSP in AA7099 has been investigated. SSSP has also been performed in other alloys to investigate the effect of different base metals on properties of SSSP joints. Control parameters and tool information have been tabulated in Appendix B in the Appendix. In this section, SSSP FSW in different alloys has been studied in following aspects: macrostructure including investigation of surface finish, defect and nugget shape, microstructure, effect of control parameters on response parameters, and grain size, etc.

4.4.1 Macrostructure

4.4.1.1 Surface finish

In this section surface finish of SSSP in different alloys was examined. Figure 4.100 (a) and (b) show joint surfaces of SSSP in AA7099-T7651, produced by the same
T+3F pin with the same flat depth of 1.7 mm, the same setup of 0° tilt angle, the same forge force of 71.2 KN, the same welding speed of 51 mm/min, and rotating speeds of 200 RPM and 160 RPM, respectively. In each condition, the surface is partially smooth and partially defective. In the smooth area, the semi-circular marks are smooth, not obvious and not complete. Figure 4.101 (a) and (b) show joint surfaces of SSSP in AA7099-T7651, produced by the same T+3CT pin with the same flat depth of 1.7 mm, the same setup of 1° tilt angle, the same forge force of 69 KN, the same welding speed of 51 mm/min, and rotating speeds of 200 RPM and 160 RPM, respectively. In each condition, surface is smooth and semi-circular marks are not obvious and not complete.

Figure 4.100 Joint surfaces of SSSP in AA7099: 0° tilt, T+3F pin, 1.7 mm flat depth, 51 mm/min, Fz 71.2 KN: (a) 200 RPM and (b) 160 RPM

Figure 4.101 Joint surfaces of SSSP in AA7099: 1° tilt, T+3CT pin, 1.7 mm flat depth, 51 mm/min, Fz 69 KN: (a) 200 RPM and (b) 160 RPM

Figure 4.102 (a) and (b) show joint surfaces of SSSP in AA7099-T7651, produced by the same T+3CT pin with the same flat depth of 0.9 mm, the same setup of 1° tilt angle,
the same forge force of 69 KN, the same welding speed of 51 mm/min, and rotating speeds of 200 RPM and 160 RPM, respectively. In each condition, the surface is smooth and the semi-circular marks are not obvious and not complete.

Figure 4.102 Joint surfaces of SSSP in AA7099: 1° tilt, T+3CT pin, 0.9 mm flat depth, 51 mm/min, Fz 69 KN: (a) 200 RPM and (b) 160 RPM

It indicates that, in SSSP in AA7099-T7651, relative to the T+3F tool with a setup of 0° and a flat depth of 1.3 mm, the T+3CT tool with a setup of 1° and a flat depth of 1.3 mm can significantly improve the surface finish, and decrease the surface defect significantly, though there were some small holes or cracks inside the nugget; relative to the T+3CT tool with a setup of 1° and a flat depth of 1.3 mm, the T+3CT tool with a setup of 1° and a flat depth of 0.9 mm eliminate the volumetric defects inside the nugget, while keep the good and smooth surface finish.

Figure 4.103 Joint surfaces of SSSP in AA7050: 0° tilt, T+3F pin, 1.7 mm flat depth, 51 mm/min, Fz 66.7 KN: (a) 200 RPM and (b) 160 RPM
Figure 4.103 (a) and (b) show joint surfaces of SSSP in AA7050-T7451, produced by the same T+3F pin (flat depth 1.7 mm), the same 0° tilt setup, the same forge force of 66.7 KN, welding speed of 51 mm/min, and rotating speeds of 200 RPM and 160 RPM, respectively. In each condition, surface is partially smooth and partially defective. In the smooth area, semi-circular marks are smooth, not obvious and not complete.

Figure 4.104 (a) and (b) show joint surfaces of SSSP in AA6061-T651, produced by the same T+3CT pin with the same flute depth of 0.9 mm, the same setup of 1° tilt angle, the same forge force of 66.7 KN, the same welding speed of 203 mm/min, and rotating speeds of 480 RPM and 400 RPM, respectively. In each condition, the surface is smooth and the semi-circular marks are not obvious and not complete.

Figure 4.104 Joint surfaces of SSSP in AA6061: 1° tilt, T+3CT pin, 0.9 mm flute depth, 203 mm/min, Fz 66.7 KN: (a) 480 RPM and (b) 400 RPM

It indicates that, in the above cases, SSSP in AA7099 and AA7050 allows similar FSW welding speed windows, resulting similar surface finish, which is half smooth while half smooth when the T+3F tool with a setup of 0° was applied. T+3CT tool with a setup of 1° and a flute depth of 0.9 mm produced defect free SSSP joints in AA7099, which might also possibly produced defect free SSSP joints in AA7050. However, relative to SSSP in AA7099 and AA7050, SSSP in AA6061 allows much higher FSW speeds, resulting smooth and perfect surface finish. Different surface finishes might due
to the setup of 1° in SSSP of AA6061 which helps eliminate the surface defect, as well as the reason that AA6061 is much softer relative to the other two 7XXX alloys.

4.4.1.2 Defect investigation

The result of defect examination of SSSP joints in different alloys is listed in Appendix C. It shows that:

In SSSP of AA7099, when a setup of 0° tilt, a T+3F pin and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (73.4 KN), similar surface defects appeared at similar locations; higher rotating speed caused worse surface defects; lower rotating speed and/or deeper flat lead to less surface defects. When the pin rotates CCT, right-handed thread moves material downward, flat pin feature will interrupt this trend, co-flow flute will also move material downward, while counter-flow flute will move material upward. Deeper flat means more interruption of moving material downward, then less material moved downward from the crown, therefore less surface defect.

In SSSP of AA7099, when a setup of 0° tilt, a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 1.3 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (69 KN), it shows that too high rotating speed leads to surface defects; lower rotating speed reduced/eliminated surface and reduced inside nugget defects, while there were still some wormhole defects near the weld root. Therefore, when a setup of 0° tilt was applied, changing the pin feature from flats to counter-flow flutes could help reduce/eliminate surface defect, while wouldn’t eliminate worm hole defects. When a setup of 0° tilt, a T+3CT pin with a larger flute depth of 2.03 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (69 KN), it shows that higher rotating speed (240 rpm) was more likely to cause surface defect; hole defects inside the nugget moved
upward/from RS to AS when rotating speed increased. Keep other parameters the same, it’s found that deeper flutes lead to less surface defects but worse worm hole defects inside the nugget, due to too much material moved upward by deeper counter-flow flutes when the pin rotates CCT.

In SSSP of AA7099, when a setup of 1°tilt, a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 0.9 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (69 KN), too low rotating speed was not recommend since it caused wormhole defects which might due to not enough vertical material movement. It indicates that compared with 0°tilt, 1°tilt can significantly eliminate defects on surface and inside the nugget, produce defect free welds by providing more consolidation/forge at back of the shoulder. When a setup of 1°tilt, a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 0.9 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same rotation rate (160 rpm), too small forge force (35.6KN) causes bad surface defects (large area), not full penetration and raises the crown. Among those applied forge forces, 53.4 KN is the minimum forge force that can produce defect free welds. Forge force larger than 53.4 KN also lead to defect free welds. Further tests are needed to verify whether forge force affects the defect free joint qualities (#4171AB, #4167B). When a setup of 1°tilt, a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 1.65 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under the same forge force (69 KN), 160 rpm caused wormhole defects at AS near root, while 200 RPM caused wormhole defects at AS near mid-plane. The formation of wormhole defects inside the nugget might due to more material moved upward by a T+3CT pin with a flute depth of 1.65 mm, which is larger than the appropriate flute depth for sound material flow. It indicates that when rotating speed increased, wormhole defects moved upward, which might because
when rotating speed increased, the velocity at upper part of the pin increased more than at
lower part of the pin (due to different pin diameters), which increased the possibility of
worm holes forming there (-need more similar cases). When a setup of 1° tilt, a T+3CT
pin, a rotation rate of 160 rpm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, under
the same forge force (69 KN), 0.9 mm deep counter-flow flute produced defect free joint,
while 1.65 mm deep counter-flow (CT) flute still caused wormhole defects inside nugget.
It indicates that, 1.65 mm CT flute was too deep to produce defect free welds. Based on
current results, T+3CT with a flute depth of 0.9 mm is the best pin design for SSSP FSW.

In SSSP of AA7099, when a setup of 0° tilt and a welding speed of 51 mm/min
are applied, tools with T+3F pin are more easily to cause surface defects, while tools with
T+3CT pin are more likely to cause defects in the nugget, especially at AS near root.
When a setup of 0° tilt, a welding speed of 51 mm/min, and a T+3F pin are applied, it
should be focused on how to eliminate surface defects. When a setup of 0° tilt, a welding
speed of 51 mm/min, and a T+3CT pin are applied, it should be focused on how to
eliminate defects inside nuggets. Larger rotating speed leads to worse surface defects;
counter-flow flutes with appropriate depth (0.9 mm) can reduce/eliminate surface defects
and produce joints without volumetric defects inside the nugget. It indicates that, to get
FSW welds with good welding quality, low tool rotation rate, T+3CT pin with a flute
depth of 0.9 mm are recommended.

In SSSP of AA7050, when a setup of 0° tilt, the T+3F tool with a flat depth of 1.7
mm, a welding speed of 51 mm/min and a forge force of 66.7 KN are applied, both 200
RPM and 160 RPM caused bad surface defects, which might due to the setup of 0° tilt
and the T+3F tool, which are not effective to eliminate surface defects in SSSP.
In SSSP of AA6061, when a setup of 1° tilt, the T+3CT tool with a flute depth of 0.9 mm, a welding speed of 203 mm/min are applied, under the same forge force (66.7 KN), all the rotation rates of 480 RPM, 400 RPM and 320 RPM can produce defect free SSSP joints; with the same rotation rate of 320 RPM, appropriate forge forces (66.7 KN, 62.3 KN and 53.4 KN) can produce defect free joints, while too low forge forces (44.5 KN and 35.6 KN) cause volumetric defects (holes at bottom AS) inside the nuggets.

Defect investigation results indicate that, pin features and base metals have different effects on material flow in SSSP. When a setup of 1° tilt, a flat/flute depth of 0.9 mm, a rotating rate of 160 rpm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min were applied, T+3CT is recommended for SSSP to enhance material vertical movements, improve weldability and produce defect free joints. Keep other parameters the same, SSSP in AA7099 and AA7050 share the similar defects in defective extent and locations, which might due to similar strength of the parent metals. Relative to AA7099 and AA7050, SSSP in AA6061 allows much larger FSW speeds and has a much better weldability to produce defect free joints with good surface finish, which might because that AA6061 base metal is much softer relative to the other two 7XXX alloys.

4.4.1.3 Nugget

Figure 4.105 Macro Transverse Cross Sections of SSSP in AA7099: 1° tilt, T+3CT, 0.9 mm deep flutes, 51 mm/min, 69 KN, different rotation rates
Figure 4.16 Macro Transverse Cross Sections of SSSP in AA7099: $1^\circ$ tilt, T+3CT, 0.9 mm deep flute, 160 RPM, 51 mm/min, different forge forces (first appears in section 4.2)

Figure 4.106 Macro Transverse Cross Sections of SSSP in AA6061: $1^\circ$ tilt, T+3CT, 0.9 mm deep flats, 203 mm/min, 66.7 KN, different rotation rates

Figure 4.105 shows macro transverse cross sections of SSSP in AA7099 produced with different rotation rates. Higher rotation rates caused larger TMAZ area. Figure 4.16 (which has appeared in section 4.2) shows macro transverse cross sections of SSSP in AA7099 produced with different forge forces. Higher forge force caused a little larger TMAZ area, especially at mid-plane RS. Figure 4.106 shows macro transverse cross sections of SSSP in AA6061 produced with different rotation rates. Higher rotation rates caused larger TMAZ area.

Figure 4.107 shows macro transverse cross sections of SSSP in AA6061 produced with different forge forces. Higher forge force caused a little larger TMAZ area, especially at mid-plane RS, and a less tapered nugget. Figure 4.108 shows macro transverse cross sections of SSSP in different alloys. It indicates that, in SSSP of AA7099,
AA7050 and AA6061, higher rotating speed caused larger TMAZ area. The four SSSP in AA7099 and AA7050 were produced by the T+3F pin, while the two SSSP in AA6061 were produced by a T+3CT pin, therefore the two SSSP joints in AA6061 had more tapered nuggets. Under the same speeds, relative to SSSP in AA7050, SSSP in AA7099 had a little larger TMAZ area, especially at mid-plane, which might due to different properties of the parent metals.

Figure 4.107 Macro Transverse Cross Sections of SSSP in AA6061: 1° tilt, T+3CT, 0.9 mm deep flats, 320 RPM, 203 mm/min, different forge forces

Figure 4.108 Macro Transverse Cross Sections of SSSP in different alloys

4.4.2 Process Responses

Process response parameters include in plane reaction forces ($F_x$, $F_y$ and the resultant force $F_{xy}$), torque, power, peak temperature measured at pin center (which was
also considered as the peak temperature measured at center NG due to the pretty close positions) and grain size (GS) measured at center NG. Process response parameters were collected and calculated. Process response parameters as a function of tool rotation rate are summarized and shown in Figure 4.109 for comparable SSSP joints in AA7099 and AA7050 produced with the same welding speed of 51 mm/min. Process response parameters as a function of applied forge force are summarized and shown in Figure 4.110 for comparable SSSP joints in AA7099 and AA6061 produced by a T+3CT tool with a setup of 1° tilt, a flute depth of 0.9 mm deep flute, a welding speed of 51 mm/min for AA7099 and a welding speed of 203 mm/min for AA6061. Figure 4.111 show temperatures at center pin as a function of power input for comparable SSSP joints in AA7099 and AA6061 produced by a T+3CT tool with a setup of 1° tilt, a flute depth of 0.9 mm deep flute, a welding speed of 51 mm/min for AA7099 and a welding speed of 203 mm/min for AA6061. Various symbols represent for different FSW conditions including pin types, tilt angle, and rotation rates. Here all welds were produced with normal TBCs, which are in air environment nearby the work piece surface and the steel backing plate applying underneath the work piece bottom. All SSSP joints of AA7099 and AA6061 were performed on 25.4 mm thick parent plates, while SSSP joints of AA7050 were performed on 30 mm thick parent plates. All pins were 24.9 mm long.

Figure 4.109 shows that:

1. In SSSP of AA7099 produced by the T+3F tool with a setup of 0° and a flat depth of 1.7 mm, under the same forge force, when the rotation rate increased from 160 rpm to 200 rpm, in-plane forces were affected little, torque decreased a little (-12%), power increased a little (9%), and GS at center nugget increased (52%).
Figure 4.109 Reaction forces, torque, power and GS as functions of tool rotation rate for comparable SSSP joints in AA7099 and AA7050: the same welding speed of 51 mm/min.

(2) In SSSP of AA7099 produced by the T+3CT tool with a setup of 1° and a flute depth of 1.7 mm, under the same forge force, when the rotation rate increased from 160 rpm to 200 rpm, $F_x$ increased a little (12%), $F_y$ decreased a little (-15%), $F_{xy}$ was affected little, torque decreased a little (-18%), and power was affected little.
(3) In SSSP of AA7099 produced by the T+3CT tool with a setup of 1° and a flute depth of 0.9 mm, under the same forge force, when the rotation rate increased from 160 rpm to 200 rpm, \( F_x \) was affected little, \( F_y \) and \( F_{xy} \) decreased a little (-10~17%), torque decreased a little (-15%), power and temperature at pin center were affected little, and GS at center nugget increased a little (13%).

(4) In SSSP of AA7050 produced by the T+3F tool with a setup of 0° and a flat depth of 0.9 mm, under the same forge force, when the rotation rate increased from 160 rpm to 200 rpm, in-plane forces were affected little, torque decreased a little (-12%), power increased (9%) and GS at center nugget increased a little (11%).

(5) In SSSP of AA7099 produced by the T+3CT tool with a flute depth of 1.7 mm and a rotation rate of 160 rpm, relative to the setup of 0°, when the setup of 1° was applied, \( F_x \) was affected little, \( F_y \) increased (26%), \( F_{xy} \) increased slightly (7%), torque and power were affected little.

(6) In SSSP of AA7099 produced by the T+3CT tool with a flute depth of 1.7 mm and a rotation rate of 200 rpm, relative to the setup of 0°, when the setup of 1° was applied, \( F_x \) decreased slightly (-7%), \( F_y \) increased (32%), \( F_{xy} \) increased slightly (5%), torque increased a little (13%), and power decreased a little (-10%).

(7) In SSSP of AA7099 produced by the T+3CT tool with setup of 1° and a rotation rate of 160 rpm, relative to the flute depth of 1.7 mm, when the flute depth of 0.9 mm was applied, \( F_x \) decreased a little (-17%), \( F_y \) increased a little (15%), \( F_{xy} \) was affected little, torque (-7%) and power (-6%) decreased slightly.

(8) In SSSP of AA7099 produced by the T+3CT tool with setup of 1° and a rotation rate of 200 rpm, relative to the flute depth of 1.7 mm, when the flute depth of 0.9
mm was applied, $F_x$ decreased (-26%), $F_y$ increased a little (11%), $F_{xy}$ decreased a little (-13%), torque and power were affected little.

(9) In SSSP joints produced by the T+3F tool with setup of $0^\circ$, a flat depth of 1.7 mm and a rotation rate of 160 or 200 rpm, relative to AA7050, in AA7099, $F_x$ increased a little (11~13%), $F_y$ decreased (-41~42%), $F_{xy}$ decreased a little (-16~17%), and torque and power were affected little.
Figure 4.110 Reaction forces, torque, power, peak T and GS as functions of tool rotation rate for comparable SSSP joints in AA7099 and AA6061: 1° tilt, T+3CT, 0.9 mm deep flute, the welding speed of 51 mm/min for AA7099 and 203 mm/min for AA6061.

Figure 4.111 T at center pin as a function of power input for comparable SSSP joints in AA7099 and AA6061: 1° tilt, T+3CT, 0.9 mm deep flute, the welding speed of 51 mm/min for AA7099 and 203 mm/min for AA6061.

Figure 4.110 and Figure 4.111 show that:

1. In SSSP of AA7099 produced by the T+3CT tool with a setup of 1°, a flute depth of 0.9 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min, under the same forge force of 69 KN, when the rotation rate increased, Fx were similar, Fy decreased a little, Fxy decreased slightly, torque decreased with a decreasing slope, power increased slightly with a decreasing slope, temperature at pin center increased slightly with a decreasing
slope, and grain size at center nugget increased a little with a decreasing slope. When the power increased, temperature at pin center increased.

(2) In SSSP of AA7099 produced by the T+3CT tool with a setup of 1°, a flute depth of 0.9 mm and a welding speed of 51 mm/min, under the same rotation rate of 160 rpm, when the forge force increased, F_x increased, F_y decreased then increased after arriving the minimum at the medium forge force; F_xy were similar when the forge force was within the medium forge force and increased when the forge force was beyond the medium forge force; torque increased with a decreasing slope then decreased after arriving the maximum at the medium forge force; power slightly increased with a decreasing slope then slightly decreased after arriving the maximum at the medium forge force; temperature at center pin and grain size at center nugget increased with a decreasing slope then decreased after arriving the maximum at the medium forge force. When the power increased, temperature at pin center increased.

(3) In SSSP of AA6061 produced by the T+3CT tool with a setup of 1°, a flute depth of 0.9 mm and a welding speed of 203 mm/min, under the same forge force of 66.7 KN, when the rotation rate increased, F_x increased with an increasing slope, F_y and then F_xy increased with a decreasing slope, torque decreased a little, power increased slightly with a decreasing slope, temperature at pin center increased slightly with a decreasing slope, and grain size at center nugget increased a little with a decreasing slope. When the power increased, temperature at pin center increased with a smaller slope than that of SSSP in AA7099.

(4) In SSSP of AA6061 produced by the T+3CT tool with a setup of 1°, a flute depth of 0.9 mm and a welding speed of 203 mm/min, under the same rotation rate of 320
rpm, when the forge force increased, \( F_x \) increased, \( F_y \) decreased then increased after arriving the minimum at the medium forge force; \( F_{xy} \) decreased slightly when the forge force was within the medium forge force and increased slightly when the forge force was beyond the medium forge force; torque increased with a decreasing slope then decreased after arriving the maximum at the medium forge force; relative to AA7099, torque of SSSP in AA6061 increased a little slower and decreased a little faster; power slightly increased then slightly decreased after arriving the maximum at the medium forge force; temperature at center pin and grain size at center nugget increased with a decreasing slope then decreased at the medium forge force and increased again, arriving the maximum at the largest forge force. When the power increased, temperature at pin center increased then decreased after arriving at the maximum.

4.5 Simulation Work

4.5.1 Explanation of Schmidt model

In this research, the Thermal Pseudo-Mechanical model (TPM model, proposed by Schmidt et al. [103],[91]) implemented in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS 4.0/4.4 has been adopted to investigate the thermal distribution in the FSW joints produced with different process variants: CSSP, SSSP, CSDP, and SSDP.

In FSW process, heat is generated by the plastic deformation of material caused by the tool shoulder and tool pin.

\[
q = a \omega \gamma r(T)
\]

Eq (4.1)

Heat generated during FSW process is mostly transferred by heat conduction (from tool to workpiece and from workpiece to the backing plate) and dissipated by heat convection (from domains to the ambient). The heat conduction between the workpiece
and the backing plate is expressed in the form of heat convection. Heat transfer from one domain to another is simulated by the implicit heat transfer equation 4.2.

\[ k \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \right) = h(T_1 - T_2) \]  

Eq (4.2)

Equation 4.1 is the equation of local heat generation strength in FSW process, which has been discussed previously. Equation 4.2 is the implicit heat transfer to simulate heat transfer from one domain to another.

Here, \( q \) is the local strength of heat source (J) generated on the tool surface. \( \omega \) is the tool angular velocity (rad/s). “r” is the radial distance (m) from the simulated location to tool rotation axis. \( T \) is the temperature (K). \( \tau(T) \) is the temperature dependent flow stress (MPa) of the involved workpiece material. “\( k \)” is the thermal conductivity (W/(m·K)). \( T_1 \) is the temperature of the domain from where heat transfers to another domain with the temperature of \( T_2 \). “\( h \)” is the heat transfer coefficient (W/(m²·K)) depending on the thermal properties and other conditions of respective domains. \( \alpha \) is the contact condition between the workpiece and the tool, ranging from 0 to 1. Schmidt [91] adopted the contact condition \( \alpha \) (ranging from 0 to 1) between the work piece and the tool to describe the heat generation. If it’s in the fully sticking condition, \( \alpha \) equals to 1; while if it’s in the fully sliding condition, \( \alpha \) equals to 0.

4.5.2 Motivation and Goals

During FSW, the weld joint material undergoes intense thermo-mechanical deformation and temperature cycle. In precipitation hardened aluminum alloys, thermal history in the joint cross section significantly affects the microstructural distribution, which affects the relevant joint properties. Thermal history a joint goes through is the most effective key to understand effects of weld parameters on joint properties. Therefore,
temperature history especially at weld nugget and heat affected zone, which is determined by primary control parameters like weld speeds and forge force, are of utmost significance in study of FSW joint properties. Understanding and finally establishing the relationship between control parameters and temperature history probably realize the tailoring of desired specific properties in FSW joints. Temperature history can be experimentally measured by imbedding TCs inside the tool and/or theoretically simulated by software. Unfortunately, it is hardly possible to measure actual transient temperatures in the deformation zone. Therefore thermal history of FSW with different process variants will be theoretically simulated based on reliable simulation model to investigate the effect of process variants, material properties such as flow stress, thermal conductivity, heat capacity, TBCs, variations in control parameters like rotation rate and welding speed on thermal distribution and power generation.

4.5.3 Details of Simulation

4.5.3.1 Details of Simulated Joints

Table 4.1 Summary of Experimental Control and Response Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FSW Type</th>
<th>Rotation Speed, RPM</th>
<th>Welding Speed, mm/s</th>
<th>Force, KN</th>
<th>Power, KW</th>
<th>Temperature, °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSDP-1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSDP-2</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSDP-1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSDP-2</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among the welds studied in this dissertation, simulation work has been performed on selected comparable joints listed in Table 4.1. Those bead-on-plate welds were performed on AA7099-T7651 plates. Experimental process control and response
parameters are listed in Table 4.1. DP-1 means the 1\textsuperscript{st} pass of the dual pass weld, and DP-2 means the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pass of the weld.

Table 4.2 Summary of Tool Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FSW Type</th>
<th>Taper Angle, °</th>
<th>Pin Material</th>
<th>Shoulder Diameter, mm</th>
<th>Pin Top Diameter, mm</th>
<th>Pin Length, mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>MP159</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>MP159</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>H13 Steel</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSDP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>MP159</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information of tools applied in FSW in this paper has been listed in Table 4.2. Single pass welds were performed by tool pins with a flat/flute depth of 0.89 mm, and a thread pitch of 1.75 mm/thread. Dual pass welds were performed by tool pins with a flat/flute depth of 1.35 mm, and a thread pitch of 2.12 mm/thread.

Single pass welds were performed on 25.4 mm thick plates while the dual pass welds were made on 24.9 mm thick plates machined from the 25.4 mm thick base metal. The thinner plates for dual pass welding were utilized to facilitate the use of a tool originally designed for welding 12.5 mm thick plate while producing some overlap between the first and second pass weld regions. In each case, final weldment dimensions were 203 mm wide by 610 mm long. A 914 mm x 152 mm x 8 mm backing plate (steel BP) made of O1 tool steel was used to make welds in the lab air.

4.5.3.2 Simulation of FSW speeds

During simulation, the tool shoulder is ascribed a velocity field equivalent to the tool rotation rate in CSFSW while equal to zero in SSFSW. The tool pin is ascribed a velocity field equivalent to the tool rotation rate, and the plate is ascribed a linear velocity equal to the welding speed. In the simulation, pin rotates CCT, and workpiece moves in
positive X direction. Therefore according to the adopted coordinate system, when Y>0, it is the advancing side (AS); when Y<0, it is the retreating side (RS).

4.5.3.3 Evaluation and Calibration of TPM model

Experimental values and measured results of temperature and power will be used to evaluate the model reliability and calibrate the model. Then reliable thermal distribution results will be studied to investigate the relationship between process variants and temperature history.

4.5.4 Selection of material properties

4.5.4.1 Contact Condition $\alpha$

The contact condition $\alpha$ is a function of the ratio of the uniform shoulder pressure $\sigma_z$ to the local and temperature dependent yield stress, referring to that of AA7449 [112]. In this research, $\alpha_1$ is the contact condition between the workpiece and the tool shoulder, while $\alpha_2$ is the contact condition between the workpiece and the tool pin. In SSSP, $\alpha_1$ is 0, while $\alpha_2$ is 1. In CSSP, $\alpha_1$ varies from 0 to 1, while $\alpha_2$ is 1. In SSDP-1, $\alpha_1$ is 0, while $\alpha_2$ varies from 0 to 1. In SSDP-2, $\alpha_1$ is 0, while $\alpha_2$ adopts the optimized value based on simulation results of SSDP-1. In CSDP-1, $\alpha_1$ varies from 0 to 1, and $\alpha_2$ varies from 0 to 1. In CSDP-2, $\alpha_1$ adopts the optimized value based on simulation results of CSDP-1, while $\alpha_2$ varies from 0 to 1.

4.5.4.2 Thermal conductivity of workpiece in T7 and W conditions

In SPFSW, before the FSW process, the whole workpiece is the base metal in T7 condition with the thermal conductivity referring to AA7075 [68]. In DPFSW, before the FSW process of the 1st pass, the whole workpiece is also the base metal in T7 condition; after the FSW process of the 1st pass, material in the welded area of the workpiece has
experienced intense mechanical and thermal cycles, considered as in the W condition, resulting in different thermal conductivities from the material in T7 condition under the same temperature. To simulate this change, the rectangular area (with the same area of the pin’s cross section, the red area as shown in Figure 4.114c) underneath the pin is considered as in the W condition with different thermal conductivity $K_w$ which is needed to be determined, while other area in the workpiece is considered as still in T7 condition. In this research, $K_w(T)$ (thermal conductivity in W condition) is assumed to be some certain value ($\Delta K$) substracted from the $K(T)$ (thermal conductivity in T7 condition), which means $K_w=K-\Delta K$.

Table 4.3 Thermal conductivity, heat capacity and density of materials adopted in the Simulation [68],[123]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Workpiece</th>
<th>Tool shoulder (H13 Steel)</th>
<th>Tool Probe (MP159)</th>
<th>Backing Plate (O1 tool steel)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Conductivity, W/(m·°C)</td>
<td>(0.1265T+153.4)-a₃</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Capacity, J/(Kg·°C)</td>
<td>0.8509T+825.7</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density, Kg/m³</td>
<td>2850</td>
<td>7750</td>
<td>8330</td>
<td>7750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The function of $K(T)$ has been listed in Table 4.3, along with heat capacity and density of materials adopted in the simulation [68],[123]. $a₃$ ranging from 0.7~1 is the coefficient multiplying with $K(T)$ to adjust the thermal conductivity of workpiece in T7 condition. $\Delta K$ varies from 0 to 100 W/(m·K). For example, when $\Delta K$ equals to 20 W/(m·K), then $K_w$ is assumed to be 20 W/(m·K) less than the $K$, which means $K_w=K-20=0.1265T+133.4$. In this research, in SSSP, CSSP, SSDP-1 and CSDP-1, material in the whole workpiece is AA7099 in T7 condition with the thermal conductivity
of $K$. In SSDP-2 and CSDP-2, the rectangular area (red area as shown in Figure 4.114c) underneath the pin is considered as in the $W$ condition with different thermal conductivity $K_w$ ($\Delta K$ varies from 0 to 100 W/(m·K)), while other area in the workpiece is considered as still in $T7$ condition with the thermal conductivity of $K$.

4.5.4.3 Temperature dependent flow stress of workpiece: $a_4 \cdot \tau(T)$

Temperature dependent flow stress of workpiece $\tau(T)$ is listed in Table 4.4 [68]. $a_4$ ranging from 0.7~1 is the coefficient multiplying with $\tau(T)$ to adjust the flow stress of workpiece in simulation. Boundary convection coefficients of interfaces adopted in the simulation are listed in Table 4.5. The different heat transfer coefficients have been applied to the entire top surface of the simulated workpiece.

Table 4.4 Temperature dependent flow stress of workpiece adopted in Simulation [68]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature, °C</th>
<th>Standard Flow Stress, MPa</th>
<th>Adjusted Flow Stress, MPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120(1-$a_4$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100(1-$a_4$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80(1-$a_4$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>475</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60(1-$a_4$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30(1-$a_4$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>532</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5 Boundary convection coefficients of interfaces adopted in the Simulation. Convection coefficients between boundaries and air refer to Maxx’s report [112].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interfaces</th>
<th>Boundary convection coefficients: $W/(m^2\cdot K)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Backing plate &amp; underneath FSW table</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backing plate &amp; air</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workpiece &amp; air</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower shoulder &amp; air</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper shoulder &amp; air</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top of upper shoulder &amp; other adjacent parts</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal management on workpiece surface</td>
<td>$h=10, 200$ or $5000$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.5.4.4 Simulation Approaches

The following parameters will be adjusted while keeping other factors the same to investigate effects of variables on thermal distribution and power:

(1) Contact condition on shoulder $\alpha_1$, ranging from 0 to 1.

(2) Contact condition on pin $\alpha_2$, ranging from 0 to 1.

(3) Temperature dependent thermal conductivity of workpiece in T7 condition: $a_3\cdot k(T)$, here $a_3=0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1$.

(4) Temperature dependent thermal conductivity of workpiece in W condition: $k(T) - \Delta K$, here $\Delta K$ varies from 0 to 100 W/(m·K).

(5) T dependent flow stress of workpiece: $a_4\cdot \tau(T)$, here $a_4=0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1$.

(6) Rotation rate at constant welding speed: 5~30.2 rad/s.

(7) Welding speed at constant rotation rate for SP: 0.85, 1.275, 1.7, 2.125 mm/s.

(8) Welding speed at constant rotation rate for DP: 1.7, 2.125, 2.55, 2.975, 3.4, 3.825, 4.25 mm/s.

(9) Different speeds with the same APR (rotating rate/welding speed) for SP:
   ① 16.76 rad/s & 0.85 mm/s; ② 25.14 rad/s & 1.275 mm/s;
   ③ 33.52 rad/s & 1.7 mm/s; ④ 41.9 rad/s & 2.125 mm/s

(10) Different sets of speeds with the same APR for DP-1:
    ① 16.76 rad/s & 1.7 mm/s; ② 20.95 rad/s & 2.125 mm/s;
    ③ 25.14 rad/s & 2.55 mm/s; ④ 29.33 rad/s & 2.975 mm/s;
    ⑤ 33.52 rad/s & 3.4 mm/s; ⑥ 37.71 rad/s & 3.825 mm/s;
    ⑦ 41.9 rad/s & 4.25 mm/s.

(11) Different heat transfer coefficients at workpiece surface, W/(m²·K):
① \( h = 10 \) corresponds approximately to convection to still air;

② \( h = 200 \) corresponds approximately to convection to forced air;

③ \( h = 5000 \) corresponds approximately to convection associated with vigorous water spray.

4.5.5 Simulation Procedures

4.5.5.1 Data Collecting

Data like process control parameters of FSW like rotation rate, welding speed and forge force, geometries, properties like density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity of all domains, temperature dependent flow stress, temperature dependent thermal conductivity of workpiece has been collected to build the TPM model. Contact conditions between workpiece and shoulder/pin haven been determined during simulation. Experimental values of response variables like temperature and power have also been collected to evaluate the model reliability and calibrate the model.

4.5.5.2 TPM model building

![Figure 4.112 A snapshot of COMSOL Graphical User Interface](image)

COMSOL graphical user interface with typical geometries in different domains is shown in Figure 4.112. In this simulation, different domains to be built include the upper...
shoulder (US), the lower shoulder (LS), the pin, the workpiece (WP), and the backing plate (BP), as shown in Figure 4.113. Terms of area heat generation are applied over the interface between the workpiece material and the tool shoulder ($q_{\text{shoulder}}$), and the interfaces between the workpiece material and the tool probe ($q_{\text{pina}}$ around pin and $q_{\text{pinb}}$ at pin bottom), as shown in Figure 4.113. Typical cross sections in y-z plane of TPM model of (a) SP, (b) DP-1 and (c) DP-2 are shown in Figure 4.114. In CSFSW, both the rotating shoulder and the probe are assigned a velocity field equal to the tool rotation rate. In SSFSW, the stationary shoulder has a velocity of zero, while the rotating probe is assigned a velocity field equivalent to the tool rotation rate. In both CSFSW and SSFSW, the workpiece is assigned a linear velocity equal to the tool travelling speed.

![Typical TPM model for SPFSW](image)

(a) Global TPM model of SPFSW

(b) Shoulder  (c) Pin around  (d) Pin bottom

Figure 4.113 Typical TPM model for SPFSW: (a) global TPM model, interface of (b) WP and tool shoulder, (c) WP and tool pin around, and (d) WP and tool pin bottom. Heat generation terms are applied in shoulder/WP and pin/WP interfaces (blue areas)
4.5.5.3 Definition of Heat Generation

Terms of area heat generation are applied over the interface (blue areas as shown in Figure 4.112) between the workpiece material and the tool shoulder \( q_{\text{shoulder}} \), and the interfaces between the workpiece material and the tool probe around pin \( q_{\text{pinA}} \) and at pin bottom \( q_{\text{pinB}} \). When contact conditions on shoulder and pin are constants, heat generated at different interfaces of tool and workpiece is stated as following:

Heat generated by shoulder \( q_s = a_1 \omega r T(T) \);

Heat generated by pin around \( q_{\text{pinA}} = a_2 \omega r T(T) \);

Heat generated by pin bottom \( q_{\text{pinB}} = a_2 \omega r T(T) \).

Here \( a_1 \) is the contact condition between shoulder and workpiece, and \( a_2 \) is the average contact condition between pin and workpiece. Constant values between 0~1 can be assigned depending on specific conditions. Contact condition of shoulder and workpiece \( a_1 \) in SS is 0 (fully sliding).

4.5.5.4 Mesh

Free tetrahedral element is applied to mesh the 3D model. Since the tool shoulder and pin have the similar scale of geometry, while the workpiece and backing plate have the similar scale of geometry, different free tetrahedral elements with normal densities...
have been applied in tool shoulder and pin with an average mesh size of 54 mm, while in workpiece and backing plate with an average mesh size of 6 mm. Since that in area nearby the tool shoulder and pin the gradients of temperature and strain are known to be higher, finer mesh near the heat source while coarser mesh in the exterior are applied, as shown in Figure 4.115.

Figure 4.115 Snapshot of meshed geometry inside COMSOL

4.5.5.5 Run the Model

When the model is built, click the “calculate” button to run the simulation. COMSOL software keeps calculating the temperature distribution in steady state. After satisfactory convergence is reached, a thermal field is available in all domains of the model as shown in Figure 4.116. Then results of heat generation at different interfaces of tool and workpiece, temperature distribution and so on can be plotted and exported for further study.
4.5.6 Simulation Results and Discussion

4.5.6.1 Study 1: Calibrate the TPM model

Goal of this study is to calibrate the model and determine properties and parameters adopted in the simulation to build a reliable model, yielding reasonable results. Results of simulated and experimental temperature and power have been plotted in Figure 4.117–Figure 4.120.

Figure 4.117 shows the measured and simulated temperature at pin center and power of the SSSP joint #4306, respectively. Here alpha on the shoulder $\alpha_1$ equals to 0. It shows that, as for the SSSP joint #4306, when $\alpha_2$ ranges from 0.3 to 0.5, the simulation yields reasonable and reliable simulated results with acceptable differences relative to experimental results. When $\alpha_2$ equals to 0.4, relative to measured values, the simulation
yields currently the best results: simulated power is 6% larger, simulated temperature at pin center is 4% lower. It shows that the selection of material properties is reasonable, and the model for the SSSP joint is reliable. $\alpha_2$ with a value of 0.4 will be adopted in the following simulation of CSSP joint #4299.

Figure 4.117 Simulated and measured temperature and power as a function of alpha on pin in SSSP: alpha on shoulder is 0

Figure 4.117 also shows that, in SSSP, with the increasing contact condition on pin (less slip), simulated power and then temperature at pin center increased with decreasing slopes. Under the same speeds, power enjoys the same trend with torque. Therefore with the increasing contact condition on pin, simulated torque increased with a decreasing slope, possibly due to that on one hand, more power is required to soften the workpiece material around pin while on the other hand, the softer material will yield lower flow stress, resulting in the torque and power increase with decreasing slopes.

Figure 4.118 shows the measured and simulated temperature at pin center and power of the CSSP joint #4299, respectively. Here alpha on the pin $\alpha_2$ equals to 0.4. It shows that, as for the CSSP joint #4299, when $\alpha_1$ ranges from 0 to 0.1, the simulation yields reasonable and reliable results with acceptable differences relative to experimental results. When $\alpha_1$ equals to 0.07, relative to measured values, the simulation yields currently the best results: simulated power is 10% larger, simulated temperature at pin
center is 4% lower. It shows that the selection of material properties is reasonable, and the model for the CSSP joint is reliable.

![Figure 4.118](image1.png)  
(a) Simulated and measured temperature and power as a function of alpha on shoulder, and (b) simulated power generated by pin, shoulder, and total power in CSSP: alpha on pin is 0.4

Figure 4.118 also shows that, in CSSP, with the increasing contact condition on shoulder (less slip), simulated temperature at pin center increased slightly, simulated power of pin decreased with a decreasing slope, simulated power of shoulder increased with a decreasing slope, while total simulated power increased with a decreasing slope. For this gage, when alpha on shoulder is less than about 0.7, pin power is always larger than shoulder power and the difference decreases when alpha on shoulder increases; when alpha on shoulder is larger than about 0.7, shoulder power is slightly larger than pin power and the difference increases slightly when alpha on shoulder increases.

Figure 4.119 shows the measured and simulated temperature at pin center and power of the SSDP-1 joint #4309, respectively. Here alpha on the shoulder $\alpha_1$ equals to 0. It shows that, as for the SSDP-1 joint #4309, when $\alpha_2$ ranges from 0.4 to 0.7, the simulation yields reasonable and reliable simulated results with acceptable differences relative to experimental results. When $\alpha_2$ equals to 0.5, relative to measured values, the simulation yields currently the best results: simulated power is 5% larger, simulated
temperature at pin center is 10% lower. It shows that the selection of material properties is reasonable, and the model for the SSDP-1 joint is reliable. $\alpha_2$ with a value of 0.5 will be adopted in the following simulation of CSDP-1 joint #4302. Figure 4.119 also shows that, in SSDP-1, with the increasing contact condition on pin (less slip), simulated power and then temperature at pin center increased with decreasing slopes.

Figure 4.119 Simulated and measured temperature and power as a function of alpha on pin in SSDP-1: alpha on shoulder is 0

Figure 4.120 shows the measured and simulated temperature at pin center and power of the CSDP-1 joint #4302, respectively. Here alpha on the pin $\alpha_2$ equals to 0.5. It shows that, as for the CSDP-1 joint #4302, when $\alpha_1$ ranges from 0 to 0.1, the simulation yields reasonable and reliable results with acceptable differences relative to experimental results. It shows that the selection of material properties is reasonable, and the model for the CSDP-1 joint is reliable.

Figure 4.120 also shows that, in CSDP-1, with the increasing contact condition on shoulder (less slip), simulated temperature at pin center increased slightly, simulated power of pin decreased with a decreasing slope, simulated power of shoulder increased with a decreasing slope, while total simulated power increased with a decreasing slope.
For this gage, pin power is always larger than shoulder power and the difference decreases when alpha on shoulder increases.

Figure 4.120 (a) Simulated and measured temperature and power as a function of alpha on shoulder, and (b) simulated power generated by pin, shoulder, and total power in CSDP-1: alpha on pin is 0.5

Since that in DP-2 joints, workpiece underneath the tool has been changed from T7 condition to W condition due to the 1\textsuperscript{st} pass weld, which results in uncertainties and changes of properties like temperature dependent flow stress and thermal conductivity, heat capacity and so on, simulation of DP-2 joints will not be considered and discussed here in study 1~3. Study 4 is to investigate the effect of changes in temperature dependent thermal conductivity of workpiece in W condition on simulated temperature and power. Based on the above study, it shows that the selection of material properties and coefficients is reasonable, and the built TPM model is reliable. In the following study, the model will be used to investigate effects and trends as discussed previously.

4.5.6.2 Study 2: Effects of adjusted Variables

Goal of this study is to investigate effects of temperature dependent thermal conductivity $k(T)$ and flow stress $\tau(T)$ of workpiece, rotation rate, welding speed, different sets of speeds with the same APR and different thermal managements applied on workpiece surface on simulated temperature and power. The same contact conditions
of shoulder and pin have been adopted when the same shoulder is applied. In SSSP and SSDP-1, $\alpha_1$ equals to 0, and $\alpha_2$ equals to 0.5. In CSSP and CSDP-1, $\alpha_1$ equals to 0.1, and $\alpha_2$ equals to 0.5. In SSSP, CSSP, SSDP-1 and CSDP-1, when standard values of variables like flow stress etc. are applied, differences of simulated temperature at pin center from measured results are -2% (2% smaller), -2%, -5% and -3%, respectively, while differences of simulated power from measured results are -11%, -16%, 5% and 15% (15% larger), respectively. Here negative value means the simulated result is lower, while positive value means the simulated result is larger, compared with measured results. Those simulated results especially the power results may be not very close to the experimental results. However, trends generated by those models are reliable and useful.

Figure 4.121(a~j) show the simulated temperature at pin center, simulated pin power, shoulder power and total simulated power as functions of separately adjusted variables in the simulation of SP joints.
Figure 4.121 Simulated T at pin center and power as functions of adjusted variables in SP

Figure 4.121(a~b) shows that, in SP, with the increasing of thermal conductivity $k(T)$ of workpiece, simulated temperature at pin center decreased slightly, while simulated total power increased. In CSSP, simulated pin power increased, while simulated shoulder power was similar. Under the same thermal conductivity, relative to SSSP, in CSSP, simulated temperature at pin center is about 10°C higher, and simulated total power is about 7% larger. Under the same thermal conductivity, in CSSP, simulated pin power is much larger than simulated shoulder power.
Figure 4.121(c~d) shows that, in SP, with the increasing of flow stress ($T$) of workpiece, simulated temperature at pin center and power increased slightly. In CSSP, both simulated pin power and shoulder power increased slightly. Under the same flow stress, relative to SSSP, in CSSP, simulated temperature at pin center is about 10°C higher, and simulated total power is about 7% larger. Under the same flow stress, in CSSP, simulated pin power is much larger than simulated shoulder power.

Figure 4.121(e~f) shows that, in SP, keeping the welding speed constant, with the increasing of rotation rate, simulated temperature at pin center and power increased with a decreasing slope. Results conform to what is expected from actual welds showing a plateau in power and probe temperature at high rotation rate. In CSSP, simulated pin power increased with a decreasing slope, while simulated shoulder power increased. Under the same rotation rate, relative to SSSP, in CSSP, simulated temperature at pin center is 10°C higher, and simulated total power is 7% larger. Under the same rotation rate, in CSSP, simulated pin power is much larger than simulated shoulder power.

Figure 4.121(g~h) shows that, in SP, keeping the rotation rate constant, with the increasing of welding speed, simulated temperature at pin center decreased slightly, and simulated total power increased. In CSSP, simulated pin power increased, while simulated shoulder power was similar. Under the same welding speed, relative to SSSP, in CSSP, simulated temperature at pin center is about 10°C higher, and simulated total power is about 7% larger. Under the same welding speed, in CSSP, simulated pin power is much larger than simulated shoulder power.

Figure 4.121(i~j) shows that, in SP, keeping the APR (rotation rate/welding speed) constant, with the increasing of speeds, simulated temperature at pin center increased
slightly, and simulated total power increased. It’s also consistent with experimental observation. In CSSP, both simulated pin power and shoulder power increased. Under the same speeds, relative to SSSP, in CSSP, simulated temperature at pin center is about 7°C higher, and simulated total power is about 7% larger. Under the same welding speed, in CSSP, simulated pin power is much larger than simulated shoulder power.

Generally, Figure 4.121 shows that, in SP, the effect of increasing thermal conductivity of workpiece is to decrease temperature at pin center slightly and increase power; the effect of increasing flow stress of workpiece is to increase temperature at pin center and power slightly; the effect of increasing rotation rate while keeping welding speed constant is to increase temperature at pin center and power with decreasing slopes; the effect of increasing welding speed while keeping rotation rate constant is to decrease temperature at pin center slightly and increase power; the effect of increasing speeds while keeping the APR constant is to increase temperature at pin center slightly and increase power. It indicates that the above variables affect temperature at pin center slightly, while affect power at some extent, especially the rotation rate, welding speed, and then thermal conductivity of workpiece. Figure 4.121 also shows that, relative to SSSP, in CSSP, simulated temperature at pin center is about 7~10°C higher, and simulated total power is about 7% larger; In CSSP, simulated pin power is much larger than simulated shoulder power which might due to the selected values of contact conditions on pin (0.5) and shoulder (0.1) in CSSP.

Figure 4.122(a~j) show the simulated temperature at pin center, simulated pin power, shoulder power and total simulated power as functions of separately adjusted variables in the simulation of DP-1 joints.
Figure 4.122 Simulated temperature at pin center and power as functions of adjusted variables in DP-1 joints

Figure 4.122(a~b) shows that, in DP-1, with the increasing of thermal conductivity $k(T)$ of workpiece, simulated temperature at pin center decreased slightly, while simulated total power increased. In CSDP-1, simulated pin power increased, while simulated shoulder power was similar. Under the same thermal conductivity, relative to SSDP-1, in CSDP-1, simulated temperature at pin center is about 18$^\circ$C higher, and simulated total power is about 6% larger. Under the same thermal conductivity, in CSDP-1, simulated pin power is much larger than simulated shoulder power.

Figure 4.122(c~d) shows that, in DP-1, with the increasing of flow stress $(T)$ of workpiece, simulated temperature at pin center increased slightly, and simulated power increased. In CSDP-1, simulated pin power increased, and simulated shoulder power was similar. Under the same flow stress, relative to SSDP-1, in CSDP-1, simulated temperature at pin center is about 18$^\circ$C higher, and simulated total power is about 6% larger. Under the same flow stress, in CSDP-1, simulated pin power is much larger than simulated shoulder power.

Figure 4.122(e~f) shows that, in DP-1, keeping the welding speed constant, with the increasing of rotation rate, simulated $T$ at pin center and power increased with a
decreasing slope. Results conform to what is expected from actual welds showing a plateau in power and probe T at high rotation rate. In CSDP-1, simulated pin power increased with a decreasing slope, while simulated shoulder power increased. Under the same rotation rate, relative to SSDP-1, in CSDP-1, simulated T at pin center is about 18°C higher, and simulated total power is about 7% larger. Under the same rotation rate, in CSDP-1, simulated pin power is much larger than simulated shoulder power.

Figure 4.122(g~h) shows that, in DP-1, keeping the rotation rate constant, with the increasing of welding speed, simulated T at pin center decreased slightly, and simulated total power increased. In CSDP-1, simulated pin power increased, while simulated shoulder power was similar. Under the same welding speed, relative to SSDP-1, in CSDP-1, simulated T at pin center is about 18°C higher, and simulated total power is about 8% larger. Under the same welding speed, in CSDP-1, simulated pin power is much larger than simulated shoulder power.

Figure 4.122(i~j) shows that, in DP-1, keeping the APR (rotation rate/welding speed) constant, with the increasing of speeds, simulated T at pin center increased slightly, and simulated total power increased. It’s also consistent with experimental observation. In CSDP-1, both simulated pin power and shoulder power increased. Under the same speeds, relative to SSDP-1, in CSDP-1, simulated T at pin center is about 16°C higher, and simulated total power is about 7% larger. Under the same welding speed, in CSDP-1, simulated pin power is much larger than simulated shoulder power.

Generally, Figure 4.122 shows similar results of DP-1 with SP: in DP-1, the effect of increasing thermal conductivity of workpiece is to decrease temperature at pin center slightly and increase power; the effect of increasing flow stress of workpiece is to
increase temperature at pin center slightly and increase power; the effect of increasing rotation rate while keeping welding speed constant is to increase temperature at pin center and power with decreasing slopes; the effect of increasing welding speed while keeping rotation rate constant is to decrease temperature at pin center slightly and increase power; the effect of increasing speeds while keeping the APR constant is to increase temperature at pin center slightly and increase power. It indicates that the above variables affect temperature at pin center slightly, while affect power at some extent, especially the rotation rate, welding speed, and then thermal conductivity of workpiece.

Figure 4.122 also shows that, relative to SSDP-1, in CSDP-1, simulated temperature at pin center is about 16~18°C higher, and simulated total power is about 7% larger; In CSDP-1, simulated pin power is much larger than simulated shoulder power, which is different from the current opinion that heat generated by the rotating shoulder dominates during FSW process.

4.5.6.3 Study 3: Effects of Thermal Boundary Conditions

Goal of this study is to investigate effects of the welding speed and thermal management applied on the workpiece surface on thermal distribution, HAZ width, transverse temperature profiles, HAZ temperature history, time of temperature staying among 200~350°C (relative temperature in HAZ) and power at various depths. The different convection coefficients have been applied to the entire top surface of the simulated workpiece.

Figure 4.123 shows the way to determine the HAZ width and time of temperature staying among 200~350°C. First, plot the 2D temperature contour plot in XY plane as shown in Figure 4.123(a). Here pin rotates CCT, and workpiece moves in positive X
direction. Therefore in this graph, advancing side (AS) is at the side when $Y>0$, while retreating side (RS) is at the side when $Y<0$. Determine the points $(x,y)$ at which the $350^\circ C$ isotherm is tangent to the welding direction at AS (as indicated by the solid black line in Figure 4.123(a)) and RS, then HAZ width is obtained. These $y$-values will correspond approximately to the HAZ minimum hardness location. Secondly, extract the temperature history data of the located positions at either AS or RS, and plot it as a function of $x$ and convert $x$ to time through welding speed, as shown in Figure 4.123(b), and calculate relevant time using arbitrary 200-350$^\circ C$ range.

![Figure 4.123](image)

(a) 2D isothermal contour plot in XY plane
(b) Simulated temperature as a function of time

Figure 4.123 Determination of HAZ width and time of T staying among 200~350°C

4.5.6.3.1 3D and 2D thermal distributions

![Figure](image)

(a) SSSP: $h=10$
(b) CSSP: $h=10
Figure 4.124 Typical 3D view of T field obtained from TPM model of SP joints
Figure 4.125 Typical contour plots of temperature at transverse cross-section obtained from TPM model of SP joints

Figure 4.126 Typical 3D view of T field obtained from TPM model of DP-1 joints
Figure 4.127 Typical contour plots of temperature at transverse cross-section obtained from TPM model of DP-1 joints

Figure 4.124 and Figure 4.125 show typical 3D view of T field and 2D contour plots of T at transverse cross-section obtained from TPM models of SP joints. Figure 4.126 and Figure 4.127 show typical 3D view of temperature field and 2D contour plots of temperature at transverse cross-section obtained from TPM models of DP-1 joints.
Figure 4.124~Figure 4.127 show that, in both SP and DP-1, different h (heat transfer coefficient) at workpiece surface caused different thermal distributions on workpiece surface and on transverse cross section: higher h, then less tapered NG shape, and narrower HAZ area especially near weld crown. For the highest h, there is significant difference in the shape of the near crown isotherms compared to lower h.

4.5.6.3.2 Simulated Temperature at pin center and Power

![Temperature and Power Graphs](image)

Figure 4.128 Simulated (a) T at pin center and (b) power as a function of welding speed with different h applied at workpiece surface obtained from TPM model of SP joints

Figure 4.129 Simulated (a) T at pin center and (b) power as a function of welding speed with different h applied at workpiece surface obtained from TPM model of DP-1 joints

Figure 4.128 shows the simulated (a) temperature at pin center and (b) power as a function of welding speed with different h applied at workpiece surface obtained from
TPM models of SP joints. Figure 4.129 shows the simulated (a) temperature at pin center and (b) power as a function of welding speed with different h applied at workpiece surface obtained from TPM models of DP-1 joints.

Figure 4.128~Figure 4.129 show that, when welding speed increased, in both SP and DP-1, T decreased slightly, while power increased, which effects decreased when thermal managements with higher heat transfer coefficient applied on the workpiece surface. Higher heat transfer coefficient at the workpiece surface decreased T and increased power. However, effects of higher heat transfer coefficient at the workpiece surface on decreasing T and increasing power are smaller in DP-1 than those in SP.

4.5.6.3.3 HAZ Width at various depths

Figure 4.130 shows the HAZ width as a function of welding speed with different h applied at workpiece surface (a) at crown, (b) at mid-plane and (c) at root obtained from TPM model of SP joints. Figure 4.130 shows that, in both SSSP and CSSP, when welding speed increased, HAZ width decreased, and the decreasing slope was smaller when higher h was applied. At the same welding speed and h, HAZ width decreased from pin top to root. Relative to SS, in SP, CS resulted in wider HAZ especially at crown, and had little effect on HAZ width at root.
Figure 4.130 HAZ width as a function of welding speed with different h applied at workpiece surface obtained from TPM model of SP joints: (a) at crown, (b) at mid-plane and (c) at root.

Figure 4.131 HAZ width as a function of welding speed with different h applied at workpiece surface obtained from TPM model of DP-1 joints: (a) at crown, (b) at mid-plane and (c) at root.

Figure 4.131 shows the HAZ width as a function of welding speed with different h applied at workpiece surface (a) at crown, (b) at mid-plane and (c) at root obtained...
from TPM model of DP-1 joints. Figure 4.131 shows that, in both SSDP-1 and CSDP-1, when welding speed increased, HAZ width decreased slightly. At the same welding speed and h, HAZ width decreased slightly from pin top to root. Relative to SS, in DP-1, CS resulted in a little wider HAZ especially at crown, and affected HAZ width at root little.

Figure 4.130 and Figure 4.131 also show that, relative to SP, in DP-1, h has much less effect on HAZ width.

4.5.6.3.4 Transverse Temperature Profile at pin center

(a) SSSP: 0.85 mm/s  
(b) CSSP: 0.85 mm/s

(c) SSSP: 1.275 mm/s  
(d) CSSP: 1.275 mm/s

(e) SSSP: 1.7 mm/s  
(f) CSSP: h=1.7 mm/s
Figure 4.132 shows the simulated temperature at pin center as a function of distance to weld center with different welding speeds and h applied at workpiece surface obtained from TPM model of SP joints. Figure 4.133 shows the simulated temperature at pin center as a function of distance to weld center with different welding speeds and h applied at workpiece surface obtained from TPM model of DP-1 joints.
(e) SSDP-1: 2.55 mm/s

(f) CSDP-1: h=2.55 mm/s

(g) SSDP-1: 2.975 mm/s

(h) CSDP-1: h=2.975 mm/s

(i) SSDP-1: 3.4 mm/s

(j) CSDP-1: 3.4 mm/s

(k) SSDP-1: 3.825 mm/s

(l) CSDP-1: h=3.825 mm/s
Figure 4.133 Simulated temperature at pin center as a function of distance to weld center with different welding speeds and h applied at workpiece surface obtained from TPM model of DP-1 joints

Figure 4.132 and Figure 4.133 show that, in both SP and DP-1, under the same welding speed, different h at workpiece surface caused different thermal distributions on transverse cross section: higher h, then lower temperature at the same distance to weld center. The effect of h on probe mid-plane temperature is relatively small. With the same h and rotation rate, higher welding speed reduced the effect of h, and decreased the temperature at pin center. Temperature is slightly asymmetric at AS and RS. Relative to SP, in DP-1, h has much less effect on transverse temperature profile.

4.5.6.3.5 HAZ Temperature history at various depths

Figure 4.134~Figure 4.137 show the HAZ temperature history as a function of process time at various depths with different welding speed and h applied at workpiece surface obtained from TPM model of SP joints. Figure 4.138~Figure 4.144 show the HAZ temperature history as a function of process time at various depths with different welding speed and h applied at workpiece surface obtained from TPM model of DP-1 joints.
Figure 4.134 HAZ T history as a function of process time at various depths with different h applied at WP surface obtained from TPM model of SP: welding speed 0.85 mm/s
Figure 4.135 HAZ T history as a function of process time at various depths with different h applied at WP surface obtained from TPM model of SP: a welding speed of 1.275 mm/s
Figure 4.136 HAZ T history as a function of process time at various depths with different \( h \) applied at WP surface obtained from TPM model of SP: a welding speed of 1.7 mm/s.
Figure 4.137 HAZ T history as a function of process time at various depths with different h applied at WP surface obtained from TPM model of SP: a welding speed of 2.125 mm/s

(a) SSDP-1: 1.7 mm/s, crown

(b) CSDP-1: 1.7 mm/s, crown

(c) SSDP-1: 1.7 mm/s, mid-plane

(d) CSDP-1: 1.7 mm/s, mid-plane

(e) SSDP-1: 1.7 mm/s, root

(f) CSDP-1: 1.7 mm/s, root

Figure 4.138 HAZ T history as a function of process time at various depths with different h applied at WP surface obtained from TPM model of DP-1: a welding speed of 1.7 mm/s
Figure 4.139 HAZ T history as a function of process time at various depths with different h applied at WP surface obtained from TPM model of DP-1: welding speed 2.125 mm/s
Figure 4.140 HAZ T history as a function of process time at various depths with different h applied at WP surface obtained from TPM model of DP-1: welding speed of 2.55 mm/s

(a) SSDP-1: 2.975 mm/s, crown
(b) CSDP-1: 2.975 mm/s, crown
(c) SSDP-1: 2.975 mm/s, mid-plane
(d) CSDP-1: 2.975 mm/s, mid-plane
(e) SSDP-1: 2.975 mm/s, root
(f) CSDP-1: 2.975 mm/s, root
Figure 4.141 HAZ T history as a function of process time at various depths with different h applied at WP surface obtained from TPM model of DP-1: welding speed 2.975 mm/s

(a) SSDP-1: 3.4 mm/s, crown
(b) CSDP-1: 3.4 mm/s, crown
(c) SSDP-1: 3.4 mm/s, mid-plane
(d) CSDP-1: 3.4 mm/s, mid-plane
(e) SSDP-1: 3.4 mm/s, root
(f) CSDP-1: 3.4 mm/s, root

Figure 4.142 HAZ T history as a function of process time at various depths with different h applied at WP surface obtained from TPM model of DP-1: a welding speed of 3.4 mm/s
Figure 4.143 HAZ T history as a function of process time at various depths with different h applied at WP surface obtained from TPM model of DP-1: welding speed 3.825 mm/s
Figure 4.144 HAZ T history as a function of process time at various depths with different h applied at WP surface obtained from TPM model of DP-1: welding speed 4.25 mm/s

Figure 4.134~Figure 4.144 show that, in both SP and DP-1, with the same welding speed and h, far field thermal histories at various depths are similar. With the same h, when welding speed increased, heating and cooling rates increased. At the same depth from weld crown, different h at workpiece surface caused different thermal histories: higher h, then higher heating and cooling rates.

4.5.6.3.6 Time of Temperature staying among 200~350℃ at various depths
Figure 4.145 Time of T staying among 200~350°C with different $h$ applied at WP: SP

Figure 4.146 Time of T staying among 200~350°C at various depths: SP
Figure 4.147 Time of T staying among 200~350°C with different h: DP-1
Figure 4.148 Time of T staying among 200~350°C at various depths: DP-1

Figure 4.145 and Figure 4.146 show the time of T staying among 200~350°C as a function of welding speed at various depths with different h applied at workpiece surface obtained from TPM model of SP joints. Figure 4.147 and Figure 4.148 show the time of temperature staying among 200~350°C as a function of welding speed at various depths with different h applied at workpiece surface obtained from TPM model of DP-1 joints.

Figure 4.145~Figure 4.148 show that, in both SP and DP-1, with the same h, when welding speed increased, time of temperature staying among 200~350°C decreased with decreasing slopes. Time decreased slower when higher h was applied. With the same welding speed, when h increased, time of temperature staying among 200~350°C decreased, and the decreasing effect reduced when distance from weld crown increased.
4.5.6.4 Study 4: Effect of thermal conductivity of workpiece in W condition on thermal
distribution and power of DP-2

In DPFSW, before the FSW process of the 1\textsuperscript{st} pass, the whole workpiece is the
base metal in T7 condition; after the FSW process of the 1\textsuperscript{st} pass, material in the welded
area of the workpiece has experienced intense mechanical and thermal cycles, considered
as in the W condition, resulting in different thermal conductivities from the material in
T7 condition under the same T. To simulate this change, the rectangular area (with the
same area of the pin’s cross section, the red area as shown in Figure 4.114c) underneath
the pin is considered as in the W condition with different thermal conductivity $K_w$ which
is needed to be determined, while other area in the workpiece is considered as still in T7
condition. In this research, $K_w$ (thermal conductivity in W condition) is assumed to be
some certain value ($\Delta K$) subtracted from the $K$ (thermal conductivity in T7 condition),
which means $K_w=K-\Delta K$. $\Delta K$ varies from 0 to 100 W/(m·K). For example, when $\Delta K$
equals to 20 W/(m·K), then $K_w$ is assumed to be 20 W/(m·K) less than the $K$, which
means $K_w=K-20=0.1265T+133.4$. In this research, in SSDP-2 and CSDP-2, the
rectangular area (red area as shown in Figure 4.114c) underneath the pin is considered as
in the W condition with different thermal conductivity $K_w$ ($\Delta K$ varies from 0 to 100
W/(m·K)), while other area in the workpiece is considered as still in T7 condition with
the thermal conductivity of $K$.

Table 4.1 shows the summary of experimental control and response parameters of
simulated joints. It shows that, in DP joints, under the same speeds, relative to DP-1, in
DP-2, $T$ at pin center is about 10\degree C lower, while power is similar. FSW time recorded in
the weld log shows that, there was enough time gap for the plate to cool down to ambient
T after the 1st pass weld and before the 2nd pass weld. The approximate 10°C lower T at pin center of DP-2 is assumed to because of the change in thermal conductivity $\Delta K$ of the area underneath the pin. $\Delta K$ ranging from 0 to 100 W/(m·K) has been applied in the simulation model of DP-2 joints to investigate effect of change in thermal conductivity $\Delta K$ on T change and power in DP-2 relative to DP-1. Figure 4.149 (a) and (b) show the simulated T at pin center and power of DP joints as a function of $\Delta K$, respectively.

![Figure 4.149 Simulated T at pin center and power of DP joints as a function of $\Delta K$](image)

Figure 4.149 shows the simulated (a) T at pin center and (b) power of DP joints as a function of $\Delta K$. It shows that, in SSDP, relative to DP-1, with the same speeds, in DP-2, simulated T at pin center is about 40°C lower, while simulated power is similar; In CSDP, relative to DP-1, with the same speeds, in DP-2, simulated temperature at pin center and power are similar. It also shows that, in DP-2, with the decreasing of thermal conductivity of workpiece in W condition $K_w$ (increasing of $\Delta K$), simulated T at pin center was affected little, while simulated power decreased slightly. This study indicates that the change in thermal conductivity of workpiece in W condition is not the reason resulting about 10°C lower T in DP-2 relative to DP-1. Some other possible factors like changes in flow stress, heat capacity and so on could be considered in future work to figure out the reason.
CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Summary

In this research, different thermal managements in FSW have been applied and investigated to further understand CSFSW and SSFSW mechanical and metallurgical process, produce high quality thick plate SSFSW joint on 7xxx aluminum alloys, as well as investigate the influence of control parameters, thermal distribution and history in welded joint’s response parameters, metallurgical and mechanical properties. Thermal managements mainly include modifying thermal boundary conditions at the workpiece surface (in air or water spray) and underneath the workpiece (backing plates with different thermal conductivity) and adopting process variants like conventional shoulder (CS), stationary shoulder (SS), single pass (SP) and dual pass (DP).

Literature review has been presented in chapter 2 for depicting a thorough background and reviewing relevant studies in several aspects. First, basic background of FSW like history of invention and developments, process advantages and disadvantages relative to other joining technologies, process parameters, and weld microstructure are reviewed to provide this research work a general background. Then to offer a general idea about the crucial mechanism in FSW and how to tailor the process variables to obtain sound and defect-free weld joints depend on specific applications, effects of
primary control parameters (like tool rotation rate, travelling speed, and forge force) on response parameters (torque, temperature), thermal history and properties, effects of temperature and its transients on weld properties, as well as temperature measuring methods are reviewed. Thermal managements in FSW especially the modification of thermal boundary conditions are also reviewed to better understand the thermal managements applied in this research. Finally, state of the art of FSW modeling is reviewed to widen and deepen our understanding of simulation about FSW process.

Currently this research of FSW is mainly conducted by experiments, post experiment analysis and simulation. The experimental devices, procedures, materials (detailed chemistry compositions, general precipitation sequences and properties), procedures, welding setup, welding preparation, data acquisition, metallography sample preparation, and various testing methods used in this process are illustrated. In this research, FSW with various thermal managements and process variants in 24.9mm and 25.4mm thick AA7099-T7651 aluminum alloy plates has been produced and studied. To understand single pass FSW in different aluminum alloys, welds of 32mm thick AA7050-T7451 and 25.4mm thick AA6061-T651 aluminum alloy plates have also been investigated. Generally, different types of FSW process with different combinations of each thermal management are applied as follows: Conventional Shoulder Single Pass Half penetration (CSSPH) FSW, Stationary Shoulder Single Pass Half penetration (SSSPH) FSW, Conventional Shoulder Single Pass full penetration (CSSP) FSW, Stationary Shoulder Single Pass full penetration (SSSP) FSW, Conventional Shoulder Dual Pass full penetration (CSDP) FSW, and Stationary Shoulder Dual Pass full penetration (SSDP) FSW.
Weldability, macro and micro structure, effect of control parameters and thermal managements (CS&SS; WS&CBP; SP&DP) on response parameters and properties, influence of thermal distribution and history in welded joint metallurgical and mechanical properties are investigated and discussed in several categories: (a) CSSP and SSSP, (b) CSSPH and SSSPH, (c) CSDP and SSDP and (d) SSSP in different aluminum alloys. Comparison study is performed to further understand FSW mechanism in aluminum alloys.

5.2 Conclusions

By comprehensive analysis all the results from experiments and numerical simulations, several conclusions and trends are summarized and highlighted as following:

(1) Effects of speeds, process variants and TBCs on weldability, torque, power, temperature, time of temperature staying around 350°C, and strength:

a) Keeping other parameters the same, when rotation rate increased, weldability was improved, nugget boundaries become blurry, required forge force decreases, torque decreased with an decreasing slope, while power, temperature at pin center and grain size at center nugget increased, showing a plateau in power and probe temperature at high RPM.

b) Keeping other parameters the same, when welding speed increased, weldability decreased, required forge force and in plane forces increases, torque and power increased, while temperature at pin center decreased slightly. Time of temperature staying around 350°C decreased, HAZ minimum hardness and thereby the UTS increased significantly.
c) Keeping other parameters the same, relative to CS, SS decreased the weldability especially in single pass full penetration FSW, decreased torque and power slightly, decreased temperature at pin center, affected time of temperature staying around 350 °C little, increased HAZ minimum hardness and thereby the UTS.

d) Keeping other parameters the same, relative to single pass full penetration FSW, the 1st and 2nd pass of dual pass FSW improved weldability significantly, decreased torque and power significantly, decreased temperature at pin center, decreased time of temperature staying around 350°C, increased HAZ minimum hardness and thereby the UTS.

e) Keeping other parameters the same, relative to FSW produced with the original TBCs (in air, with steel backing plate), the application of water spray (WS) increased torque and power, decreased temperature at pin center slightly, decreased time of temperature staying around 350°C, increased HAZ minimum hardness and thereby the UTS (7%).

f) Keeping other parameters the same, relative to FSW produced with the original TBCs (in air, with steel backing plate), the application of composite backing plate (CBP) increased torque and power, decreased temperature at pin center slightly, and affected the UTS little.

(2) Ways to improve the min hardness and thereby, the UTS of FSW joints in thick plate 7XXX alloys include:
a) Adopting dual pass full penetration (DP) FSW instead of single pass full penetration (SP) FSW: relative to SP, keeping other parameters the same, DP allows higher welding speed which increases the UTS; and remains the material at temperature around 350°C relatively shorter, which will also benefit the joint strength.

b) Adopting stationary shoulder (SS) FSW which decreased temperature at pin center, increased HAZ minimum hardness and thereby the UTS.

c) Adopting the device of water spray (WS) to obtain higher cooling rate, which will result in larger HAZ minimum hardness and thereby joint strength.

(3) Advantages of DP relative to SP:
Relative to SP, DP allows higher speeds, decreases torque, power and T in each pass, and increases joint strength. DP also requires less on robust machinery due to smaller forces and torques required and generated during FSW.

(4) How much do tool shoulder and pin contribute to the total heat generation?
In CSFSW joints, power contribution from pin is not as small as most researchers claimed. On the contrary, in these welds, pin contribution to heat generation is significant and larger than shoulder. It’s also worthy to note that, added heat from shoulder decreases the energy input from pin.

(5) Effects of stationary shoulder (SS) technique:
Relative to CS, SS enjoys advantages like producing better surface finish, avoiding overheating in SP, increasing UTS in DP, and improving
homogeneity in thermal distribution. SS also has several disadvantages like limiting application of higher speeds especially in SP, requiring larger forge force, then leading to larger in-plane forces (especially X forces). Relative to CS, SS affects torque and power little for a given IPM/RPM combination, and affects through thickness HV and microstructure little.

(6) In SSSPH, under the same forge force and rotating rate, pin feature had little influence in torque and power;

(7) In SSSP, compared with 0°tilt, 1°tilt can significantly eliminate defects on surface and inside the nugget, produce defect free welds by providing more consolidation/forge at back of the shoulder. In DP, compared with 0°tilt, 1°tilt has little effect on process parameters like required forge force, in-plane forces, torque, and power.

(8) The studied like thermal conductivity and flow stress of workpiece affect temperature at pin center slightly, while affect power at some extent.

(9) The change in thermal conductivity of workpiece in W condition is not the reason resulting about measured 10°C lower temperature in DP-2 relative to DP-1.

(10) Compared with SSSP of AA7099 (and AA7050), SSSP of AA6061 allows much higher process speed, requires similar forge force, and leads to smaller in-plane forces, similar torque, larger power, temperature and then GS; Under the same forge force, when rotation rate increases, in SSSP of AA6061 torque decreases slower, power, then temperature and GS increased slower.
5.3 Recommendations for future Work

Based on above analysis and current understanding of FSW, future work is proposed as following: (1) fractography study to ascertain reason(s) for failure in specimens broken in longitudinal tensile testing, to ascertain whether the tested samples have been overheated, to ascertain reason(s) for about 10°C difference in temperature at center NG in DP-1 and DP-2, and to study effects of different process variants employed in SPF SW like CS, SS, DP-1 and DP-2 on fracture, microstructure and properties, and (2) further calibration of TPM model by obtaining more accurate temperature dependent flow stress of AA7099-T7651; and investigation effects of TBC modification at WP bottom through simulation.
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## APPENDIX A - SUMMARY OF FSW TOOL PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool No.</th>
<th>FSW</th>
<th>$\theta$, °</th>
<th>Pin Feature</th>
<th>$D_1$, mm</th>
<th>Pin Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>T+3F</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>H-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>T+3F</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>H-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>T+3F</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>H-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>T+3C</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>MP-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SSSPH&amp;DP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>T+3CT</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>MP-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CSSPH</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>T+3F</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>MP-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>T+3F</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>MP-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>T+3F</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>MP-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-3</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>T+3F</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>MP-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>T+3F</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>MP-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>T+3CT</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>MP-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-1</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>T+3CT</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>MP-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-2</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>T+3CT</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>MP-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>T+3CT</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>H-13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool No.</th>
<th>$D_2$, mm</th>
<th>$D_3$, mm</th>
<th>$D_4$, mm</th>
<th>L, mm</th>
<th>Thread Pitch, mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>12.31</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>12.31</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>12.31</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>12.31</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>12.31</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>12.31</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>19.05</td>
<td>11.13</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>19.05</td>
<td>11.13</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-3</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>19.05</td>
<td>11.13</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>35.56</td>
<td>19.05</td>
<td>11.13</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>19.05</td>
<td>12.01</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-1</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>19.05</td>
<td>12.01</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-2</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>19.05</td>
<td>12.01</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>12.31</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\theta$: Taper Angle of pin; $D_1$: Flat/Flute Depth; $D_2$: Shoulder Diameter; $D_3$: Pin Top Diameter; $D_4$: Pin Tip Diameter; $L$: Pin Length
# APPENDIX B - SUMMARY OF TBCS AND FSW CONTROL

## PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weld No.</th>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>FSW</th>
<th>Back Plate</th>
<th>Water Spray</th>
<th>Tool No.</th>
<th>Rotating Speed, RPM</th>
<th>Welding Speed, mm/min</th>
<th>Forge Force, KN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3957A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3957B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3957C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>55.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3957D</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>55.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3958A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3958B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3958C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3960A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3960B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3960C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3961A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3961B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3961C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4094A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>33.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4094B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>37.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4094C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4098A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4098B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>33.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4098C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>37.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4227A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4227B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSPH</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>57.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3963A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3963B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-3</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3964A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3964B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3964C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3965A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>71.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3965B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>71.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3973A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>7-2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>69.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Weathering</td>
<td>Strength 1</td>
<td>Strength 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3973B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>7-2</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3974A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>7-2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3974B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>7-2</td>
<td>240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3975A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>7-1</td>
<td>240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3975B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>7-1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4106A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>7-1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4106B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>7-1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4107A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4107B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4114</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>7-1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4115</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4116</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>7-1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4167A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4167B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4167C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4171A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4171B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4171C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4171D</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4306</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4153A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4153B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4153C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4154A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4154B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4154C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4155A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4155B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4155C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4155D</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4156A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4156B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4163</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4164</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4165</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4166</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4299</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4315</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4300</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4309</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSDP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4311</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSDP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4310</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSDP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4312</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSDP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4226A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4226B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>Grade System</td>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Coating</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4228A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-2</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>44.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4228B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-2</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4229</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-1</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4230</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-2</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4231</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-2</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>37.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4232A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-1</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>48.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4232B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-1</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4233A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-2</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4233B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-2</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>51.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4237</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-1</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4238</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-2</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>48.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4241</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-1</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>57.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4242</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-2</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>55.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4243</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-1</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>55.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4244</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-2</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>55.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4302</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-1</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4304</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-2</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4301</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-1</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>55.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4303</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP-2</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3966A</td>
<td>7050</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3966B</td>
<td>7050</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4168A</td>
<td>6061</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4168B</td>
<td>6061</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4169</td>
<td>6061</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4170A</td>
<td>6061</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>62.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4170B</td>
<td>6061</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4170C</td>
<td>6061</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>44.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4170D</td>
<td>6061</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>35.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# APPENDIX C - SUMMARY OF DEFECT EXAMINATION

## RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weld No.</th>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>FSW</th>
<th>Defect Examination Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3957A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3957B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3957C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3957D</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3958A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Defective: a little SD at AS; Defect free in nugget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3958B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3958C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3960A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3960B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3960C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3961A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3961B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3961C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSPH</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4309</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4310</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4094A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSPH</td>
<td>Defective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4094B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSPH</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4094C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSPH</td>
<td>Defective: cracks and wormholes near AS between mid-plane and crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4098A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSPH</td>
<td>Defective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4098B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSPH</td>
<td>Defective: cracks and wormholes near AS between mid-plane and crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4098C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSPH</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4226A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defective: small hole at mid-plane AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4226B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4227A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defective: SD; Large holes between mid-plane &amp; bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4227B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defective: SD; holes between mid-plane and bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4229</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4232A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4232B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4302</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4301</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3963A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3963B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3964A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3964B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3964C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3965A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3965B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3973A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: SD; Cracks at mid-plane AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3973B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Cracks at mid-plane AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3974A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3974B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: SD; cracks near root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3975A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: SD; cracks near root at AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3975B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: cracks near root at AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4106A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Hole defects near bottom center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4106B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Large hole defects at bottom AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4107A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: SD; Little defects at top AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4107B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: SD; Little defects at top AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4114</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: small hole defects at mid-AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4115</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4116</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: small cracks at bottom AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4167A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: overheated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part No.</td>
<td>Num.</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4167B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4167C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: small hole between mid-plane and bottom AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4171A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4171B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4171C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4171D</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: SD from crown to mid-plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4306</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4153A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>SD; Worm holes at top &amp; mid-plane from AS to RS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4153B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Defective: SD; Small hole at mid-plane RS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4153C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>SD; Small holes between crown and mid-plane AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4154A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Small holes at AS near crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4154B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Worm holes between crown and mid-plane AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4154C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Worm holes at center AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4155A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Defective: overheated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4155B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Defective: overheated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4155C</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Defective: overheated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4155D</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Holes near center AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4156A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Small holes at AS near crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4156B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Worm holes at center AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4163</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Defective. Aborted due to too large torque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4164</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Defective: overheated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4165</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Defective: overheated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4166</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Defective: overheated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4299</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Worm holes at mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4315</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Worm holes at center near root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4300</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSSP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4309</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4311</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4310</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4312</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>SSDP</td>
<td>Defective: Worm holes at mid AS near crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4226A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defective: small hole at mid AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4226B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4227A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defective: SD; Large holes between mid-plane &amp; bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4227B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defective: SD; holes between mid-plane and bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4228A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defective: large holes between mid-plane and bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4228B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defective: holes and cracks at mid-plane near AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4229</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4230</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4231</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4232A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4232B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4233A</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4233B</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4237</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defective: small holes at AS near crown and mid-plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4238</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4241</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4242</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4243</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defective: holes near mid-plane AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4244</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defective: surface defect at AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4302</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4304</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4301</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4303</td>
<td>7099</td>
<td>CSDP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3966A</td>
<td>7050</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3966B</td>
<td>7050</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Surface defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4168A</td>
<td>6061</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4168B</td>
<td>6061</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4169</td>
<td>6061</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4170A</td>
<td>6061</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4170B</td>
<td>6061</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4170C</td>
<td>6061</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Holes at bottom AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4170D</td>
<td>6061</td>
<td>SSSP</td>
<td>Defective: Holes at bottom AS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>